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OCEANOGRAPHY AND EARTH’S WICKED PROBLEMS
In The Tradition of Franklin and Folger’s Big Ideas
A reflective memoir about life and research by practitioners in the 20th & 21st Centuries

By William Henry Hoyt, Ph D
Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, CO 80639

Frontispiece: SAILING SCHOOL VESSEL SSV WESTWARD, Sea Education Association, Woods
Hole, MA. William Hoyt was Chief Scientist for Cruise W-156, Key West – Bermuda - Rum Cay Key West, March to May, 1998 (photo by the author).

“How inappropriate to call this planet Earth when it is clearly Ocean.”
-Arthur C. Clarke
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Acknowledgements
You’d think after I’d written acknowledgements for three degrees and countless papers and presentations
that it would be easy to do so. It isn’t. There are many hundreds of people who have had their own part in
encouraging the writing of this book of ideas and memoirs. Most would discount their part in contributing
at all to this venture or forget that they even encouraged me. But in the broadest sense, that is the
meaning of community—we should never discount the effect we may have on others! My “every day”
community over the last 50 years has been all the faculty and student colleagues I have seen almost all the
days in the last half-century. Cruises on various ships, consulting projects, and grants gave me ship-mates
and many others to work with. And without family, I would not even exist, or have any chance at a
meaningful life…..more on that in the Foreword.
In a very real sense, David Winslow Folger started this book idea. He was assigned as my academic advisor
in the Geography & Geology Department at Middlebury College in 1973. Sadly, he passed away in 2017
from pancreatic cancer, way before his time. His infectious smile, endearing wit, and scientific acumen are
sorely missed. You can glean all of that from his picture (Figure 1)!

Figure 1. Dr. David Winslow Folger, enjoying a good chuckle in his office at Woods Hole, MA (photo from
his obituary).
Dr. Folger took an immediate interest in me when I took his oceanography course, even though my grade
on the midterm turned no heads! At least I knew that his experience in the Navy, in the oil industry, and at
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution was well worth my utmost attention! So, I trudged into his
office to seek help. It was only later that I learned of his Nantucket roots, and his descent from whaling
Captain Timothy Folger. Timothy was the cousin of Benjamin Franklin and was the person who coauthored the 1769 Chart of the Gulf Stream with Ben.
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Like his ancestors, Dave Folger thought of big problems—some of which we now call “Wicked Problems”.
Despite Dave’s intensity, he was never too busy to laugh at a good joke, or to cut the diesel engine on Lake
Champlain to hear the Canada Geese flying south for the winter. He would stop by the student lab after his
mile swim (!!) just to talk. We were always glad to see him in the basement, where we stored “soft cores
and sludge”. There was always a competition with the hard rockers upstairs—above decks.
I never would have made it to Folger’s oceanography class if it were not for the scintillating teaching of Dr.
Brew Baldwin in the geochemistry of earth materials class at Middlebury College. Of all the great teachers I
have had, Brew topped them all.
At Dave Folger’s suggestion, I journeyed south to the State University of New York at Albany for a master’s
degree with Dr. P. J. Fox. A colleague of Folger’s from Lamont Geological Observatory, Jeff Fox taught me a
myriad of important lessons, including fostering in me a life-long joy with distance running. It was with Jeff
that I wrote my first NSF grant covering blue-water oceanography; Dr. Fox still has his hand in deep sea
marine geology, in unravelling the geological history of the oceans. My first major scientific presentation
on which I was first author was on deep marine turbidites-at an AAPG (American Association of Petroleum
Geologists) meeting in Washington, D. C.
Having enjoyed research in lakes and deep “blue water” oceanography, for a Ph D I returned to my coastal
upbringing to study coastal geology with Dr. J. C. Kraft at the University of Delaware. When I went to
interview there, Chris Kraft took me on a plane flight of the coast to survey recent storm damage. With the
offer of a DuPont Fellowship to write Sea Grant proposals, and a great group of faculty and graduate
students from around the world, it was an offer too good to turn down. From Chris I really learned to write
grants because I had lots of practice; and all his students knew how to have a good time doing field work! I
learned tons from each and every one of those graduate students.

Dedication
This book is dedicated to the memory of Victor J. Mayer, Ph D (Figure 2). His understandings of
interconnectedness of Earth’s systems and his mentoring during the early stages of my academic career
inspired me to continue the work he so passionately pursued at The Ohio State University and overseas in
his Fulbright awards in Japan and Korea. If Dr. P. J. Fox and Dr. J. C. Kraft taught me how to write grants,
Dr. Vic Mayer taught me how to perfect proposals. By the time I started working with Dr. John Moore on
grants with the Poudre Learning Center and the University of Northern Colorado starting at the turn of the
century, we were set up for a great run. Ray Tschillard, Director of the Poudre Learning Center, was and
still is the Clydesdale of the bunch, and a wrestler! That’s meant to be a compliment, Ray

Figure 2. Victor J. Mayer (b. 1933- d. 2011) shown here in a 1970 photo. I don’t think he wore a tie after
1990, ever! (Photograph is from the Journal of Geological Education).
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Foreword
I was so excited that I couldn’t sleep the night of March 18th, 2018. With the arrival of Fiona Catherine
Lazear, I had just become a Grandpa! That’s the night this book idea began to take shape. Strange how
major life events seem to spawn others, seemingly unrelated. Or are they unrelated? Certainly, the arrival
of the first grandchild reminds me that I’m not a “spring chicken” anymore. It is fair to say that recording
my life history and that of oceanography for my family and my colleagues is an important motivation to
write this book. That is needed on two counts: my immediate ancestors did not write their life history
down for anyone to read, and oceanographers today may likewise fail to understand their roots.
But there are larger reasons to write this tome. Where do big ideas come from? How do we conceive
them? Do they matter for the future habitation of humans on this planet? The first two questions are
largely beyond the scope of this book, but the third one will be addressed at some length in the ensuing
chapters. Here in the foreword, I take a moment to take a stab at the first two questions in the context of
my ancestors and genealogy. I suspect that most of us owe more to previous generations than we realize.
The last Hoyt I know of to write a book on the history of the Hoyts was David Hoyt (Hoyt, 1871). That was a
620-page tome. I also suspect that our very future depends on our ability to formulate and solve the
problems posed by the big ideas. Many of them have now earned the moniker “Wicked Problems”
because they are complex and have no solutions within easy reach of a single discipline.
Though the subject of this paragraph is my parents (Barbara McAdams Hoyt (Bobby) and N. Landon Hoyt III
(Linger)), the curiosity and zest for life they taught me came by way of the attitudes of previous
generations. Though they didn’t crow about their parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents that I can
ever remember, Dad did refer to the old portraits on the wall with whimsical names like “old spinach-face”.
I think he said that to make my Mom laugh, and to make sure we did not forget previous generations. At
any rate, my Dad’s love of the water and love of boats certainly had a strong influence on my eventual
choice of oceanography as a career. I well remember the mystique of looking at the photo of his World
War II Destroyer Escort, U. S. S. Pride, from his Coast Guard days (Figure 3). He was handy on board;
though he was Fireman First Class, he also kept the refrigeration systems running, and cooked and cut hair
when the others were too seasick to work. His experiences in the Atlantic and Pacific theaters of World
War II are writ large on my heart.

Figure 3. Nelson Landon Hoyt III in his Coast Guard Uniform and snorkeling Caribbean reefs.
My Dad was clean-shaven and took umbrage at beards such as the one William Malanchton Hoyt had
(Figure 4). Other ancestors were similarly disparaged as “..old spinach face..”.
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Figure 4. William Melanchton Hoyt, circa 1867. I think my younger brother Steve looks just like him! That’s
also meant to be a compliment, Steve!
William had arrived as a young man in Chicago about 1854, having moved from his agricultural roots in
New Haven, Vermont. He worked as a produce stock boy in a grocery store and learned the business of
groceries from an early age. He had a knack for the business and worked his way up to owning his own
store. When the tragedy of the Chicago Fire happened in October of 1871, William was ready to initiate
the food relief efforts by getting some New York money to bring in food from St. Louis on barges. That
launched his wholesale grocery warehouse on the South Branch of the Chicago River (the William M. Hoyt
& Co. building is still there). William used direct marketing with printed price lists to “the woman of the
house” and began a revolution in the way advertising was done. A revitalized Chicago had emerged from
the ashes, with the help of W. M. Hoyt and many others.
Tragedy struck the Hoyts again when W. M. Hoyt’s daughter Emilie and her three children burned to death
in the Iroquois Theatre fire on December 30, 1903. The doors to the Theatre were constructed so that they
opened in, so when people rushed the exits to escape the fire, they blocked the doors. Six hundred souls
perished in the smoke and fire on that cold Chicago day. Two benefits eventually came out of the calamity:
theatre doors in the United States were required to open out forevermore, and Christ Church was built in
1905 in Winnetka in memory of the 4 family members who were lost. They are memorialized in a Tiffany
stained-glass window at Christ Church in Winnetka (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Christ Church, Winnetka, known as The Church on the Hill (Bradner and Ethridge, 2005).
In 2005 Patty Wiley (Hoyt) found a book in the Vermont Historical Society, A Genealogical History of the
Hoyt, Haight, and Hight Families by David Hoyt, published in 1871. It detailed the early decades of the Hoyt
arrival in the colonies, on the 16th English ship that made the passage to the Americas. That book ended
with Nelson Landon Hoyt, my great-grandpa who I called Gobby. Up until that time, I had never heard
much of that history, which was full of energetic Hoyts doing all sorts of things. One of my other sisters-in
law, Debbie Stockford Hoyt, has worked hard and tirelessly over the years to make that ancestry known
(Hoyt, 2009). Debbie also delved into my mother’s side of the family, into the McAdams and Dubbs
families. They inspired me too, as detailed below!
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William Henry McAdams was a dark and handsome man from Lexington, Kentucky—the son of a
pharmacist and the father of my mother. I asked my Mom once where our dark complexion came from,
and she said with her wry smile, half-jokingly, “Pirate Irish”! It wouldn’t hurt to do some genetic testing.
Mac loved music and singing with his chemistry and physics buddies, but he had a real knack for research in
chemistry and physics; he earned a master’s degree from the University of Kentucky, and another from
MIT. Mac also received an honorary doctorate from the University of California, Berkeley and several other
awards (including Presidential Commendations for his work on the Manhattan Project and for refrigeration
systems on allied ships). He went on to teach at MIT and Harvard, Chaired the MIT Chemical Engineering
Department, and authored his textbook, Heat Transmission in 1933. Subsequent editions of that book
were published in 1942 and 1954, with a reprint done in 1985. The 1954 edition added considerable
material on heat transmission in nuclear reactors and jet engines (which he helped to formulate). Two
endowed graduate fellowships in chemical engineering are named for him (one at Berkeley and one at the
University of Kentucky), and one endowed chair of physics is named for him (at Berkeley). My niece Helen
Hoyt (Spacco), got her Ph D in Chemistry at Berkeley, and now is a tenured Associate Professor of
Chemistry at Knox College. In addition to the chemistry degree (Helen) and chemical engineering degree
(Sarah Hoyt Lazear), my youngest daughter Anna Hoyt has an environmental engineering degree. I think
Mac would be very proud of his great-granddaughters who have done such things! When it comes to auto
mechanics or figuring out how to fix things, my CPA son Aaron runs circles around us—he is the Mr. Fixit;
Eagle Scouts do that with ease. And now my brother Steve has over 30 years as an aeronautical engineer
with Pratt-Whitney (United Technologies); Sam Hoyt is Steve’s middle son, and he is now an engineer with
Pratt-Whitney too. This is a snapshot today-who knows what paths life will lead them down from here on?
Mac also co-authored a classic textbook on chemical engineering (Walker, Lewis, and McAdams, 1923).
During World War II, he worked on parts of the Manhattan Project, gas warfare research, and propanefueled refrigeration systems for the Navy. The first alcohol I ever bought was Crème-de-Mint, the prime
ingredient in his favorite drink: The Grasshopper. I am named after him, and I’ve always wondered if his
inspiration spurred me into the professoriate. Since William M. Hoyt (old spinach-face) was on my father’s
side of the family, the name William was a slam-dunk for me to get. Of course, for most of my life I have
sported a beard, much to my father’s chagrin.
My Mom’s maternal grandfather was Carbon P. Dubbs, who was born in Franklin, Pennsylvania during the
dawning of the oil industry. Oil City is just down the road from Franklin. His father, Jesse Dubbs, tinkered
with asphaltic hydrocarbons and earned a patent to separate the light aromatic hydrocarbons from the
hydrocarbons to make asphalt. At the time, there was no major use for the “gasoline”, and it was largely
considered a less desirable byproduct in the early days. Carbon picked up his Dad’s interest in oil products
in a big way, and eventually earned 140 patents with Universal Oil Products—the most significant of which
was for his “clean process” for cracking oil and producing gasoline from it (American Chemical Society,
1995; UOP, 2018; see Figure 6). I believe that patent from June 26, 1917 was titled “Method for Treating
Petroleum and Other Hydrocarbons”, patent # 1,231,509 (Dubbs, 1917). Also, along the way friends took
Carbon’s middle initial “P” and started calling him Carbon Petroleum Dubbs (Hall, 2016). It stuck, for
obvious reasons. I well remember attending his 60th wedding anniversary in 1960, and what a grand
celebration that was in Santa Barbara, California! That’s where C. P. is buried beside Bertha.
A bevy of lawyers were around during the 60th wedding anniversary of C. P. and Bertha Dubbs. After both
C. P. and Bertha died in 1962, their children donated the Dubbs residence in Bermuda (Chelston) to the U.
S. Government in lieu of taxes (that required a rather larger bevy of lawyers). Chelston became the
residence of the United States Consul General to Bermuda from 1964 until about the turn of the century
(Farmer, 1996). I visited there as a child and I still count it as the most beautiful residence I have ever seen.
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Figure 6. Carbon Petroleum Dubbs circa 1917 and a sketch of his “clean process” for refining crude oil (from
Universal Oil Products, 2018).
My Dad and I bought every spool of twine we could find at the local hardware store and lofted a kite up
into the trade winds until it was teeny-tiny. The twine broke and we never saw the kite again! Oops, I
contributed to plastics pollution that probably ended up in the ocean. I imagine it is still there, sadly.
I contacted Robert Farmer (U. S. Ambassador to Bermuda) in 1997 about the possibility of a visit during my
duty as Chief Scientist aboard the SSV Westward (sailing school vessel out of Woods Hole, MA). We
planned to be there during Easter Weekend, 1998. Mr. Farmer cordially agreed to host a dinner for us in
the same dining room where Colin Powell, George H. W. Bush, Edward Kennedy, Brooke Shields, Ann
Landers, and many other famous people were official guests. More on that interesting visit in a later
chapter.
Since Carbon’s research lab (the Riverside Lab, a National Historic Chemical Landmark; American Chemical
Society, 1995) was in suburban Chicago and Carbon lived just north of the city, my Mom and Dad had a
chance to meet. Bobby and Linger were married in 1950. Today the lab is run under the auspices of
Honeywell UOP (Universal Oil Products). Though Sarah, my chemical engineer daughter has been there, I
have not. It is on my bucket list to see the place where many of the 140 patents were dreamed up by
Carbon Petroleum Dubbs…..
My father-in-law Barten Harold Smith finally wrote his World War II memoirs about being in the U. S. Air
Force about the turn of the century; it is entitled A View from the Ball Turret (Smith, 1997). I figure if he
could get around to writing about such a difficult and terrifying time under the belly of a B-24 (“Sweet
Sue”), what excuse did I have not to write about the events I witnessed in my life? None. I’ll admit that
Barten’s story coming back across the Adriatic to his air base in Italy (with just one of the four engines
running) is more amazing than anything I must write about! Barten was very happy to have been able to
sign a copy of his memoirs! I guess since neither Barten nor my own father Landon could write the
Foreword of this book, I did it.
I end this foreword with a tip of my hat to my spiritual mentor, Bob Chin. It was he who taught me that
living for something and someone bigger than myself was a calling all of us should take hold of. I think my
ancestors did just that. I hope I do too.
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____
ONE
LAKES AND RIVERS: THE EARLY YEARS
“There is nothing quite so much fun as just messing around in Boats!”
-Dr. Gerry Saunders, Emeritus Professor of Biology, Unity College, Maine
The Seawall
The seawall on the Lake Michigan shore dropped down from my back yard about ten feet to the beach
below. Such was the water-and-boat-rich setting in which I lived my first seven years. My Dad built a
canvas-covered two-man kayak for us to explore the Lake together. I remember paddling along in the
nearshore waters, being fascinated by the sand ripples and fish on the bottom. I also loved fishing for
smelt and piloting Sunfish sailboats during all sorts of summer squalls. I probably should have drowned at
least once! My Mom and my siblings would wander the beach when the occasion presented itself—which
was often. I remember getting yanked from the water by Mom when a seiche hit the Lake. In retrospect, it
is no big surprise that I ended up in a career that focused on the water.
The “house” we lived in was a converted carriage house that William M. Hoyt, the grocer, had built. It sat
at the base of the bluff, just below the property where the two big houses were. Living just 10 feet above
the level of the Lake made for an exciting life from time to time. Storms, floods, icebergs, and snow forts
dominated my early years there. And over a period of many years, I noticed the Lake level going up and
down. I wondered why. Other times I was too absorbed playing in the sand after a big rainstorm with my
friends to wonder why. Watching the beach come and go with the seasons intrigued me—but I was
especially happy playing in the water with my family during those hot, still, Chicago summers. One time my
Dad forgot to put on the parking brake and rolled the car into the Lake. It was only when the shop called
my Mother to say the car was ready to be picked up that the gig was up. My Mom asked what was wrong
with the car, and the mechanic said, “Oh didn’t Mr. Hoyt tell you that he rolled the car into the Lake?” Lots
of laughs now….at Dad’s expense. Like many of Dad’s stories, I did not hear about it until I was about 30
years old. That was probably wise on his part—his five children did not need to know too many stories
about his faux pas until we got past our teen and college years.
That was the only place I have lived where the mail was delivered on the 2nd floor!
Camps and Questions
When it came time to consider adventures away from home, water was a constant companion. Our town
had partnered with a camp on the Michigan side of the Lake: Camp Douglas Smith (CDS). It was on Hamlin
Lake near Ludington, so we got there by taking the ferry from Milwaukee to Ludington. CDS had a large
fleet of boats, from canoes to sailboats. I had to be on them as much as possible. One day of camp each
summer was devoted to “Isaac Walton Day”, and that day featured a fishing contest. I brought home
prizes for the most fish and the most types of fish; it was the first day that I had ever caught a musky.
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Probably that is a testament to my patience and persistence more than my skill. Dad always said, “it is
good to work harder than the next guy!”
That ferry was my first big ship, and I had to know how everything worked! My Mom had a nickname for
me in those days that aptly described me: Fingers. My hero was Curious George. That was reason enough
to keep me out of the wheelhouse! On the bow of the ferry, I would spend the time staring at the milkywhite waters. I wondered where all those fine silts and clays in the water came from. I had heard of
glaciers and had seen lots of glacial evidence in the ravines near home. I also wondered where the waves
came from, and why there were two or three wave-approach directions sometimes. These early questions
about the Lake led to others in my teen years; by the time I was a teenager I had questions that were
regional/national in scope. It dawned on me that many of my questions required a systematic
understanding of how lakes worked, where they came from, how they got there, and why they were
changing so quickly.
I had plenty of time to consider such questions while throwing gravel and cobbles from the beach onto the
bluff. My older brother and I liked throwing things, and this was great practice for baseball in high school.
My brother was a pitcher and I played infield/outfield and batted lead-off. I taught baseball camp for
youngsters as my first paying job. My grandfather (Gar, so-named by the eldest grandson because grandpa
smoked cigars) wanted a sand beach, not a gravel and cobble beach. He paid my brother and I one cent for
each cobble removed (I did not count that as a paying job). Why was the sand beach being replaced by
cobbles and gravel, what role did the changes in lake level have to do with it? What role did the steel
groins play in erosion and deposition? And why in the dickens was the southern part of Lake Michigan
undergoing such a sudden ecological crisis?
From the time I was a little tike until I was a teenager, southern Lake Michigan had been rapidly
transforming right before my eyes. The entire ecosystem was transformed from a variety of fresh water
species to salt water species that could live in the Lake. The water had become eerily clear instead of its
usual milky-white color. My summer jobs on the beach transformed from throwing cobbles to raking up
dead alewives fish that washed up on the shore by the tens of thousands (just in our little stretch of the
beach). I had stumbled across my first “BIG” question about the Earth system: how had such a radical
change come about in my beloved Lake?
The invasion of the Great Lakes by marine species had been underway since the opening of the new
Welland Canal in 1929. This canal was a terrific commercial and engineering accomplishment that allowed
North America’s rich iron ore and agricultural commodities to be exported. Think of the Edmund
Fitzgerald; the sinking of that ship is chronicled in Gordon Lightfoot’s song. Trade routes opened to cities
like Chicago, Detroit, and Duluth, firmly establishing them on the stage of world commerce. But like many
early engineering projects of the 20th century, there were lots of unintended and unknown consequences.
In addition to allowing ocean-going ships into the Great Lakes with their cargo of zebra-mussels in the bilge
water, the Canal around Niagara Falls allowed a route for a marine parasite to invade. The Sea Lamprey Eel
had no natural predators, and so proliferated unchecked. By the 1960s the Lampreys were having a heyday
literally sucking the life blood out of the commercial lake fish (Lake Trout, Whitefish, and Walleyes). Those
fish had no defenses against the Lampreys, and neither did the commercial fishermen. Today, from the
phytoplankton to the top fish predators, Lake Michigan is dominated by marine species that can live in
fresh water. Alewives are eaten by Chinook Salmon. Some of the best salmon fishing in the world is now
found off Chicago. By the way, when the marine alewives fish invaded, there were no predators left to eat
them, so alewives would congregate in large numbers in the shallows of Lake Michigan; physiological stress
associated with osmosis of fresh water into their cells would literally kill them in mass die-offs during
certain times of the year (Wisconsin Sea Grant, 2013). My job was to rake them up and dispose of them at
the base of the bluff. Phew!
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I thought if this could happen in such a massive lake, why not the oceans? I suppose my life path was set
with the formulation of that question, though I certainly did not know it at the time.
High School and Water Jobs
My high school required that all students pass a swimming test, since we were so close to Lake Michigan.
The high school swimming coach did not miss the opportunity to run extensive time trials in every stroke to
recruit for the swim team. Our school had 17 state swimming championships at that time, and when I
turned in a good time for the breast stroke, the coach tried to get me to give up soccer, baseball, and track
to devote full time to swimming. I could not do that—I loved soccer and track more than swimming, and
baseball was fun too. That decision may have disappointed Dad, who was on the state championship swim
team at that school when he was there. It was probably my first break with my Dad’s traditions, but it
would not be the last.
Junior high school and high school saw lots of canoe trips with Boy Scout Troop 18 to the Current River in
Missouri, in both winter and spring. That river was in the process of becoming a preserve of sorts, and I
was very happy about that. The scoutmaster’s parents lived on the river and were not as happy about their
river going into the public trust. Other canoe trips at family camps and summer camps in Wisconsin and
Minnesota started me on many consecutive summers venturing to Canada for long canoe trips in Ontario,
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Quebec. Two of those summers I was a counselor at camps: Adventurer’s
Camp for Boys in Wisconsin (Lac Du Flambeau) and Camp Koochiching in Minnesota (International Falls).
Two of the more memorable trips during my counselor years were to Hudson’s Bay (Seal River) and Isle
Royale in Lake Superior. Now I was being paid to live on the water, with free room and board to boot.
There were good rock exposures on the many miles of lake shores I explored and many thousands of river
miles where rock outcrops were everywhere. Some of those outcrops intrigue me to this day—and of
course I’d love to go back there again.
That was a far cry from some of my earlier summer jobs working on a dairy farm in Minnesota and working
at an onion and potato-packing plant in suburban Chicago. My Dad was good at finding us menial jobs that
showed us what REAL work was like—and probably the value of a college education. Dad had used his G.I.
bill after World War II to attend the University of Illinois for a year. But other than a geology course that he
loved, college was not for him. Dyslexia did that to a person in the late 1940s. Dad wanted his kids to
finish their college educations—and he got it done for all five of us! Certainly, in that sense (and many
others), I have lived a charmed life. Many people were looking out for me, even when I did not realize or
acknowledge it.
The summer of my junior year of high school, I joined a book club and we read all sorts of works. I
distinctly remember sitting by the beach campfire on Lake Michigan during one of those book club
discussions and thinking I would like to become a journalist. Writing about such events as the Vietnam War
and the changes in Lake Michigan sounded like something that would be very engaging. At the end of the
following summer, I headed off to Middlebury College in Vermont to pursue a career in journalism. Or so I
thought…
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____
TWO
COLLEGE: INTRO TO FOLGER & FRANKLIN
“They asked the question once, and liked the answer, so they
never asked the question again.”
-George Baldwin, brother of Brewster Baldwin, Middlebury, VT

Figure 7. Ben Franklin’s and Timothy Folger’s 1769 (ca.) chart of the Gulf Stream, which explained why it
took about two weeks longer for mail to get from England to the Colonies than the return trip.
Registration Surprise
In late August of 1974, I headed off to my college orientation week at Middlebury College in Vermont.
Excited to start on my journalism career, I had signed up for an English course that was a prerequisite for
that major. Much to my chagrin, I found that the English course was oversubscribed, and my part of the
alphabet had to be removed from the registrar’s roll for that course. I thought my world had ended and
was at a bit of a loss what to do. Nevertheless, I did find a replacement course that sounded interesting:
“Geochemistry of Earth Materials” with Brewster Baldwin. I remembered my Dad’s positive experience
with geology in college—about the only academic subject he enjoyed. I loved the outdoors and being in
the field, so why not? It was among the best decisions I ever made! Besides, Brewster Baldwin sounded
like a great journalism pen name! Ben Franklin and Timothy Folger (Figure 7) liked the kind of big questions
we considered in that course.
We did various unconventional things in that course such as figuring out the structural history of the
Loveland Quadrangle in Colorado from the geological map, to studying the Surveyor spacecraft pictures
12

that had just come back from the moon, to mapping the geological strata that wandered through a local
pasture. It was the most unconventional course I had ever taken. Dr. Baldwin would give us just enough
information and training, then seemingly out of the blue, just ask us a question. The vast majority of the
course was about answering those questions. And now I live only 20 miles from the beloved Loveland
Quadrangle to which Dr. Baldwin introduced me. The Devil’s Backbone is a remarkable hiking place.
I soon learned that Brew Baldwin was all about questions, and he had been carefully compiling them for
some years. He titled his compendium “Quelques Bon Mots” (1985). Because our college president was a
classics professor, and I had taken two years of Latin in high school, I thought that “Some Good Words” was
a cool title. One of my favorite quotes is from Brew’s brother George, who said: “They asked the question
once and liked the answer, so they never asked the question again.” The folly of such short-sightedness
and close-mindedness has often reminded me about the importance of questions. Anyway, the document
is full of wisdom, even from my college thesis advisor Dave Folger; his contribution was: “It is easier to get
forgiveness than permission.” I quote those fellows almost as much as Jesus…
Brew wondered why there is such resistance to new ideas. People resist new ideas today, in some cases
even more fervently than our forefathers did. How could that be, in our current enlightenment? Brew
loved the irony of being a good Catholic and championing new ideas. His Abernathy Lecture at Middlebury
College was on “Who Likes New Ideas?” (Baldwin, 1984). In that lecture Dr. Baldwin recounted several
examples from recent scientific history about one set of ideas eventually being rejected and replaced by a
better set of ideas that explained the evidence better. His prime example was that of Plate Tectonics
theory (continental drift, sea floor spreading) replacing the old geosynclinal theories. He had lived during
that transition as a professional geologist, so he was right in the thick of it.
Thomas Kuhn used the term “scientific paradigm” in his analysis of why it is so hard to replace an old idea
or way of looking at the world with a new one (Kuhn, 1962). His book, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions, goes to great lengths to explain why scientists behave the way they do when new ideas are
presented. Brew Baldwin had a good example of the difficulty of scientists accepting new ways of looking
at data. He wrote a paper describing how variability of sea floor spreading rates during the Cretaceous
could affect our understanding of the geological time scale for that time. Brew’s paper was rejected,
largely based on old ways of looking at the data.
What I learned from Dr. Baldwin was that new questions and new ideas should not intimidate us so much.
Humans are faced with wicked problems and new questions that are very intimidating, indeed! In a very
real sense, it was a new idea to me in 1965 that humans could fundamentally change the Great Lakes. Now
everyone must accept that it has happened.
In a similar way I, and every other human on the planet, am faced with a bigger question: can humans
fundamentally alter the oceans and atmosphere of planet Earth? The answer, which is reviewed in later
chapters of this work, is a disquieting “YES”. Our climate system bears the evidence of that fact at every
turn. Geologists know from thousands of records from the past that high concentrations of CO2 in the
atmosphere and oceans track with high atmospheric temperatures; likewise, low concentrations of CO2 in
the atmosphere and oceans track with low atmospheric temperatures. Believing we are somehow exempt
from that eons-long correlation is simply wishful thinking. The fact is that the industrial revolution, and the
170 years since, has put us on a path to inexorably increasing atmospheric CO2. The question is whether
humans have enough resolve and wisdom to recognize that we are culpable. We even have formal
proposals now in the geological community to designate the current human-influenced geological
signature on the planet as the “Anthropocene”. Later chapters will investigate these matters more fully.
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Why Middlebury Vermont?
In addition to my history of being on the water, I loved snow skiing. A quick look at the geography of my
college applications proved that: The University of Denver, Colorado College, and Middlebury College.
Since Middlebury owned its own ski area and that was only a short drive from campus, Midd was my first
choice. It is also why an oceanographer would be interested in a job in Colorado. I still tell people here in
Colorado that I am “a fish out of water”. When they say it is a long way to the ocean, I remind them that
20 feet down and 85 million years back in time, they were in the middle of the Cretaceous Seaway right
here in Greeley! Generally, I have found that folks begrudgingly admit that the ocean has dominated the
landscapes (I mean oceanscapes) of the past. {I should be able to make up at least one word.} It also
surprises them that, after Florida and California, Colorado is often in the running for the state with the third
most certified SCUBA divers. We ran SCUBA Club trips to Discovery Bay Marine Lab several times as well as
to places like Belize and Grand Cayman. More on those projects later.
Vermont, as it turns out, was where William M. Hoyt came from in 1854 to start his grocery business in
Chicago. Though I did not know it at the time, it seems fitting that I went to college within 10 miles of his
old stomping grounds. I’ll bet some of the old antiques I saw in those parts were things he had laid eyes
on! My Mom went to camp on the shores of Lake Champlain at École Champlain. She was on the waiting
list to go to Middlebury College herself but ended up at Pembroke instead. But she knew nothing of the
Hoyts back then since she had not even met my Dad yet.
Incidentally, I wonder how many of us come across our ancestor’s places without even knowing it? I’ve
been all around New Haven, Vermont with my Dad, but he apparently never knew that his great
grandfather and many other Hoyts came from there. Next time I go, a visit to the cemetery is in order! In
more recent years, my oldest daughter came across Carbon Petroleum Dubbs’ Riverside Lab during a
Society of Women Engineers Conference in Chicago in 2004 and recognized that the 140 patents
celebrated in the foyer belonged to her great-great grandfather. Good for you Sarah—thanks for bringing
that family history back from the grave!
One of the other great adventures of being at Middlebury was participating in College Snow Bowl activities.
My PE credit in college was slalom ski racing, and I bought a season’s pass for $72. I can’t even buy a ½-day
ticket for that price today! That class, and other familiarity with the snow bowl rock outcrops (poly-phase
metamorphic rocks there that I saw in Pete Coney’s structural geology class), prepared me well for my job
leading the gate-checkers at the NCAA national championship ski races there in 1973. We had considerable
training to work on with the volunteers, mostly made up of college students. That taught me much about
organizing things with large groups to work smoothly—especially how volunteers behave!
Other volunteer work at the Middlebury Forum included working with developmentally disabled young
men at Vermont’s Brandon Training School each week. My first boy was from the “Northeast Kingdom” of
Vermont, where French was the sole language of many. It took Andre and me about three months before
we were very good at communicating! Despite Middlebury’s great reputation in foreign languages, my
French there was restricted to use for meals at Le Chateau dining hall, where you only got what you
wanted to eat by speaking French. That’s a good way to learn a language, and it served me well when it
came time to take my foreign language test in French required for my Ph D. John Webb, the only other
New Trier High School class of 1970 student who attended Middlebury, joined me for some fun nights of
basketball with the guys from the Training School. That was a blast of a different sort! And it was a great
study/research break that I needed each week. Volunteering for these things took considerable time away
from my studies, and God knows I needed more time to study! A look at my college grades proves that.
Nevertheless, grades alone don’t get people where they wish to go in life; I seemed to know that from an
early age—or I just resigned myself to rarely getting the best grades in the class!
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After a semester of hot platter dorm food, I was persuaded there was a better option at the Chi Psi
fraternity house. I pledged that year and became active in running the house, including dealing with the
cook, steward, the cranky furnace, the budget, and paying the bills. My junior year for Thanksgiving, I
stayed at College and we had a fabulous Thanksgiving Dinner with many friends at Chi Psi, David Watts
chief among them. That kind of fun could not happen at the College dining halls. And we did know how to
have a great party! In Chi Psi, I had friends from the hockey team, friends from Columbia, friends from
Canada, friends who were economists, friends who were chefs, friends who were scholars of various sorts,
and many others. In a very real way, our diversity was our strength. The “Steak & Champaign” party
punctuated each year—and made it clear we needed a serious spring cleaning!
One time for spring break, I took some of my Canadian hockey-player friends from Chi Psi deep-sea fishing
in the Gulf Stream off Florida. I was first mate on my Dad’s boat Big Noise, or its predecessor. I was in a
familiar and practiced environment there on the high seas. I soon found that my buddies were very prone
to sea-sickness; not nearly as tough as they were on the ice. Of course, I am not too comfortable on the
ice. They chummed the water and fishing was good! By the way, the Big Noise was named for a song “Big
Noise from Winnetka”, a Bob Crosby, jazzy swing tune that features the drummer having at the cello with
drumsticks. Have a look at a YouTube of it. Since Dad and his previous three generations were from
Winnetka, that all made sense.
Sororities at Middlebury had recently gone the way of all dinosaurs, so we wondered if Chi Psi might offer
“social/dining” memberships to female students so that they would have an option other than dorm food.
The college had implemented the “Social Dining Units” (SDUs) to gradually replace the Greek system, but
that did not work the way the Dean of Students envisioned. College students in the 70’s were not too
interested in lots of paternalism. We had just experienced the 1960s! We got in considerable trouble with
both the College and the Chi Psi National office for expanding our definition of “social/dining”
memberships for co-eds, and it was no small controversy. {Lest you envision that the idea of memberships
for females were of an amorous origin, let me set the record straight: the first female members had no
“boyfriend” relations there at Chi Psi. They were not interested in that and neither were we.} Maybe it
was the first healthy relationships some guys had ever had with co-eds! Remember that Middlebury had a
tradition of equal opportunity for women, and we continued in that spirit. Nevertheless, I was in some hot
water from many quarters—just for pushing the envelope! I guess I had adopted unfettered Middlebury
attitudes. In this case however, the College did not agree with me, mostly because they wished for
fraternities to fail and close.
I was elected fraternity president and lived in the house for my senior year (with windows on three sides).
At our little inauguration ceremony installing officers for the 1973-74 year, I remember being given a little
canoe paddle. It was so that I “would not be up the creek without a paddle” as the new president--facing
lots of obstacles in the next year. It was also given in deference to my love of canoeing and serious
scientific work on Lake Champlain. But it recognized another serious conflict I had with the College
concerning fair financial practices.
Middlebury had long collected a “comprehensive fee” from all students that covered all tuition, room, and
board expenses. Then, for fraternity members who lived and dined off-campus, there was a rebate
returned to cover those off-campus expenses that the College did not incur. Here was my beef with the
College, which went very public in my lengthy 1974 interview with the Middlebury Magazine: the
comprehensive fee had been steadily going up for many years, yet the “rebate” to cover fraternity
members’ off-campus expenses was held flat. I argued that practice was neither ethical nor fair—and on
and on. It was unjust, but I soon discovered that power exerted to win a fight may not consider ethics or
fairness a top priority. The College wanted to eliminate the Greek system on ideological grounds, and any
strategy to do so would, and could, be employed. If I and the other Greeks had hired a lawyer, things might
have turned out differently in the short term. But over the long term, fraternities at Middlebury were
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destined for extinction. Other new social entities may now exist, but they are certainly a new species,
fundamentally unlike the original “houses”.
Another more significant personal change happened to me as a junior in college. I began investigating the
claims of Jesus Christ, at the behest of friends in the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship group, and others. At
first, because I had been raised in a “culturally Christian” home, I felt no personal obligation to become a
Christian for real. I avoided such questions—or more accurately ran from them. Besides, scientists did not
typically do that sort of thing; and fraternity presidents at secular colleges in those days who professed to
be Christians were almost unheard of. Nevertheless, I did commit to studying the issue, and spent about
six months doing so—good analytical procedure for a scientist! But even after reading extensively (e.g.
Evidence that Demands a Verdict, McDowell, 1972), I still had many unanswered questions. Nevertheless, I
could not ignore the weight of evidence I saw and felt every day that went on. That’s why they call it
faith—entering something bigger than anything else and more significant than anything else. After 45
years of being a Christ-follower, I still have questions. I often think of George Baldwin’s admonition: “They
asked the question once, and liked the answer, so they stopped asking the question” (G. Baldwin, 1985).
Thanks to Denise Selders, who originally pushed the point at Middlebury.
Though Middlebury is a bit isolated geographically in central Vermont, I found that the world comes
there—in its students, faculty, and campus guests. At InterVarsity fellowship, I met Liz (Libet) Campbell,
the granddaughter of Maria and Georg Von Trapp. I have always been fascinated by the story of Baron
Georg Von Trapp and why he was so heavily recruited by the Germans during World War II to continue his
experience of being a captain of a submarine and a corvette. I learned a little oceanography and read his
memoirs (thanks to Libet, who translated them from German and published them 35 years after we
graduated from Middlebury). What the “Sound of Music” didn’t tell you is that Baron von Trapp knew a lot
about the oceans and could track enemy ships at night without radar. He understood that marine
bioluminescence in the wake of a ship could be seen but resigned himself to studying it further after the
Great War. It is worth reading how Georg von Trapp used his keen observations to his advantage:
“An attack by marine phosphorescence is something new, even for me. Our boat must be
conspicuous for many miles around. We will be discovered for sure. Straining, I look to see
whether I can observe such illumination also near the enemy. But there everything stays dark and
only the incessant lightning keeps us from losing sight of him. But how does it look underwater?
How deep does this marine phosphorescence extend? Could it be possible for the boat to drag a
silver streak behind her in 15 meters’ depth and betray herself with it? A splendid target for the
expected depth charges! I promise myself to investigate this later, during more peaceful times.”
(Campbell, 2009, p. 159)
Captain von Trapp, as a WW I submarine captain, had to come up for air at night so that the enemy could
not see him. But no submarine captain had gone on the offensive at night, until Georg did so:
“An underwater attack at night has never been attempted in the U-boat branch of the service,
neither in peacetime nor in war. But I want to risk it; it appears a sure success.” (Campbell, 2009,
p. 21)
But for all his cleverness, bravado, and skill, he was foremost a man of compassion, and someone who
really causes me to take pause:
“So that is what war looks like! There behind me hundreds of seamen have drowned, men who
have done me no harm, men who did their duty as I myself have done, against whom I have nothing
personally; with whom, on the contrary, I have felt a bond through sharing the same profession.
Approximately seven hundred men must have sunk with the ship!” (Campbell, 2009, p. 24)
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Taken together, the college experience formed and shaped me more than I can explain. Despite my
conflicts with the College, I still donate every year. Middlebury enjoys one of the highest alumni giving
records of all colleges and universities nationwide; I think that most people who went there feel the same
way I do about the College—despite its flaws. If you can’t support an institution with flaws, you won’t
support any institution. That would be a sad and withdrawn life. My younger brother Phelps also went to
Middlebury and he has been likewise generous. My mother was on the wait list to go to Middlebury. And
there are 42 Hoyts buried 10 miles from Middlebury in New Haven’s Evergreen Cemetery. I have many
roots there!
A Start on Oceanography
Without the distractions and allure of the big city, Middlebury College is a true educational community of
scholars; Middlebury is unafraid of doing things differently. I think there may still be more cows in
Vermont than people! I’m pretty sure about that. As the first college to admit women in the U. S.,
Middlebury has long done what they thought was right. A climate of unfettered inquiry and bold thought
thrives there to this day. Though they know how to celebrate tradition, MIDD does not feel obligated to be
bound by it. Some of the other colleges talked about in those eastern circles may be fettered to their
traditions too much. As an example of Middlebury’s unconventional approach, the president of the College
when I was there, James Armstrong, was a professor of Classics—Latin and Greek fare. The president now,
Laurie Patton, is a professor of Religion and is frequently quoted in the emerging field of interfaith
leadership (e.g. Patel, 2016). Especially in its leadership, Middlebury thinks and acts outside the box.
Though MIDD is not perfect, it is close. So, we named one of our winter carnivals while I was there
“VALHALLA”. Middlebury is VERY close to that word for Norse Nirvana! Well, there is mud season—which
is not that much fun! And a month of temperatures below zero…
I think that MIDD attitude attracted faculty like Brew Baldwin and Dave Folger. It seemed normal to think
outside the box for faculty there, an attitude that was infectious. The entire geological profession was in
upheaval at that time as well. The plate tectonic theory with its sea floor spreading and continental drift
was challenging the several hundred-year-old geosynclinal paradigm. That’s partly why it was fine for Dave
Folger to get involved in a U. S. Supreme Court case about pollution on Lake Champlain!
My second course in my path to becoming a geology major was Dave Folger’s Oceanography course. I
remember being immensely impressed with the volume of graphical data Folger used to describe the
interactions between the oceans and the atmosphere. He insisted that we use data to formulate
questions, then synthesize that data to answer those questions; that was a relatively new approach for me
in science discussions. My high school biology, chemistry, and physics courses were largely concerned with
disconnected facts, and the labs were mostly cook-book exercises with singular answers. There was not
much room for meaningful questions in that context. And I am sure that my public high school was one of
the best in the country—New Trier High School is always in the discussion of the best public high school in
the U. S. So, I suspect that many of my college colleagues had even less access to quality science education
than I did.
It was in that course that I learned of Dr. Folger’s intensity in the pursuit of answers to big questions.
Folger was in love with the water--the nearest body of water that connected to the ocean was Lake
Champlain along the western side of Vermont. The geological evolution of Lake Champlain is well
described by Will Amidon (2012). It dawned on me that I shared Folger’s love of the water and that his
“Lake Champlain Studies” program was just the kind of thing that I could really sink my teeth into. The
geological/hydrological history of Lake Champlain alone was enough to intrigue anyone.
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About the time Folger acquired the diesel-powered Coast Guard lifeboat for work on the Lake, I had
declared an Environmental Studies (Geology) major (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Middlebury students aboard R/V Bruno M. Schmidt on Lake Champlain, circa 1973.
Middlebury has the oldest active Environmental Studies program in the country, and the College is a
perfectly rigorous undergraduate research institution to really make it work. Alas, after some semesters
slogging through English courses that bore little resemblance to journalism, I made the jump to Geology.
And after a semester with Brew Baldwin as advisor, Dave Folger approached me with the idea to join his
research team on Lake Champlain. All junior geology majors looked forward to meeting the graduation
“thesis requirement”; in that junior year I formulated with Folger what my part of the Lake Champlain
Studies research might look like.
Along with Dr. Folger’s other advisees, we formed a strong bond in the “soft core and sludge” lab in the
basement of the Science Center at Middlebury. That name was to stand in stark, humorous contrast to the
“hard core” geology lab upstairs, where the hard-rock geologists worked. I think Deb Hutchison (Gove)
who everyone called Hutch, made up that moniker, but it could have gone back to Bob McGirr, who wrote
one of the first of the Lake Champlain Studies theses (McGirr, 1973). At any rate Deb loved to say soft core
and sludge. McGirr studied the water and sediment characteristics near the International Paper Company’s
paper mills on the New York side of southern Lake Champlain (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Van Veen sediment sampler, Ticonderoga Creek area of southern Lake Champlain.
Folger called together the faithful college students to work on painting the Coast Guard lifeboat to ready it
for the work on the Lake. He had named the vessel R/V Bruno M. Schmidt, after an early Middlebury
College instructor whom Folger greatly admired. So, when I designed and built an aquatic studies vessel for
use on Colorado lakes and reservoirs, I followed suit and named it after the founder of the Earth Sciences
Department here at the University of Northern Colorado, R/V Oscar W. Tollefson. This practice of naming
vessels after founding scientists is a common practice, but not the only practice. Dr. J. C. Kraft, my Ph D
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dissertation advisor, liked to shake things up a bit: he named his vessels after ladies of ill repute (R/V
Ariadne and R/V Phryne)! He is funny like that. Somehow Hester Prynne’s last name got misspelled along
the way. Maybe Dr. Kraft did not want to have to ask a deceased man (Nathaniel Hawthorne) for
permission to use the name. Hawthorne had been dead over a century before the R/V Phryne was built.
At least we never put a scarlet letter on the deck. More on those vessels in later chapters—and the fun
they gave me.
Back to Lake Champlain. So, in the spring of 1973, and again in the fall of 1973, Folger and I undertook a
bottom sediment sampling campaign using the R/V Schmidt to add to sediment studies previously done in
the area of International Papers Company’s (IPC) Ticonderoga Mill and the new IPC Mill 10 km to the north
between Five Mile Point and Putnam Creek. Our purpose was to trace the clay mineral paper whitener
Anatase (TiO2) in bottom sediments and sediment cores of the lake bottom deposits (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Gravity corer deployed in Ticonderoga Bay, to sample sludge deposit from paper mill.
In the Kraft process of making paper, there is no intention to lose Anatase to the environment, but some
gets through the process unused and is discharged to the environment. Though earlier studies had
identified high concentrations of the paper-making clay mineral kaolinite, there were many other possible
sources of that clay mineral. However, in natural systems, sediments derived from ilmenite (FeTiO3, which
comes into Lake Champlain mostly from the Adirondacks) are exceedingly low in TiO2 concentrations. TiO2
background concentrations are close to 0%, and arguably close to the lower limit of detection. Hoyt (1974)
and other workers found background TiO2 concentrations of southern Lake Champlain in the range 0.05%
to 0.012% respectively. The cores and bottom sediment samples from the sludge deposit at International
Paper’s Ticonderoga Mill had Anatase concentrations up to 2.36%, whereas the bottom sediment samples
near the new International Paper Company mill near Five Mile Point had Anatase concentrations up to
0.80%. In both the deposits near Ticonderoga and those near Five Mile Point, those high Anatase
concentrations persuaded the U. S. Supreme Court that the deposits had to be from the International
Paper Mills on the New York side of the Lake.
You might wonder why all this clay mineralogy matters. The cases that were before the U. S. Supreme
Court were of two flavors: a class action suit brought by tourism operators near the Fort Ticonderoga
National Historic Site (Figure 11), and a suit brought by Vermont against New York State and the IPC.
During the Revolutionary War (specifically on May 10, 1775), Ethan Allen and Benedict Arnold led a band of
militiamen across the Lake while the British garrison at the Fort slept. The Fort was captured easily, and
the event energized the Continental Army; also, the captured artillery was key for the Continental Army’s
siege of Boston that was to come. Tourism and boating on the Lake are important to the local economy,
and the hydrogen sulfide gas (H2S) from the paper mill sludge deposit in the Lake periodically floated up to
the top of the Lake, particularly in the summertime when it was hot.
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Figure 11. Fort Ticonderoga National Historic Site, with Lake Champlain in the background (History.com,
2018).
The rotten-egg smell was not good for business. The case brought by Vermont asserted that New York
failed to enforce its own clean water standards at the Ticonderoga Mill site of the International Paper
Company. Though the Ticonderoga Mill site shut down in 1970 (and the new IPC mill at Five Mile Creek
opened in 1971), there were legal concerns at both sites that the state boundary had been unlawfully
altered by the paper mill sludge deposits. My analysis of the sedimentation patterns shows that most
sediments from the new mill site deposits on the east side (Vermont side) of the channel, which pushes the
deepest part of the Lake to the west. That results in Vermont getting bigger and New York getting smaller
(Hoyt, 1974, p. 48).
I continued working for the Vermont Attorney General’s office on a six-month contract from February to
July of 1974 (after I had substantially completed my thesis). My job was to analyze fauna and sediment
collected in sediment traps deployed by SCUBA diving onto the bottom of southern Lake Champlain near
the new IPC mill (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Sediment traps being deployed by Vermont Highway Department in southern Lake Champlain
near Five Mile Point (photo by Richard Haupt).
The idea was to compare the benthic (bottom-dwelling) species living near the IPC diffuser to those distant
from it. Sediment studies would also continue monitoring Anatase levels. A publication in the inaugural
issue of the Journal of Environmental Geology summarizes the results well (Mason and others, 1975).
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Since one day of New York’s budget was larger than one year of Vermont’s budget, this litigation was a real
“David and Goliath” story. In the end, the U. S. Supreme Court decided to require NY and IPC to pay
Vermont’s legal and research fees. However, instead of awarding a big payout to Vermont, NY and IPC
would be required to establish and endow an independent research organization to monitor Lake
Champlain’s future health. The only other court-established stipulation was that no researchers or workers
for the prosecution or the defense would be allowed to apply for funds to do future research. That
included me.
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_____
THREE
BLUE-WATER: DEEP MARINE GEOLOGY
“The whole art of writing is learning to have something to say.”
-Robert Frost
Dr. Jeff Fox
As I left my college years at Middlebury, I had to acknowledge the influence of Robert Frost. He had a
cottage where he wrote some of his poetry right next to Middlebury’s mountain campus at Breadloaf
Mountain. Although I appreciated the above quote about having something to say, I was more guided into
the future by his more famous quote: “Two paths diverged in the wood; I took the one less-traveled, and
that has made all the difference.” In a similar way in high school, I wrote my junior theme on e.e.
cummings, who had more to say than just relegating himself to the lower case. He took a different path.
Does poetry have any business guiding science? Maybe so. Harry Hess collected reams of ocean floor
magnetic and gravity data starting in World War II when he was a U. S. Navy Captain. When he was at
Princeton in the Geology Department, he referred to the symmetrical magnetic stripes and the story of seafloor spreading it implied as “geo-poetry”. Later, it became closer to geo-fact as more data poured in on
ocean floor seismic velocities, rock types, and ocean floor rock ages (Hess, 1962). The International
Geophysical Year (1957-58) had many scientists acquiring significant data on many global topics, and they
spurred much additional research. Hess also named the flat-topped seamounts submerged in the Pacific
“guyots” after the 19th century geographer Arnold Guyot. I went to high school with John Guyot, who was
related to Arnold. With a name like Guyot, it was not hard to guess that was the case.
Certainly, we had something to say about pollution in Lake Champlain—at least the lawyers and Supreme
Court Justices were listening. But when I went to talk to Dr. P. J. Fox at the State University of New York at
Albany in the spring of 1974, I embarked on a much-less traveled path: that of studying the evolution of
deep marine turbidites as they traveled across the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain off the Straits of Gibraltar
during the Quaternary Period (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Dr. P. J. Fox (far right) studying ocean bottom samples dredged up from the mid-ocean ridge.
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The simple way to describe a turbidity current is as a mixture of sediment and water that starts as an
underwater landslide or slump. It picks up speed and erodes additional sediment as it travels down steep
submarine slopes in something akin to avalanches. When it reaches the sea floor, the sediments deposit,
leaving the larger (coarser) sediments to fall out first, followed vertically and laterally by sands, silts, and
clays as the current slows. So, it happens very fast—just hours to days in duration. Well, that is fast in
geologic terms.
The same basic properties and equations that govern avalanches also govern turbidity currents.
Surprisingly, the speeds of these underwater density flows can reach 50+ miles per hour (81 km/hr.). In a
famous study of the damage to transatlantic submarine telephone cables destroyed in the 1929 Grand
Banks earthquake, Heezen and Ewing (1952) showed that these disturbances move fast and can destroy
anything built in their path. That classic paper demonstrated how important it was to know where and
when these turbidity currents would occur, and how often. The telephone cables were 3-inch diameter
braided copper wire wrapped in strong water-proof sheathing. When they dredged up the destroyed
submarine cables in 1929, they were shocked to find the cables shredded and cut into short pieces. They
must have wondered, what the heck could do this kind of damage? It took until 1952 before that question
was definitively answered (that’s the same year I was born). Another big question solved—this one to the
benefit of transatlantic telephone companies.
There are not many people doing deep marine sedimentary geology— “Blue-Water” oceanography as we
call it for things offshore. Dr. Fox participated in some of the sea-floor research fostered by the
International Geophysical Year, and he was Chief Scientist aboard R/V VEMA Cruise 27, Leg 8 in 1969 when
all the piston cores for my master’s thesis research were collected (Figure 14, 15).

Figure 14. R/V Vema anchored in Funchal, Madeira in 1969 (photo by P. J. Fox).

Figure 15. Piston corer deployed from the deck of the R/V Vema, Cruise 27, Leg 8 (photo by P. J. Fox).
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It was a challenge for both Dr. Fox and I to launch into deep marine sedimentation. Fox had made his mark
in helping to determine the seismic velocities of deep-sea ocean floor rocks (with Charlotte and Ed
Schreiber). Jeff Fox persisted in going to sea on long research cruises even though seasickness got the best
of him. And it was Dr. Fox who reinforced the view that seasickness caused a person to wish for a swift
death rather than suffer through that several days of misery each time. Like many people, Jeff’s symptoms
would usually subside after a few days at sea.
A Scientific Quandary
Cruise 27, Leg 8 focused on the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain (HAP), which lies at a depth of some 4700 meters
about 450 kilometers west of Gibraltar (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Bathymetry of the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain region, showing the supplying submarine canyon
(red) and the flume-like plain (blue).
Nine piston cores in and around the 350 km long by 50 km wide abyssal plain provided an ideal place to
study long-distance turbidite evolution in a natural setting that had a 7:1 length to width ratio (Hoyt, 1976).

Figure 17. Detailed bathymetry of the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain, showing piston core locations and ship
track. Note the depression on the southeast corner, and the raised platform on the northeast corner. West
of the constriction at 12◦ W. Longitude, the plain widens and deepens a bit.
Since many laboratory studies of underwater sediment/water density flows had been performed in long
flume tanks, the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain seemed an ideal place to study how turbidites evolve in the real
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world (e.g. summaries by Middleton and Hampton, 1973). And in the long sediment cores, there were
many, many turbidite flows present in the HAP cores that looked like they could be correlated with patient,
rigorous study. But something wasn’t right….
The problem was that the preliminary results of looking at the cores did not match the sediment thickness
and grain size characteristics that were expected from the myriad of studies done in the Western North
Atlantic off North America (e.g. summarized by Bouma and Hollister, 1973). Neither did they match the
laboratory studies done by other giants in the field such as Middleton and Hampton, 1973. That was strike
two. Like many batters faced with a 0-2 count, Fox was intrigued by getting a hit by pursuing the research
on the HAP cores that were down at the Lamont Geological Observatory overlooking the Hudson River. I
liked his approach to finding a new idea to explain the quandary.
Since I had been the leadoff hitter on my high school baseball team, I full-well knew what a 0-2 count
meant, and Dr. Fox described the scientific situation perfectly to me. But since I made a practice of getting
on base in the face of many 0-2 counts, it seemed fair enough to me. After a year of working on the cores
and gathering reams of sediment mineralogy and grain-size data through all-night laboratory work, I had
little in the way of explanations. I did prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that I could correlate each
successive turbidite across the abyssal plain (based on unique mineralogical and grain-size characteristics;
see Figure 18).
I remember Dr. Fox counseling me that perhaps the accomplishment of correlation in and of itself was
enough; but we both knew the feeling of participating in a tie ball game. So, we looked for more after the
data was all assembled.

Figure 18. Correlation of cores across the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain, based on mineralogy and grain-size
characteristics.
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The solutions came to me and Dr. Fox by thinking about the tectonic setting in which the Horseshoe
Abyssal Plain sat: the Azores-Gibraltar plate boundary. That was a very different tectonic setting than the
stable, rifted settings the Western North Atlantic where all the classic studies had been undertaken. The
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain was experiencing up and down movements of the crust, volcanic eruptions, and
many more earthquakes than in the areas off North America. There were clear variations in depth across
the abyssal plain that showed depressions and raised terraces; there were also significant variations in
width of the plain, with a prominent constriction half way down the length of the plain (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Suggested processes that resulted in the unusual and unexpected sediment deposition patterns
in the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain.
At the 1977 Washington, D. C. meeting of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists we presented
our results and the solution we proposed (Hoyt and Fox, 1977; Figure 20 is a schematic cross section
showing both tectonic settings).

Figure 20. Tectonic model from the western Atlantic off North America, where most studies had been
conducted (A). The lower sketch is the tectonic setting of the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain, showing up and
down movements that are documented along the Azores/Gibraltar plate boundary (B).
In the classic studies of abyssal plain sedimentation done off North America, the stable, rifted margin
allowed “normal” fining and thinning of sediments away from the source area. That is what every geologist
expected to see—but we most certainly did not see that in the HAP case. We saw complex trends in
thickness of the deposits, and grain-size of the deposits that made no sense. No sense, that is, until we
looked at it through a different lens. The deeper depressions in the HAP seemed to accumulate thick
deposits of fine-grained sediments for any one event, whereas the elevated plateaus accumulated coarse
sediments that were very thin. Like any avalanche, the snow depth is thicker filling in the depressions, and
thinner in the higher elevation areas. As the turbidity current made its way through the constriction half
way down the plain, the flow fanned out and slowed, dropping thick deposits at the far end of the plain.
The solution to the quandary that we proposed for the Horseshoe Abyssal Plain required that we think of a
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new idea to explain what we saw. Once tectonic setting and detailed bathymetric maps were considered in
my research, virtually all the data suddenly made sense to me. Another big question answered, but who
cares?
Really, why does this matter, and why was my paper submitted/accepted for publication/presentation at
the American Association of Petroleum Geologists? Well, considering the current shale-gas revolution that
has made the U. S. an oil-exporting nation, you might guess the answer. Marine shales contain organic
material which can be thermally matured in more ancient deposits to make gas and oil—the problem had
always been how humans might get it out. The technology of hydrofracturing “tight gas” shales to connect
the small gas pockets has now been around about 50 years. It has been extensively employed in ancient
marine turbidite units to extract gas and/or oil from the small pores. The study of Quaternary (almost
modern) turbidites that I did allowed mineral and grainsize clues to correlate these units in the ancient
subsurface record for hundreds of miles laterally. The thickness and grain size characteristics of these units
might be used to identify in what directions there might be thicker units and more suitable grain sizes to
serve as reservoirs and/or sources of the hydrocarbons. Since its publication in 1977, I have fielded many
requests for my thesis from eager oil and gas exploration geologists. I have helped them. I don’t have 140
patents, so did not collect large sums of money for this science!
Grit
The Albany years taught me many things, chief among them grit. Months and months of collecting,
analyzing, and synthesizing reams and reams of data had me wondering “How long, dear Lord?” Any
scientist pursuing an elusive answer to a puzzling question knows the feeling. Many people have spent
years or decades of research to arrive at a satisfying answer. Alfred Wegener first proposed continental
drift in 1912, but was mostly ignored until the 1960s, long past the time of his death; Harry Hess collected
decades of geophysical data before his “geo-poetry” became “geo-fact”. Figure 21 shows the large
underwater explosions needed to generate the “sound” required to image the deep subsurface of the
oceans. In the early days after World War II, the unused dynamite was lit, and tossed off the fantail of the
ship. Many geologists like explosions…. Nowadays the dynamite has been replaced by air guns and
sparkers.

Figure 21. Early marine geophysicists employed dynamite explosions underwater to generate energy.
Dr. Fox and I were not totally satisfied with the answers we got because all the piston cores taken in the
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain were within a few kilometers of its margins. Jeff knew shortly after coming back
from collecting the cores in 1969 that he should have taken a couple cores right down the middle of the
axis of the abyssal plain. So, we proposed in a National Science Foundation submission to return to the
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain to collect additional cores to further corroborate the story. Geologists always
want more cores, more data. Alas, the proposal was turned down for the time being. But science marches
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on… I was proud to have Dr. Paul J. Fox sign my thesis, along with Dr. Kevin Burke and Dr. W. S. F. Kidd
(who still teaches geology at Albany).
On the long runs Jeff and I would do year-round on the Albany campus, we would often discuss results-though at the pace Jeff ran, I found it hard to converse! Even in the dead of winter in upstate New York,
we would run indoors below the quadrangle of the campus (one lap was almost a mile as I recall).
Occasionally, we would be joined by a mathematician or other faculty member. John Dewey of tectonics
fame, preferred squash, and would trounce me in his long-practiced British game. And Kevin Burke,
Department Chair, had a different kind of exercise in mind for me: I was “appointed” by him as the
graduate student representative on the academic program review team. Little did I know that I would go
through several five-year program reviews at other institutions later. Some of those turned out to be high
stakes. Administrators are always looking for ways to save money, and geology programs around the
nation have not been immune from such targeting.
Other faculty I took courses from at Albany included Aikyo Miyashiro and Steve Delong; I also made thin
sections of various rare and challenging minerals. It took me five attempts to get wollastonite right for Win
Means! Fibrous actinolites were not designed to be made into thin sections 0.3 mm thick! I have often
wondered if that was a cruel joke asking me to make a thin section of wollastonite. But when I saw the
orange and speckles of other colors in the birefringence under the polarizing petrographic microscope, I
knew immediately that all that effort was well worth it! I also read more scientific literature than I would
have otherwise because one my jobs was locating and copying articles of interest for all the faculty (copy
machines were really slow back then).
In August of 2017 several former graduate students and faculty from the Albany geology department
organized a reunion, field trip and other events. Everything about the reunion was golden—I kept looking
around for the director who was orchestrating this very heartwarming sequel to “The Big Chill”. Special
thanks to Paul Mann, Jack Casey, Jeff Karson, Win Means, Bill Kidd, John Dewey, and Jeff Fox for making
things so delightful.
As I headed south to the University of Delaware Geology Department, I was delighted to find a large
community of vibrant scholars with whom I could share my next adventure.
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_____
FOUR
COASTAL-MARINE GEOLOGY: UNIVERSITY
OF DELAWARE YEARS
“Solitude and prayer are the space between ungrounded
activity and withdrawal.”
-Patty Pell, Professor of Justice & Engagement, Denver Seminary
I strongly suspect that anyone who has obtained a Ph D (or any other advanced degree) has found prayer
necessary, even if they had made it all the way through college without it. Don’t get me wrong: my Ph D
experience at Delaware was undoubtedly excellent, and I am convinced that it was way better than most
Ph D-holders experience! But it was very hard.
Solitude is also a big part of the many years of research work in the lab and the field. What we do with
solitude and prayer seems to at least partly define what kind of people we are. And withdrawal is not an
option when struggling to finish a Ph D. Since science and the work of answering scientific questions is
never fully “done”, we must come to terms with what is enough to wrap up such focused research that
goes on for so many years. There is no clear “end”. And for people who are internally motivated, it is
particularly hard to say “DONE”!
So, when the inevitable stress of a Ph D faces a person, what is she to do? Or what is he to do? Or what are
they to do? In my case, I visited my medical doctor to approach healthy ways to deal with stress. It was
tearing me up—quickly moving in the direction of a stomach ulcer. That’s when I first started a journey
toward the wisdom of Patty Pell’s quote above. We all deal with stress, but the key is to find healthy ways
to process it.
Come Fly the Coast
When I went to interview for a Ph D slot and the DuPont Graduate Fellowship at the University of Delaware
in the late spring of 1976, I was flabbergasted when my potential research advisor said we would be flying
the coast to look at potential field areas and interesting coastal sedimentation problems. There had been a
recent coastal storm that had done considerable damage, and Dr. J. C. Kraft could never resist a good
overflight (Figure 22)! Or any other adventure for that matter. Indeed, one of the great technological and
engineering
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Figure 22. The Delaware Atlantic coast after a storm. If you look carefully, you can see skeletons of former
house pilings, and vacant lots where homes have been condemned (no one can legally own private property
below the high tide line, more or less).
achievements of the 20th Century was the wide availability of commercial and scientific flight. Chris Kraft
used both extensively. Chris also has a great sense of humor, as you can see by his clearly half-hearted
disapproval of Whiskey Beach (Figure 23).

Figure 23. During the “Kraft Symposium” field trip along the Delaware coast, Chris Kraft gives a menacing
thumbs down to Whiskey Beach. The symposium honored his retirement, and featured his students
highlighting his long and productive career—with appropriate humor of course!
Like Chris, I love looking out the aircraft window and being fascinated by the geomorphic expressions
below. Renting planes to do scientific flights has continued in my Colorado scientific practices—whenever
the opportunity arises. One time was when I needed to photograph and inspect the damage from the 1982
Lawn Lake Dam failure and subsequent flood above the Continental Divide in Rocky Mountain National
Park. It was a blustery November day, and the small plane I rented had a bottom hatch which was used to
drop trout into high mountain lakes—a good portal through which I could get vertical aerial photographs.
With the wild updrafts and downdrafts that day I could hardly get the photos I needed. Another time, Bob
Stack wanted to treat his folks to a narrated geological flight back and forth across the northern Colorado
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Front Range several times—it was their wedding anniversary and a great time was had by all. Bob was a
finalist for the teacher/astronaut in space program and has been a local geological enthusiast for decades,
a school board member, and an activist for many important causes locally.
Vertical aerial “photographs” taken by oceanographic and geological scientists have morphed into
extensive use of satellite imagery for every imaginable purpose now (Figure 24). There are whole agencies
and many companies engaged in gathering information about the Earth systems by using the many remote
sensing capabilities of satellites. Such widespread industrial and scientific applications could not have been
imagined before Sputnik. Studying other planets can be done in some detail by using LiDAR (light detection
and ranging—using a laser).

Figure 24. Aerial photo of Indian River Inlet on the Atlantic Coast of Delaware (built in 1941).
Digital elevation models (DEMs) can be constructed by using digital elevation data acquired by satellites
now (on Earth and other planets). But I digress…in this tome, get used to it!
The First Three Years: Newark
The main University of Delaware campus spans perhaps 200 acres in northwestern Delaware, some 65
miles from the open Atlantic at Cape Henlopen. That Cape, and the Breakwater Harbor just to the west of
it, was to become the focus of my studies: why had the harbor filled in with sediments so rapidly, despite
various expensive engineering efforts designed to prevent that? The Marine Studies Campus at Lewes is
right next to Cape Henlopen. Of course, the University mascot is the Delaware Blue Hen. The football
team call themselves the “fightin’ blue hens”. I always thought that was a bit comical, but don’t laugh at
Joe Biden—he might bite your head off. My doctoral robes are that Blue Hen color, the envy of the faculty
who must don drab dark gowns. Recently the Dean of my college used my Blue Hen robe to dress up as
Professor Dumbledore for Halloween. If that robe falls apart, I still have the heavy black robe that
belonged to William Henry McAdams.
I lived in an apartment there in Newark, by chance one floor above an undergraduate geology major who
lived there with his family. Pete Smith also eventually found his way to Colorado, and now works in the oil
and gas business here. Pete brings his band to Greeley from time to time to play at some of our local
breweries. He plays bass cello and has a blast doing it. Geologists who have other interests in life all seem
happier to me than those who do nothing else but work. Folger loved swimming, Fox loves running, and
Kraft loves international travel way more than the next guy.
A note about the University of Delaware. Though a private university, as the only university in the state,
they have enjoyed support from the Delaware legislature. The only other school in the state that offered 4year degrees was Delaware State College in Dover. The two big chemical companies (DuPont and Hercules)
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endow the University of Delaware handsomely. And though I was a Delaware resident by every legal
definition during my five years there, the grants and I were charged out-of-state tuition. Again, like my
college years at Middlebury, I did not think that financial “arrangement” was right.
Dover is the state capital, the site of the famous Dover U. S. Air Force Base, and the half-way point between
the University’s campuses in Newark and Lewes. Many a fine donut was enjoyed in Dover! The donut shop
was the site of my first “accident”: a parking-lot fender-bender. The snow on the ground and the 4-wheel
lock posi-traction helped me skillfully nick the rear fender of that station wagon. Lost about a half hour due
to that incident--from the tasks of my valuable wintertime coastal sediment sampling! I was a graduate
student when Joe Biden was elected to the Senate. See, I am not so old! I did have another fender-bender
(a small scrape from a pickup truck) in Greeley when we were coming home from church. You can ask my
kids about that. When the other driver blurted out “Every time I come to Greeley, I get into an accident”,
that was probably enough said.
The purpose of my DuPont Fellowship was to write grants—specifically to the National Sea Grant program,
of which Delaware was a part. So, in addition to taking classes that I needed to undertake sedimentary and
hydrological research, I spent most of my time researching coastal change and harbor infilling studies that
pertained to the Delaware coast. It was the best of times, and I even got into baking breads of various
compositions. It was pretty much the first time in my life I spent more than the bare minimum of time in
the kitchen.
I took classes with lots of great professors who were tops in their fields. Billy Glass for Planetary Geology,
Bob Jordan for sedimentology/stratigraphy (Bob was the Delaware State Geologist and seemed to know
just about everything), Bob Sheridan for Marine Geology/Geophysics, and of course Chris Kraft for Coastal
Systems. In addition, Bob Dean helped on my committee for coastal engineering processes, as well as John
Wehmiller for marine species geologic time dating, and Bob Biggs for biological studies on Delaware Bay
(and how to sink boats). I guess I was attracted to the name “Bob”. That’s why I always addressed them as
Dr. so-and-so. First names gathered a crowd of Bobs. Because the work I ended up doing was highly
interdisciplinary, I consulted with geographers (Dr. Mather), history (Dr. Munroe), mathematics (Dr.
Lozano), and clay mineralogists (Dr. Gibbs). We also had the great benefit of many visiting scholars during
my time at Delaware, including Dr. John Hails and Dr. Hans Reineck.
But by far the most significant idea people and field hands were fellow students: Betsy Allen, Brian
Atwater, Dan Behnke, Dan Belknap, Wendy Carey, Jim Demarest, Carol Chase, Mike Chrzastowski, Anna
Dittel, Chip Fletcher, Sue Halsey, Leita Hulmes, Chacko John, Evelyn Maurmeyer, John Pennock, Ned
Pennock, Pete Underhill, George Wisker and others (Figure 25). I’d help them on their projects and field
work, and they would help me on my projects and field work. In working through the logistics and science
of all these projects in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, California, Maine, Massachusetts, and elsewhere, we
got to share a lot of geology, biology, chemistry, physics, engineering, and good old ingenuity. Problems
that were of various types greatly expanded my knowledge of marine studies; and learning about biology,
chemistry, and physics ended up being very important to me in my future work in oceanography and
marine studies. Anna and Pete were my office mates at the College of Marine Studies in Lewes. Anna was
from Costa Rica and knew much about the Gulf of Nicoya biology. Pete and I would discuss marine biology
of Delaware Bay and anything else that would come up. As a Californian he knew a lot of Pacific biology. I
also needed to work with engineers for hydraulic modelling of flow regimes in Delaware Bay. If I did not
spend time with biologists and hydraulic engineers, I could not have solved problems in my dissertation
research, and certainly if I did not work with marine chemists, I would not have understood why sediments
formed floccules in the great marine/fresh water sediment traps of estuaries worldwide (such as at the
Delaware Cape).
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Figure 25. Kraft’s graduate students at the Kraft Symposium in Seattle in 1991 at a meeting of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, Coastal Sediments ’91.
Move to Lewes-College of Marine Studies (CMS)
The frequency and intensity of the field work on the coast made a move to Lewes, and later to Rehoboth,
necessary. My dog was named Lewes, but that was not enough! So much data needed to be collected, and
the boats and equipment all were in Lewes. The coring barge R/V Phrynne was dry-docked in Lewes and
needed outfitting for much work in Breakwater Harbor. I outfit my Pinto station wagon so that I could haul
around the Geology Department’s Boston Whaler R/V Ariadne II wherever field work on the ocean or bays
was needed. I missed my buddies and professors in Newark; on the other hand, I gained many new
colleagues and professors at the marine studies campus. It was never hard to convince the Newark crew to
come to the coast for a day! The alternative was to dress up and look all formal (Figure 26).
Since much of my work was undertaken during coastal storms, it was always important to have ample
safety precautions in place (Figure 27). Sediment transport in the coast happens mostly during storms—so
it was for scientific reasons that I cheered for storms. Or am I just an adrenaline junkie? Watching my
three children grow up under my not-too-careful watch has reminded me that there is an adrenaline junkie
built in to all the Cathy and Bill Hoyt family. Most of our family stories are about the risks we take in life,
whether we know it or not. After all, Cathy took a risk marrying me!

Figure 26. Mike Chrzastowski, Dan Belknap, and Betty Allen talking with a campus reporter in Newark
during the Kraft Symposium.
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Figure 27. Hoyt with custom-made saltation sediment sampler, and flotation provided by 3/8” “Farmer
John” wetsuit. This is a nice, calm, day when sediment transport is at a minimum. The Outer Breakwater
Lighthouse is in the background between my arms.
In its very history, Delaware’s marine studies story parallels that seen worldwide just after World War II.
Prior to World War II, most research-oriented studies of the marine environment were in departments of
biology, chemistry, geology, physics, or engineering. Much of the work was done in secret under military
supervision; strategic advantage in sea power and sea technology was, and continues to be, well protected.
The Allies in World War II figured out how to get submarines in and out of the Mediterranean Sea a couple
years before the Germans figured it out. If the Allies had not had that important advantage early in the
war, it might be that the Third Reich would have prevailed (Figure 28).

Figure 28. Circulation pattern of waters in and out of the Mediterranean Sea at Gibraltar. It is certainly
quite feasible to turn off submarine engines in the upper ~100 meters of water depth and get transported
into the Mediterranean Sea-undetected by sonar (accessed 11/30/18 at National Oceanography Center
Southampton, http://www.euroargo-edu.org/img/med_outfl_sill.png ).
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Shudder to think of that! So, other than a few places like Woods Hole, Scripps, and the French
Oceanographic Institute, there were no academic departments organized around the oceans in those days.
Indeed, until the 1970s oceanography courses in colleges and universities were very rare. Thus, Folger
teaching me oceanography in 1972 was way ahead of its time. And now my University of Delaware College
of Marine Studies colleague John Pennock Directs the National Sea Grant College Program in Washington,
DC.
For its part, the College of Marine Studies at the University of Delaware had its start in the 1950s, when a
group of local Delaware Bay fishermen asked a big question: why was the fish catch declining so rapidly?
The same question was cropping up worldwide. The Delaware General Assembly allocated $30,000 to set
up a marine biology program at the University Biology Department to study the sustainable fisheries
problem in Delaware Bay. This kind of work has been called for worldwide as both fresh and saltwater
finfish and shellfish catch statistics had indicated the leveling off and decline of wild catch since about
1996-97 (Figure 29). The only reason TOTAL marine catch statistics trends are maintaining at over 100
million metric tons per year is the tremendous increase in mariculture/aquaculture efforts worldwide
(humans doing sea ranching and sea farming).

Figure 29. United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization estimates of wild catch and
aquaculture/mariculture production (FAOSTAT, 2017). The Y-axis is millions of metric tons, and the X-axis is
in years.
Reliable worldwide mariculture/aquaculture production trends through about 2010 and beyond are hard to
verify because of uncertainties in reporting and definitions, especially by the biggest
mariculture/aquaculture producer: China. The other problem is that freshwater production (aquaculture)
is reported in some measures of “mariculture” and not in others. Part of this comes from the fact that
drawing a line between fresh water and salt water does not work in estuaries where most of the
production is in brackish waters. Many species can do well in brackish water, with salinities in the range 5
parts per thousand to 25 parts per thousand. Nevertheless, of the ~ 180 million metric tons total catch
reported in Figure 28, about 80 million tons is mariculture production humans produce. That means that
about 45% of the seafood used worldwide in 2010 was produced by humans. And we have reason to
expect that the mariculture production will continue to rise as the wild catch continues to decline; indeed,
more recent estimates now suggest that well over half of marine and freshwater fish and shellfish
production is from mariculture/aquaculture. A check at the grocery store confirms these trends. And it is
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worth remembering that somewhere in the ballpark of 20% of human protein humans consume is from
estuaries and oceans.
So, if we just consider mariculture from ocean sources, we see that China is doing about half of it (Figure
20). You would have to add the considerable aquaculture sources on top of this to reconcile with Figure
29. Anyway, the main point is that humans are no longer hunter-gathers in the ocean either. Humans are
extensively using both the land and the oceans to make our food. A question is whether our estuaries and
oceans can sustain this level of human invasion.

Figure 30. Comparison of world mariculture production trends, as of 2010. FAO is the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization, and “Sea Around Us” estimate is the Global Mariculture Database as
reported in Campbell and Pauly (2013). This clearly shows that China is producing the majority of
mariculture. These statistics report the saltwater production (mariculture), but not the fresh water
production (aquaculture). See text for explanation.
On a more personal note, I can recommend reading Linda Greenlaw’s book, The Hungry Ocean-a sword
boat captain’s journey about commercial fishing that was featured in The Perfect Storm movie (Greenlaw,
1999). Realizing what hazards and hardships commercial swordfish comes with, I swore off eating that fish
after reading her book.
The College of Marine Studies (CMS) was formally created at the University of Delaware in 1970, and
quickly attracted strong faculty and graduate student research groups in aquaculture/mariculture, marine
geology, and ocean engineering. Delaware, the First State, was a microcosm of what was going on
everywhere else in the world in ocean and estuarine studies. When I arrived there in 1976, it was a vibrant
research environment where all human interactions with the sea were fair game; that same year Delaware
became the nation’s ninth Sea Grant College (there are now 30 states in Sea Grant and including Puerto
Rico). The Sea Grant College program is loosely modeled after the U. S. Land Grant institutions. In the field
of marine engineering CMS had designed and built an aluminum-hulled. 125-foot research vessel. The
lightweight aluminum hull of the R/V Cape Henlopen allowed the vessel to go out to the edge of the
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continental shelf and back in a single day. Now that vessel is retired and is replaced by the 146-foot R/V
Hugh R. Sharp. After assimilating the Geology and Geography Departments, the new College of Earth,
Ocean and Environment now has over 70 professors and research scientists. Back when I was there those
units all together had probably half that number of professors and scientists.
Academicians don’t expect changes and reorganizations to happen as fast as they do in industry. So, any
Department that is merged with another unit is not very happy about it. In the case of Delaware’s Geology
Department, it made a little more sense given the fact that Professors and affiliates Kraft, Glass, Wehmiller,
Sheridan, Biggs, Dean, Gibbs, Mather, and others were focused on marine environments. Though many of
my contemporaries and probably most of the professors would disagree with me, I think the complex
scientific problems of estuaries and oceans are better studied in legion with geographers, economists,
engineers, biologists, chemists, physicists, and marine policy experts rather than in separate departments.
The ocean is interdisciplinary like that. Emerging problems that we call “Wicked Problems” are better
approached anyway from an Earth Systems perspective. Future habitation of planet Earth by humans
requires broader thinking than that in any one “discipline”. The home depicted in Figure 31 presents a
wicked problem for its owner.

Figure 31. The Delaware Bay shoreline, like many areas worldwide, is subject to land subsidence, sea-level
rise, sediment compaction, and storms.
Lessons from the Dissertation
Though the full story can be found in my 366-page dissertation publication (Hoyt, 1982), things can be
summarized in several diagrams, pictures, and pages of explanation. Since that publication is a Sea Grant
Report, it can be found in many Government Documents sections of libraries nationwide. I have about
twenty copies of it in my office (and I suppose my three children will have to take one each). The
dissertation took me about four years of planning, equipment design, data gathering, data analysis, and
drafting to complete, then about three weeks to write it all up.
I took over much of the table space in the top floor of the CMS library in Lewes, got out my trusty pen, and
wrote the thing up (later to be typed onto “mag” cards). In those days, about 1.5 pages of text could fit
onto one computer card of magnetic media, which was a plastic/magnetic card about 7” long by 3” wide.
Since at least half of the dissertation was figures, charts, diagrams, photographs, and core logs, I only
needed about 150 of those cards to embody the text. Now, the whole thing would fit on storage media
about the size of a pinhead. The diagrams, charts, figures, and photographs were created by hand using a
Leroy lettering set and wet chemical printing of black and white and color photographs I had taken. With
today’s technology, I could have easily shaved off a year or two from the time I spent completing the
dissertation. I suppose the next generation will be likewise appalled at the Luddite technology we use
today.
As I suggested earlier, the central question of my dissertation was why the Breakwater Harbor had filled in
so quickly with sediments. What were the processes and mechanisms that brought about such rapid
shoaling? Where did the materials come from, how were they accumulated, and why did the swift currents
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not wash them out to sea? It is not just for Breakwater Harbor that we ask these questions: virtually every
port and harbor in the world faces similar questions (Figure 32).

Figure 32. J. C. Kraft surveying a coastal embayment full of suspended sediment.
Adventures in Reconstructing Ancient/Historical Places
The science of paleogeographic reconstructions of ancient, historical places has been perfected by J. C.
Kraft in a slew of publications. Though he knows Delaware Bay and the coasts of the DelMarVa (DE, MD,
and VA) peninsula like the back of his hand, he is best known for his reconstructions of the mythical ancient
Troy (Kraft and others, 1980). That publication in Science magazine has on its cover a “map” of Troy made
by an unknown cartographer in about 1680. It was heady stuff in the scientific world to have the cover of
Science emblazoned with your work, and it was published right about the time I was finishing the bulk of
my research on the Delaware coast. It was additional motivation for me to get the dissertation done. In
concluding the article, Chris wrote:
“…the events in the Iliad and Odyssey occurred in a dramatically different geographic and
geomorphic setting from that described heretofore by archaeologists.” (Kraft & others, 1980, p.
781).
So, whatever archaeologists have been digging up and claiming it was Troy, Chris Kraft had physical
evidence Troy could not have been there. In other words, they were looking in the wrong place.
Chris was always game to investigate claims about where things of antiquity might be. Several projects we
did all around Delaware Bay and Chesapeake Bay searched for shipwrecks, buried treasure, and ancient
shorelines and embayments. One time on the eastern shore of Chesapeake Bay we looked for a sunken
colonial-era ship: we found nothing at the time.
Another time Dr. Kraft and Dr. Sheridan helped me do consulting work to do seismic surveys off Cape
Henlopen to look for the British sloop H. M. S. DeBraak. Since I knew quite a bit about sedimentary
processes near the Cape by that time (and some geophysics) the salvage company thought they would
invest a few bucks in my expertise. Kraft and Sheridan thought it was a wild goose chase, so stuck me on
the project. It sounded like fun, and pretty much anyone who has offered me sea time has seen me show
up! The 85-foot wooden ship had been acquired from the Dutch, fit with a second mast and loaded with
cargo on the way to Delaware. She sank in a squall off Cape Henlopen on May 25, 1798, purportedly with
gold aboard (since sailors who survived the sinking paid for their room with gold doubloons). I think we got
close in 1980 when we looked for it. It was finally found and raised in 1986, with many artifacts and the
hull still partly intact. Since it is the only Royal Navy sloop of war from this period that has been recovered
anywhere in the world, it is of great historical significance (Yurasek, 2016). The artifacts can be seen at the
Zwaanendael Museum in Lewes, with parts of the hull nearby. As of the summer of 2018, the value of the
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gold and silver recovered seems to be in the ballpark of $300,000. A far cry from the $500,000,000 they
were hoping for! As is usually the case in such salvage operations, the salvagers claim that price is way too
low and the whole matter will probably be locked up in court proceedings for years to come (UPI, 1989).
Such a skirmish could ruin your life faster than winning the lottery.
Another great adventure was working with Steve Wilke’s company (Geophysical Reconnaissance
International) on projects in Chesapeake Bay. We did two large projects; one was on the archaeological
potential of the Patuxent Estuary (Wilke and others, 1981) and the other was on archaeological and
cultural resources of Bloodsworth Island (Wilke and others, 1980). The latter has some good stories
associated with it.
Bloodsworth Island is the naval bombing range on the east side of Chesapeake Bay near the
Maryland/Virginia border. Though once inhabited, of course it was no more (I have yet to meet anyone
who would like to live on a bombing range)! We were contracted to do archaeological and cultural artifact
surveys on the island. There are no roads to the island, so each day we got to work by means of a
speedboat. We bought water skis so that we commute to and from work in style! But with a 15-mile
round trip and the hard work we did each day, we were not good for too many miles of water skiing. An
even more exciting part of the work on Bloodsworth Island was stepping on bombs of various types
(napalm casings, artillery shells, and various other “ordinance”). Of course, we were required to have an
ordinance officer with us to convince us that
we would not die with the next step. But I always had the sense the officer was just following orders
telling us that. One time I stepped on a large metal casing in a tidal creek, and the officer said it was a
napalm casing (that had never had napalm in it). That was reassuring. Reflecting on the experience now, it
is probably not a job I would have taken past age 30. I was only 27 or 28 at the time of those projects. My
Dad taught me that things we do before age 30 might be foolish!
I did other consulting on local hydrology problems associated with farms and water wells in the area.
Fluorescein dye studies can identify sources and pathways of water flow. That dye is bright greenishyellow and can be seen down to low concentrations. Since I had taken groundwater geology and hydrology
with Dr. Bob Varin, I knew just enough to figure out a few things of value.
Dr. Kraft was always looking for new technology to get suspended sediment samples from the water. I was
dispatched to South Carolina, where Tim Kana had developed a suspended sediment sampler that took
samples at various heights off the bottom. It was a clever design, inspired by the water-sampling bottles of
Nansen and Niskin. We bought the system and I used it for some years to characterize the suspended
sediments all throughout my Cape Henlopen/Breakwater Harbor area.
To get deep sediment cores of Breakwater Harbor, we needed an inexpensive and reliable system that
could be deployed from the deck of the R/V Phrynne (Figure 33). I went to South Florida and other places
where vibracoring was being done with concrete vibrators attached to 40-foot aluminum irrigation pipes.
That way, in the soft sediments that had recently filled in Breakwater Harbor, I could get continuous cores
of 35+ feet that preserved sedimentary structures, detailed laminations, and various fossils in an
undisturbed state. It works miraculously well but takes much skill and experience to be successful at it.
Practical understandings of Archimedes Principle had to be employed several times to get stuck cores out
of the Breakwater Harbor bottom. We did that by hopping off the barge into the Boston Whaler to provide
the additional buoyancy/lift necessary to pull the cores out. The cable-pullers (come-alongs) we used to
jack the cores out of the bottom could easily sink the barge, so a little ingenuity was necessary. My motto
is still semper profundo (always deeper).
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Figure 33. R/V Phrynne in Delaware Bay, with 40 ft. aluminum coring pipe for scale.
Building the R/V Phrynne II
Perhaps after so much aggression in coring, and many years of hard service, the R/V Phrynne was overdue
for condemnation by the marine safety officer. Though I did not like what he had to say, I will admit that
the vessel was hurting. In moderate seas, when the vessel was running at anything but a right angle to the
waves, the starboard and port pontoons would take turns running down the crest of the wave at
DIFFERENT times. It acted more like a cross-country skier advancing the right leg, then the left leg…so it
was pretty sketchy!
After we got the Sea Grant funding for replacing the R/V Phrynne with a new twin-pontoon vessel, we also
had to design and outfit the new platform with a functional coring system. Consulting with marine
engineer Les Fittler, P. E. was one of the more delightful experiences of my graduate years, and that
practical experience ended up serving me well when I designed and built a twin-pontoon vessel in Colorado
for use in lakes and reservoirs. Calculating displacement and freeboard of the outfitted vessel made the
understanding of safety margins easier when I designed and built the Colorado barge R/V O. W. Tollefson.
Coast Guard requirements are there for good reason. The Delaware marine studies fabrication shop had a
couple fellows who had spent most of their life in the Gulf Coast fabricating for offshore oil and gas
platforms. They were handier than I ever hope to be. They almost NEVER used duct tape (sorry Red
Green).
Jim Demarest and I wrote a Sea Grant report on use of a vibracoring system in shallow marine and
estuarine environments (Hoyt and Demarest, 1981a). After I finished my coring in Breakwater Harbor, we
also published an article in the Journal of Sedimentary Petrology that same year on the barge we had outfit
to replace the old barge (Hoyt and Demarest, 1981b). The twin pontoon hulls of the R/V Phrynne II was
purchased from Bristol Bluewater Boats in Connecticut (Figure 34). The total cost of the barge was about
$40,000. Bristol built those hulls primarily for the U. S. Navy to use as landing craft. They put twin 285 hp
outboards on the pontoons and cruised across Long Island Sound at ~50 mph drinking tea! The vessel
could go into 2 feet of water, was lightweight, and could be picked up by 4 stainless steel eye bolts with a
BIG helicopter. You can imagine the military advantages such a craft would have. Bristol Bluewater Boats
gave the University of Delaware Sea Grant program an educational discount, thankfully. The vessel cost
more than $40,000. Jim and I had a fun time going to pick up the boat and trailer in Bristol, CT.
Jim later moved the vibracoring system inland for his dissertation work reconstructing old high-stand
barrier islands of the past that were partly preserved all over the Delmarva Peninsula. That technique, in
addition to the water jet-wash pump system he perfected, led him on to a lifetime career as an exploration
geologist with Exxon and other major energy companies. Jim became my closest colleague, and he always
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came up with at least three different ways to solve a problem. It is really fun to work with someone like
that!

Figure 34. The R/V Phrynne II underway on Delaware Bay. Unlike the fixed derrick on the R/ V Phrynne,
this derrick could be raised and lowered to trim the vessel (and reduce the chance of being struck by
lightning).
I treated the time and energy spent on designing and fabricating the R/V Phrynne II as relief from writing
the dissertation and preparing for the all-important defense. It was also a post-doc of sorts since the
funding of my time was grant-funded and not related to finishing the Ph D. It was also during that time
when I was out for a jog that one of my friends yelled something to me while I was running “Are you
training for the Lewes Seashore Marathon?” I replied “NO!”
But during the rest of that run and for a day or two afterwards, I kept running that question through my
head. Why was I not training for the marathon? In high school my older brother and I would run in the
“500-mile” club over the summer. Though my track event was the low hurdles, the long-distance running
was great for soccer endurance. And as a camp counselor at Adventurer’s Camp in Wisconsin, all campers
had a choice of a dip in Fence Lake or a wake-up run before breakfast. I led the pre-breakfast runs. And
during summer visits to Camp Wipigaki just 3 miles north of there, my brothers and I occasionally ran
around Little Sand Lake just for fun (or maybe to keep ahead of the mosquitos)! Besides, it was a good
time in my life to carve out the time necessary to train—and I had several good training buddies.
The day of the marathon came in mid-October, when it should have been mild and perfect running
weather. But it was in the mid-80s with no breeze, and the humidity was up there as it almost always is in
a maritime climate. I breezed through the first 20 miles OK (including the towering Great Dune at Lewes
some 70 feet above mean lower low water), but I was not getting enough water for that hot of a day. I hit
the “wall” at 20 miles, cramped up in my legs, and had to walk most of the last 6 miles. That shot my time
above 4 hours. But I still got the free dinner!
I have since run a couple half-marathons in Colorado and California while my wife Cathy did marathons.
We participated in Bell’s Running Club for many years. Cathy and I were on a wintertime team competition
to see which team could amass enough miles to get from Greeley, Colorado to Marathon Key, Florida. Our
team won, but not before Cathy and I invested in lightweight running “crampons” that allowed sort-of safe
running in ice and snow. But I am getting ahead of myself. Let’s go back 150 years…
Breakwater Harbor and the Delaware Cape
Thorny questions as to why Breakwater Harbor was shoaling so fast and Cape Henlopen was growing north
so fast had been considered by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers since 1831. The regional setting and
coastal processes of the area are shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Longshore sand movement for the study region shown in red arrows.
In general, the Breakwater Harbor area can be seen to accumulate sand from both directions. But on
closer examination, the shore of Breakwater Harbor shows erosion of the shore in the west part of the
harbor, and the opposite in the eastern part (Figure 36, after Dennis and Dalrymple, 1978).

Figure 36. Portion of the western shore of Breakwater Harbor, showing accretion of the shore on the
eastern reaches of Lewes Beach and erosion (in red) just east of Roosevelt Inlet.
In 1831 the Army Corps of Engineers had built the largest structure in the western hemisphere to date: the
inner breakwater’s eastern and western parts (Figure 37). By designing a gap between the two quarried
stone breakwater segments, the engineers hoped to simultaneously scour the bottom sediments out of the
harbor and prevent the northerly growth of Cape Henlopen. Since this was before the time of steamships,
the merchant sailing vessels of the day would have to anchor in Breakwater Harbor and wait for the
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incoming flood tide to make their way up to the ports of Trenton, Philadelphia, or Wilmington. The
northerly growth of Cape Henlopen and the infilling sediments were making Breakwater Harbor less useful
and threatened the very existence of the harbor for commercial purposes (Hoyt, 1982).
But nature had her way, and by 1890, the Corps decided to fill in the center gap between the eastern and
western segments of the inner breakwater to further constrict the path of the water flow on ebb tide. By
constricting the eastern end of the harbor, it was hoped that water velocities would speed up, funneling
the water between the eastern end of the breakwater and Cape Henlopen (an illustration of the Bernoulli
Effect). That failed as well, and technological changes in commercial vessels rendered Breakwater Harbor
almost useless anyway. The outer breakwater and its Harbor of Refuge was built about ½ mile north of
Cape Henlopen in 1900. A quick look at Figure 37 shows that sediments have now shoaled in most of
Breakwater Harbor to depths less than 10 feet, which is way too shallow for commercial vessels. Dredging
of the two channels has continued, but it is very expensive, and it appears to be a losing battle. The spoils
piles from dredging can be seen to the north of the inner breakwater. From the decade of the 1850s to the
1980s, the sediment built up an average of about a foot per decade, which is very fast compared to other
similar estuaries worldwide in similar climates (Hoyt, 1982).

Figure 37. A portion of National Ocean Service Chart 12216 showing the Breakwater Harbor and Cape
Henlopen areas (National Ocean Service, 2018).
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In addition to the failed engineering, the deeper drafts of the larger ships (and the invention of the
steamship) rendered Breakwater Harbor obsolete for commercial shipping. So, by about 1850, ships did
not anchor there much, and just kept steaming up Delaware Bay despite the tide ebbing out to sea. And
sadly, a few decades after the Harbor of Refuge was constructed in 1900, the faster ships ignored that
harbor as well. Your tax dollars at work!
But not all was lost, since both the inner and outer harbors provide great recreational fishing grounds,
including very fine habitat for crabs and the occasional American lobster (Homerus americanus). It is also
worth mentioning that the Lewes, DE to Cape May, NJ Ferry boat docks still in Breakwater Harbor. That
commercial vehicle route on the ferry cuts about 160 driving miles off the trip from Lewes to Cape May.
That fact did not escape the Sea Grant funding panelists, one of whom suggested that we seek funding
from the Department of Transportation instead of Sea Grant. But we recognized, as did most of the Sea
Grant panelists we were talking to, that the Department of Transportation was decidedly focused on
terrestrial transportation problems instead of marine. So, the funding continued with Sea Grant.
To get an idea of the speed of the tidal currents in the area (which would suggest whether sediments
should wash away or deposit), I studied the current regime of the area in 1976, 1977 and 1978. I used both
current drifters (Lagrangian techniques where a device moves with the current) and bottom current meters
(Eulerian techniques where currents move past a fixed point on the bottom). During 14 different monthly
tidal cycles I took about 42,000 data points on tidal current speeds and directions during flood tides, slack
water, and ebb tide. The data clearly suggested that all sediments that were accumulating in the harbor
should not be accumulating according to the physics: current velocities during ebb tides were easily fast
enough to erode sediments from the bottom in virtually all areas in and around the harbor. But sediments
some 20-25 feet thick had accumulated in the harbor, about half of that since the Inner Breakwater was
constructed in 1831. Could the physics be wrong? In this case the biology, chemistry, and geology needed
to be consulted as well! Phenomenon on planet earth can rarely be explained or solved within the purview
of a single academic discipline. Certainly the “wicked problems” I will consider in later chapters have
proven that!
My next move was to put bottom sediment traps onto the harbor bottom in five locations, which were very
similar to the ones I had used in the Lake Champlain studies I did with colleagues from 1972 through 1974.
Figure 38 shows the setup of the bottom sediment traps. Alas, that strategy would net little data. Three of
the five traps were never found; either they were moved far away from their locations by the strong
currents or had been tangled in a boat anchor and hauled up. And the sediment trap jars were favorite
hangouts of crabs and other small ocean critters, which stirred up and removed much of the sediment.
Though no reliable conclusions about sedimentation rates could be ascertained, I did find that the
sediments accumulated in the traps were 41% sand, 34% silt, and 25% clay (Hoyt, 1982). That
demonstrated that various sediment sizes were in suspension and carried along by the currents. Details of
measuring and documenting sedimentation rates would have to wait for the extensive core studies that
were done in and around the harbor in 1978.
You might be wondering how bottom current meters and bottom sediment traps could be retrieved after
they had gathered the data from the ocean bottom. The easiest way would have been to attach a surface
buoy and line to the devices on the ocean bottom. But that would have been extremely unwise, since
curious recreational boaters simply can’t resist the urge to pull up whatever is down there on the other end
of the line. Scientists who deploy data-gathering devices out in the wild always must be more careful—
drawing any attention to the devices means that data and equipment may be lost. Instead, we used
position finding with sextants and LORAN (Long Range Navigation) were used to relocate devices on the
bottom. Typically, I would deploy 100 feet of line and a Danforth anchor on one end of the device, and 50
feet of line and another Danforth anchor on the other end of the device. To retrieve the devices from the
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bottom after a month or so of data collection, I would use a grappling hook to dredge up the line. One
current meter retrieval off the northern end of Cape Henlopen was particularly challenging. Though I was
able to grapple onto the current meter anchor line, the 65 hp outboard engine was barely able to pull the
anchor through a giant sand wave that had accumulated on top of it. It took over a half hour of pulling this
way and that to finally free the $1500 current meter from the bottom. I was very glad not to have to
explain what happened to the current meter. Besides, after deploying and retrieving the current meter 14
times, I had enough data to figure out what was going on.
A word on pulling up buoyed lobster traps off the coast of Maine: DON’T DO IT! By law you can be shot for
such a transgression—that’s how important lobstering is to Mainers.

Figure 38. Bottom sediment traps deployed in Breakwater Harbor from R/V Ariadne II. Dan Behnke,
hydraulic engineer, for scale.
I took a total of 26 cores from the area of Breakwater Harbor, some as long as 35 feet of continuous core. I
cut them up into one-meter-long sections and photographed them wet and then dry. Figure 39 is a
photograph of a wet core taken from the middle of the harbor. In that core, you will notice that as you
come up the core from the older sediments at the bottom, the sediments go from sandy to silty (darker
colors as you go up to the top). The sudden change from sandy to silty occurs about 2.6 meters down the
core. That depth is about 1850, when coal flecks started accumulating on the harbor bottom from the
steamships frequenting the harbor.
Also, in that core, there are lots of small bivalve mollusk shells, and abundant fecal pellets pooped out by
those filter-feeders. And the sediments were surprisingly cohesive-sticky in the common vernacular. These
factors of biology and chemistry produced a geological accumulation of sediments in the harbor that
physics alone could not explain. First, let’s consider a chemical process called flocculation. It has long been
known that at the mouths of estuaries worldwide, fresh and salt water mix. Fine-grained silts and clays
suspended in the water in these places flocculate together to form much larger particles that then settle
out to the bottom (Rusnak, 1967). These so-called sediment traps of the world have the effect of
depositing tons of sticky, cohesive sediments that are very hard to erode. Certainly, during some parts of
each year, especially during spring runoff, this chemical process operates in Breakwater Harbor. Second,
the action of bivalve molluscs produced larger sediment particles two ways: first by the deposition of the
calcium carbonate shells themselves; second by the deposition of sand-sized fecal pellets that are
produced by the millions by the clams. That also made it harder to remove the sediments—because of the
larger sediment sizes and by the stickiness of the fecal pellets.
Unfortunately for the engineers who designed the inner breakwater, they only had about 1/3 of the story
they needed to be able to predict what would happen to the Breakwater Harbor in the 1800s and 1900.
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Figure 39. Example of vibracore from Breakwater Harbor 10.6 meters (35 feet) long. Though the sediment
record shown represents about the last 10,000 years, the upper 2.6 meters accumulated just between 1850
and 1978 (only 128 years).
Predicting when and if the Cape Henlopen sand spit will connect with the eastern end of the inner
breakwater is a tricky business, fraught with many possible assumptions. Jim Demarest did his master’s
thesis, in part, on that question (Demarest, 1978). Jim used some computer-generated bathymetric
profiles of the eastern end of the harbor; I ran my own bathymetric profiles and concluded that it was
much deeper than Jim estimated. Jim projected that the Cape Henlopen sand spit would connect to the
inner breakwater before the turn of the 21st century. My hydraulic model of the harbor suggested a time
frame more like 2030-2080 for that to happen (Hoyt 1982 p. 213-234). Since we are at 2019 now (and the
sand spit has not yet closed off the harbor), it looks increasingly like my projections are more likely. But a
big hurricane moving Cape Henlopen sand westward could change that over the course of a single day. The
most recent update of the National Ocean Service Chart # 12216 shows that Cape Henlopen is adding
acreage to the north-north west and thinning around the Tower (Delaware Entrance Speaking
Station/Lookout Tower where piloting of commercial ships going into or out of Delaware Bay is
coordinated). I’m sure I got my share of radar radiation up there on the roof of the speaking station—and
my fill of foreign languages as communications went back and forth to ship captains!
I don’t recall whether Jim and I made a gentleman’s bet on when Cape Henlopen would close off the
harbor. Since Jim worked for Exxon and other major oil and gas companies, I dreamed that he would buy
me a Maserati or Tesla. Now, with Chris Kraft in his elderly years and Jim and I approaching retirement, I
wonder if any of us will live to see it happen.
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Finally, the Job Search After Graduate School
A brief note about the job search after graduate school. I traveled to Minnesota, Texas, Colorado, and
other places in the search for a job after graduate school. The University of Minnesota, Department of
Geology was my first interview—to work at the St. Anthony Falls Lab doing river sedimentation work.
Though the interview went OK, something did not seem right. They did not offer me the job.
I learned from that experience and next headed to Texaco’s Bellaire Research Lab in Houston, where they
were opening a new seismic stratigraphy exploration lab. Though a great job, the work looked very tedious
and seismic records could drive me to blindness! It did not help that in the month of May in Houston, I got
heat rash. I thought I knew what heat was, but I was wrong. The salary they offered was great for the time
(it ended up taking me about 10 years at the University to reach salary parity with the oil company job). I
declined that offer.
I also applied to Scripps Institution of Oceanography, the biggest and most prestigious such institution in
the world. That job was going out to sea working on the Deep-Sea Drilling Project for six months of the
year and the other six months I would be on the faculty at Scripps in LaJolla, California. They considered
my application and went out to sea for a couple of months. By the time they offered me a job at Scripps a
couple months later, I had already interviewed at the University of Northern Colorado in Greeley, signed a
contract to work there, and bought a house. It was too late to take the job at Scripps. I probably would
have taken that job if communications had been more facile (like they are today).
The job in Greeley was to replace Dr. Richard Slater, oceanographer/geologist who was also a submersible
pilot who Dave Folger knew. Dave was delighted that I replaced Rich. Rich decided to pursue full-time
submersible diving work in California after he left UNC. He holds the world’s record for free ascent from
one atmosphere of pressure—when his submersible imploded at about 300+ feet of depth. Somehow Rich
escaped and was found bobbing on the ocean surface some time later. You can read about his adventures
in his book Views from the Conning Tower – The Adventures of a Deep-Sea Explorer (Slater, 2012).
There are a couple of interesting twists to the story. And in about 1982, a year after I started at the
University of Northern Colorado, I think it was Dr. Audrey Meyer who took the job at Scripps. She was
Dean of the Sea Education Association when I was on sabbatical at Woods Hole in 1997-98 (and my nextdoor neighbor).
I’ll end this chapter with another tip of my hat to Dr. Chris Kraft. He lives life exuberantly and mentors his
students with joy. He has always loved research; writing up results in papers and monographs gives him
and his co-authors much happiness. Instead of sailing off into the sunset, he charges off into the ocean
with his colleagues (Figure 40). He always ends his memos and correspondence with “Best Wishes”, a
closing that I have copied from him. Imitation is one of the highest forms of flattery—Chris should be
imitated.

Figure 40. Chris cooling off in Delaware Bay. WC and EM for scale! Chris is so modest in his attire.
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FIVE
CORAL REEFS--“THE CANARY IN THE COAL
MINE” (1980s)
“It’s just like déjà vu all over again.”
-Yogi Bera
What the Canary Tells Us
The reason that Yogi’s quote made a start to this chapter is that the geological record is punctuated with
many thousands of obvious climate changes. But the reason that I titled this chapter with a warning is that
changes in climate and extinctions have happened so quickly this time. Regardless of who or what causes
the changes, the results are alarming. Certainly, companies worldwide, many governments, the military,
and all insurance companies are taking aggressive actions to mitigate climate change.
An illustration from my own homeowner’s insurance history serves to illustrate how insurance companies
are changing things to ensure their profits. {Indeed, I often claim that insurance companies intend to
continue profit margins right on through the second coming…!} I filed three small water/hail/snowdamage claims for my home in Greeley, Colorado in a period of three years. Two of those were due to
severe storms—one hail and the other a rare early-October wet snow that broke several large tree limbs
that post-holed right through my roof. The total amount of those three claims on my home was well under
$10,000. Under normal “climatology” of the last 30 years, the insurance companies could make their
profits. But the decade the 2000s had so many more and much larger violent storm claims—so much so
that the actuaries had to go back to the drawing board and define “climatology” as something less than just
the last 30 years. Recall the hurricane season of 2005 to further illustrate why insurance companies had to
do that. So, my insurance company (who shall not be named) retroactively kicked me out of the insurance
risk pool I was in and then I was required to go into the higher-rate, higher risk pool.
I used to joke with my sky-diving, wild smoking friends that even Lloyd’s of London would not insure them.
The joke is on me, because that is the high-risk insurance company my home was insured with for three
years. The point of sharing this story is to remind all of us that we are already paying to mitigate climate
changes and severe storm frequency/severity. No one storm, or year constitutes evidence of climate
change, but when you look at decadal time scales, the evidence should cause all of us to go “hmmm…”.
Geological Evidence Over Hundreds of Millions of Years of Earth History
As my professional life over the last 50 years has progressed, it has been increasingly difficult for many
people to understand and/or accept scientific evidence. It might surprise you to know that in the U. S.
those with the highest levels of education and income are also prone to denying climate science (Anderson,
2017; Maibach and Priest, 2009). What researchers have come to understand is that VALUES identity (and
allegiance with a group/tribe/political party/economic status/culture/article of faith/conservative/liberal,
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etc.) have more to do with a person’s belief on any particular environmental issue than scientific evidence
might. That is hard for scientists to hear, but if you stop for a minute and think about it, you might agree.
So, if I am talking with someone who is devoted to the ever-expanding economic growth worldwide of 4%
per year, it would be hard for them to consider scientific or resource issues on planet earth such as carrying
capacity, population growth, or sustainability. That person’s values in the 4% economic growth per year—
their paradigm—makes it very hard to consider things they don’t value more than their top value.
So, discussing common values with other people would be a much better place for me to start a
conversation about science than some scientific fact. So I am bald and elderly, I have children, I am
married, I have ancestors who patented an oil-cracking process to make gasoline and the atom bomb, I am
a certified professional geologist, I am a Colorado import, I love Jesus—whatever it is I might have in
common with the other person--that is a better place to start than bludgeoning them with facts until they
come around to my point of view. Probably no one else in my circle of influence shares all my points of
view anyways, so why would I try to hang out with only like-minded people? At some level, we must know
each other enough to trust each other. That is a two-way street, not a mind-dump of everything you
“know” about a subject. Isn’t it always better if someone genuinely asks you for your opinion, rather than
you just offering it unsolicited?
OK, now that all of that is settled (HA!), how would I approach the topic of the many climate changes that
occurred in the past? In most cases I start with carbon dioxide gas, CO2. Though it is relatively rare in air, it
exerts powerful control on Earth’s greenhouse effect. Back in geological time, when we find CO2
concentrations high in the Earth’s atmosphere, Earth’s climate is relatively warm; when we find CO2
concentrations low in the Earth’s atmosphere, it is cool. That’s it—all you need to know. Well, at least it is
a start.
Notice that it does not matter how, why, or who might be responsible for the CO2 fluctuations—climate
and carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere track together. If people say this relationship is not
happening, they often are clever enough to realize that their own fossil fuel use/burning creates lots of
CO2 that goes into the atmosphere. I always acknowledge that I am part of the problem adding carbon
dioxide to the atmosphere. My own breathing is proof enough of that fact! If you accept the relationship,
you also are obligated to recognize your part in making CO2. Fluctuations over the past 800,000 years (a
tiny fraction of all geological time on planet Earth) is shown in Figure 40. Fluctuations in atmospheric CO2
levels since about 1700 are shown in Figure 41. If you wish to go back into the record hundreds of millions
of years, you will see the same thing. For most people, seeing the last 800,000 years of record is enough to
establish the relationship beyond a reasonable doubt. So, in Figure 40 focus your attention on the last
125,000 years, which shows the glacial/interglacial history of the Late Pleistocene and Holocene. That
extremely high stand of sea level is known as Stage 5e, which I discuss in more detail later in this chapter.
The periodicity and repeating nature of these events is striking. Orbital forcing of these cycles are driven by
a series of overlapping changes that occur on different time scales. The orbital parameter among the most
influential is the tilt of Earth’s axis (obliquity). These events are known worldwide, and in extreme detail
from thousands of localities. In North America we used place-based terms such as Kansan, Nebraskan,
Illinoisan, and Wisconsin to designate the places where one could see the evidence of the ice
accumulations on land during cold periods. In modern usage we use other terms.
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Figure 40. Carbon dioxide atmospheric concentrations back 800,000 years before present (Scripps, 2019).
The up and down concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere correspond to up and down temperatures
(climate) on the planet with amazing precision. Notice that the current level of 409 ppm is way above
anything that has occurred in the last 800,000 years. That should be shocking in There are billions of words
spilled and thousands of published diagrams constructed trying to show the relationship between
atmospheric CO2 concentration, global temperature, and sea level. Here is one that attempts to make the
case that the “signatures” are so very similar that they must have been authored by the same events
(Figure 42). Apologies to my colleagues who know that the documentation of the sea level story involves
oxygen 16 and oxygen 18 isotope ratios that are really measures of how much ice is stored on the
continents. That is, large amounts of ice volume stored on continents (that got to about a mile thick over
Asia and North America, for example) means that sea level must be lowered—therefore, the ice volume
stored on continents is really a proxy for sea level.
The way this works is not too complicated: H2O-16 (having 8 protons and 8 neutrons) evaporates more
easily from the ocean into the atmosphere than H2O-18 (having 8 protons and 10 neutrons). When that
H2O-16 that evaporated from the oceans falls as snow and accumulates as ice on the continents, the ice is
relatively enriched in H2O-16; the oceans would then be relatively depleted in H2O-16. These records are
preserved in the ice and in the shells of the many billions of organisms found in the fossil record. It is hard
to ignore billions of data points.
Many people who have seen this kind of evidence deny that increased CO2 in the atmosphere causes
increased temperatures. I maintain that is not so much due to disconnect in logical thought or cognitive
abilities as much as a disconnect from that person’s VALUES. I have had hundreds of conversations where
that is clearly the case. Alas…we try to connect.
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Figure 41. Bubbles trapped in ancient ice record atmospheric CO2; the Mauna Loa record started in 1958.
In the northern hemisphere winter at Mauna Loa, the atmosphere uses less CO2 because the plants that
would take up the gas in photosynthesis are more dormant. That up and down wiggle is shown by the
detail of the record since 1958 (Scripps, 2019).

Figure 42. The signatures over the last 400,000 years of atmospheric CO2, global temperature, and sea
level (really ice volume stored on continents). From Englander (2016). These results from the geological
record indicate that when CO2 rises, so does temperature and sea level.
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Prospecting for Archaeological Remains of Amer-Indians on the Continental Shelf
My part in this research started with the strong affinity of my Ph D dissertation research with the geological
history of sea-level rise and coastal erosion. Most of Dr. Kraft’s students at the University of Delaware
were likewise engaged in various aspects of these questions. Remember that Chris Kraft’s work was on the
cover of Science magazine in 1980 for his archaeological/paleogeographical reconstructions of the
supposed site of ancient Troy. In a paper co-authored with Kraft and Chrzastowski (Hoyt, Kraft, and
Chrzastowski, 1990) we considered the best places for finding additional physical remains of Indian cultures
now flooded by sea-level rise off eastern North America. That work was in the Centennial Volume of the
Geological Society of America on the Archaeological Geology of North America. Though I submitted that
article in WordPerfect back in 1989, I no longer have the digital version (and I am too cheap to pay $9 to
get my own work from GSA). So, a lesser quality image of some diagrams will have to do (Figure 43). That
diagram shows places where remains of Indian settlements are likely to be found…at least it is a start.

Figure 43. Paleographic reconstruction offshore of Delaware Bay 30 meters below today’s Mean Sea Level,
at a time of 11,000 years before present (in Hoyt, et. al. 1990, after Chrzastowski, 1986).
The sea-level rise history since the last worldwide glaciation is a decidedly local affair because the local
tectonic activity could send the shore area down (looks like erosion) or up (looks like accretion). Moreover,
sediment compaction of mud can take a meter-thick of mud and compress/de-water it to only 20 cm of
shale. And when we extract groundwater, oil, gas, or any other fluid we need from the coastal zone, the
ground surface responds by sinking. When we were working below sea-level in Brian Atwater’s field area
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of the San Joaquin River valley, it was not uncommon to see old wellheads high above us—powerful visual
evidence that the ground surface had gone down recently! Living below sea-level below a dike is an
uncomfortable feeling. For the area shown in Figure 43, the local sea-level rise curve for the 12,000 years
of the Holocene Epoch is shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44. Local Delaware sea-level rise curve of the past 12,000 years, based on Kraft (1976).
It is very surprising to most people that sea level has gone up so much in a relatively short period (almost
100 feet of sea-level rise in 12,000 years). In our 21st century technology-driven world, it seems simply
inconceivable that we might have to retreat with rising sea levels. But if one is to acknowledge geological
history as having any validity, these evidences are first-order truth. To make matters worse, sea level is still
going up, and when large coastal storms inundate the coast, entire cities like New Orleans can be
devastated. Projections of future sea-level rise vary by locality, but for the Delaware region I have been
discussing, the picture is daunting (Figure 45). The three scenarios presented show low, intermediate, and
high estimates by year, and indications suggest that the intermediate to high estimates may be happening.
Though it is possible to spend large sums of money to protect the coastal areas (e.g. the Dutch coast),
cost/benefit analyses of doing so are becoming harder and harder to justify. Even in the United States,
mass migrations of “environmental refugees” are fleeing the coast for safer inland localities. But even for
inland areas, large hurricanes and coastal storms cause flooding that has become increasingly catastrophic.
Neither levees nor walls can contain the invasion of sea water.
On the Delaware coast and elsewhere worldwide, it is becoming more and more common to see remains of
human structures that have been inundated by the sea. Figure 46 shows the skeleton of a house that is now
gone.
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Figure 45. Delaware sea-level rise estimates from 2000 to 2100 (Delaware Geological Survey, 2017).

Figure 46. With skeletons of houses in the foreground, homeowners fortify and pay higher and higher
insurance premiums each year.
Turning to Coral Reefs
So, after several pages of geological background, we turn now to one of my mid-career passions:
researching coral reef systems past, present and future. Those interests started with my SCUBA
certification with the National Association of Underwater Instructors (NAUI) in 1977 in Delaware. Though I
had considerable snorkeling experience in Florida, Barbados, and other places before that time, the ability
to study the architecture and construction of hermatypic (reef-building) corals opened a whole new world.
Geologists recognize the value of studying modern systems so that we have a chance to recognize similar
ancient systems (we call that “the modern-ancient analog”). Besides, the beauty of coral reefs cannot be
fairly represented by any pictures, but I will try anyway (Figure 47). And if you think you have seen coral
reefs during your daytime dives, you have not lived until you see what they are like at night (Figure 48).
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Figure 47. Tube sponges, Rum Cay Bahamas, taken when SSV Westward docked there in April 1988.
I need to credit one of my early graduate students, Bill Precht, for making the pathway into coral reef
studies easy for me. Bill was working in Denver in the oil exploration business and came up to take some
marine geology and sedimentology courses from me during the mid-1980s. Together, we formulated a
coral reefs class and took many university classes and professional seminars to Discovery Bay, Jamaica,
Belize (where Bill worked on a dissertation on coral reefs), and Grand Cayman Island. Some of these trips
were in conjunction with the University of Northern Colorado SCUBA club that Chris Shaw and Jeff Hagerty
ran for several years. Chris went on for a Ph D from the University of Colorado and has been working for
Exxon/Mobil in exploration all over the world for about 30 years. Precht involved himself with giants in the
field of coral reefs such as Bob Ginsburg and Gene Shinn. Bill and I designed and led a professional geology
seminar to Jamaica through the Society of Economic Paleontologists and Mineralogists, which was basically
a group of sedimentologists. I owe Bill a great debt—he paved the pathway to my first research sabbatical
on the Great Barrier Reef in Australia in 1989 and 1990, when I was at the University of Sydney. It was
always a joy to dive and travel with Bill.

Figure 48. Modern crinoid, photo taken on a night dive in caves in Discovery Bay, Jamaica.
The basic geological premise of the work is that the organisms that build reefs through geological time
change from time to time. That is, the “actors” that construct architectural styles of reefs change as
climate and other geological conditions change through time. So, in the Permian reefs of the Delaware
Basin in New Mexico and Texas, calcareous algae dominated; during the Cretaceous Period, rudistid
bivalves built reefs; and during the Tertiary Period worldwide, sclearactinian corals gained ascendancy to
the reef-building throne. I fear we are quickly moving to a time where calcareous algae are displacing
many coral reefs. This is happening in my lifetime, a mere blink of geological time. I have spent extensive
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field time worldwide examining the geological fossil record of these events and these actors. I consider the
findings indisputable based on the physical evidence.
The geological compendium on coral reef geomorphology through time has been assembled by André
Guilcher (1988). That work collects research from across the world and across geological time. The
evidence amassed by Guilcher and earlier researchers is overwhelming; my contributions to this field are
paltry compared to them. Later works by Precht, Ginsburg, Shinn, and others have served to further
solidify the science.
Good memories from each of those trips, and lots of pictures, could fill volumes. The University of the
West Indies, Discovery Bay Marine Lab, hosted several of our visits. A SCUBA Club trip to Jamaica,
complete with Red Stripe Beer is shown in Figure 49.

Figure 49. SCUBA Club participants on the tarmac in Montego Bay Jamaica, spring break of 1982. Red
Stripe beer is brewed in Hell, Jamaica, which is just a few miles from the airport.
In later trips I took with Bill Precht, we studied the 125,000 year (stage 5e) high sea-level reefs there on the
north coast of Jamaica. We were particularly interested in the architecture and species that built that
spectacular set of high-stand reefs that occur the world over (Precht and Hoyt, 1991). The Falmouth
Formation has excellent exposures with easily-discernable fossils (Figure 50).

Figure 50. Stage 5e, 125,000-year Falmouth Fm. outcrop in Rio Bueno, Jamaica. The whorled gastropods
are like the conch shells of today.
In more recent work, one of my graduate students from Libya (Belkasim Khameiss) has continued to do
research on Tertiary reefs from Libya that bordered the Tethys Sea (Khameiss, Hoyt, and Fluegeman, 2017).
After getting his master’s here at the University of Northern Colorado on that topic, he got a Ph D from Ball
State University.
Floods and Glacial Retreat in Colorado
Other work and research I did during the decade of the 1980s included studying floods and flood deposits
in the Northern Front Range of Colorado. While I was teaching a month-long field geology course out of
our 40-acre campus in Estes Park during July of 1982, an earthen dam at Lawn Lake (Rocky Mountain
National Park) had failed late one night. Over $25 million in damage to the town resulted, and three lives
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were lost (Hoyt, 1987). I was going over the exploratory exam I had given 20 geology students who had
assembled from all over the country for the field camp. Helicopters swarmed overhead, the power went
out, the water shut off, and the phone went dead. Something ominous was afoot, and we were isolated.
The Fall River bridge was out, the house on the corner gone, and we had no way out. In the days before
cell phones, we were cut off. Parents from all over the country called the University in Greeley wondering
what had happened to their students. The chair at the time, Glen Cobb, also had no way to contact us. We
made it out the next day over a 4-wheel drive trail and lined up at the phone booth in Allenspark to call
parents. That started a long-standing interest in flood deposits and flood hydraulics with Dr. Robert Jarrett
of the U. S. Geological Survey’s national flood program. Bob and I did a joint field trip for the Geological
Society of America’s Centennial meeting (Hoyt and Jarrett, 1988).
I also had a graduate student, Eric Rainey, who was interested in dating the retreat of glacial ice from
Horseshoe Park, in Rocky Mountain National Park (Rainey, Hoyt, and Hopkins, 1987). We used my
vibracoring system in Sheep Lakes (as well as some other lakes such as Bear Lake and Sprague Lake) to
ascertain the history of the last 13,000 years or so. A couple of undergraduate geology majors, Chris Shaw
and Ken Pill, helped perfect using the ice as a drilling platform to get cores. Wild winter storms abounded
and lots of canoes and rescue sleds were needed to transport equipment. I was glad the university had an
old International Harvester 4-wheel drive vehicle for doing that work. Getting permits to core the lakes in
the winter was my only option. Summer tourism precluded doing that kind of work in the summer.
Besides, the ice provided a perfect drilling platform!
One of the reasons I had interest in coming to Colorado in the first place was to study the Great Western
Interior Seaway of the Cretaceous Period that is so well exposed in Colorado. The D-J (Denver-Julesburg)
Basin is about a mile and a half thick near Greeley, and it records one of the best Cretaceous marine
sections on Earth. I participated in a Geological Society of America Penrose Conference during 1983 in
Conifer, Colorado, and presented a poster on the Codell Sandstone: Indicator of a Cretaceous Climatic
Optimum (Hoyt, 1983). In that poster, I concluded that hydrocarbons locked up in those tight gas sands
could only be released by fracturing the rock. It took about 30 years after that before Colorado’s tight gas
sands and shales would be commercially tapped by that technology. Last year I went to talk to the Weld
County Planning Commission about the abundant natural resources here, including oil & gas, minerals such
as uranium, water, and soil.
Great Barrier Reef-Scenarios of Greenhouse Sea-Level Rise
As I started to think of the global ramifications of reef changes through time, my thoughts began to focus
on the most extensive coral reef system on the planet: The Great Barrier Reef. Mortality and demise of
coral reefs litter the geological record, but my focus was on the last time rapid sea-level rise had happened.
That occurred at the end of the last glacial low-stand of sea-level which commenced in the early Holocene.
How did reefs die then, and what were the implications if sea-levels were to rise rapidly again? How would
the Great Barrier Reef respond?
As I began to search the literature for work being done on some of these global-scale questions, I came
across an article about the growth of the Greenland Ice Sheet upward that was documented by satellite
data (Zwally, 1989). At first glance this was surprising, because one might expect ice sheets to melt if
temperatures go up. However, upon further reflection, when the temperature goes up the atmosphere
can contain more humidity—more water vapor. And when it falls as snow on Greenland or Antarctica, it
might be expected to build up. Even if the mean annual temperature goes up a couple degrees, most of
the precipitation in the polar regions would still fall as snow. More recent results have confirmed this
trend of increased Arctic precipitation slowing down temperature increases at the poles (Bintanja and
others, 2018).
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Are there other reasons to look specifically at the Great Barrier Reef (other than the fact that it is beautiful
and in a protected marine area)? It turns out that the east coast of Australia has been rising out of the sea
at the same rate as sea level is rising (Hoyt, 1991). That means that for about the last 6,000 years, the area
of the Great Barrier Reef has experienced unusual stability. But from about 9,000 years ago to about 6,500
years ago, the sea-level rise rate was very fast. That very fast rise could be like what we will experience in
the future.
So, in late 1989, my proposal to go to the Geography Department’s Coastal Studies Unit at the University of
Sydney was approved. My hosts at Sydney UNI were Bruce Thom (who had recently become Provost), and
Andy Short. Sydney University is the “Harvard of the Southern Hemisphere” in that it has the largest library
holdings and Oxford-like architecture (Figure 51). The largest Schantz organ outside of Europe is in that
building, which also sports crocodile gargoyles.

Figure 51. Sydney UNI Carillion would play the Schantz organ at noon on some weekdays that would be
broadcast across the campus. My Aussie bank is advertising in the foreground.
This adventure included my wife Cathy and my 2-year old daughter Sarah. We lived in Collaroy north of the
city and commuted in through 18 stoplights to the University (Figure 52). Other than one commute across
Sydney Harbour by ferry, we drove. Traffic was very cooperative; I don’t think I heard one horn in the
entire 6 months living in Sydney. It was a rude homecoming at LAX. Poor Sarah was from Colorado but
lived in Collaroy and learned “English” such as rubbish bins, boots and bonnets. The apartment we lived in
was a short walk to the beach, and WW II veteran named Bill lived below us. We got the place through an
Australian cattleman who had visited Greeley and picked up some good tips from the Monforts. And our
13-year-old Datsun B-210 was obtained from a dealer who had been rescued from a bear while the guy was
visiting Colorado. Thanks, Coloradoans! You never know when someone else’s good will is going to help
you out. So, do good deeds yourself if you think you might like to get good deeds any day soon.
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Figure 52. Long Reef at Collaroy, New South Wales, Australia. There is a stiff breeze on and it is a
testament so Sarah’s can-do attitude that she is still holding on to that umbrella!
In addition to the extensive work we did at the government research station on the Great Barrier Reef on
Heron Island, we did considerable study of shoreline changes and coastal erosion on the east coast of
Australia. We traveled all the way south to Tasmania (where Sarah climbed her first “mountain” Wombat
Peak), and all the way north to North Queensland and the Daintree River. The latter is a great place to see
salt water crocs, if you are interested! The coastal zones of Australia are largely protected as part of the
“commons”, which gives Aussies a great natural buffer from the onslaught of the sea (Figure 53).

Figure 53. Wide coastal commons in Australia protect structures from damages caused by storms or shoreline
erosion. Well, the Queensland coast is an exception. It looks like Miami Beach.
The Coastal Studies Unit and Bruce Thom provided us with great hospitality and lots of logistical help. Bruce
loaned us his Holden station wagon until we could find an old car to buy, and the scientific equipment of the
Coastal Studies Unit was available to me (Figure 54).

Figure 54. Sydney UNI’s Coastal Studies Unit had lots of good field equipment, such as this submersible. We
did not use this, other than something for Sarah to climb on.
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Spending six months down under gave us a year without winter and lots of research opportunities, though
eastern Australia experienced record rainfall during our stay. I got athlete’s foot from the dampness, and
the flooding prevented a trip to the Outback we had planned. We did get to see some beautiful
countryside along the 10,000 km we put on that Datsun (shifting lefty). Figure 55 shows that Aussies don’t
buy mailboxes; rather, they make them out of whatever is lying around.

Figure 55. I don’t think the U. S. postal service would go for these! What do you expect from descendants
of the English penal colony?
Sports and the police in Australia are worth mentioning. After rugby, surf rescue is next in popularity and
high-dollar sponsorship. Events in surf rescue range from the brute strength of racing the surf rescue boats
(Figure 56) to the formal marching up the beach with a drowning victim (to “present” to the judges). It is a
bizarre spectacle to watch. Our pastor told us one night that when the police are after a motorist, it is not
uncommon that civilian Aussies sometimes “get in the way” of the pursuit. No wonder Sydney originated
the red-light camera!

Figure 56. Foster’s…Australian for Beer. A heat of the surf rescue race just left the beach.
Going to Australia in 1990 was a time warp for me—it seemed more like the 1950s in the United States.
Stores were closed on weekends, people worked no more than 40 hours/week, and the pace of life was
just more sane and balanced. We were a little sad to leave and rejoin the American rat race.
Offshore 2 nautical miles from the Heron Island Research Station on the Great Barrier Reef, there is a
submerged, dead reef (at a depth of about 65 feet below sea-level. We call such features “bommies”. If
my suspicions were right, that reef died during the fastest times of sea-level rise about 8,000 years ago. To
prove that, I needed to collect a dead coral from the reef flat. That required SCUBA diving permit to
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sample in a marine protected area, medical exam to dive on a government lab site, and radiocarbon dating
of the dead reef material. The hardest parts of it were getting the permit and getting medical clearance.
My permit from Queensland and the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority allowed certain activities,
but sampling any coral was not among them. Fortunately, the director of the Research Station did have
such a permit and we used his. As for the SCUBA medical exam, I had been driving the hot and humid east
coast of Australia with the window down for some months, so the hearing in my left ear had lost some high
frequency acumen. After some coaxing, I got the Dr. to sign the clearance. Now I am 66 years old and I am
just starting to lose some of that high frequency with age.
A cross-section of the drowned reef complex is shown in Figure 57. That shows a side view of what could
pass for a living reef, complete with wave-cut notch, old head corals on top, and dead coral rubble on the
flat. A steep slope on the seaward side is typical, and a more gradual slope on the old lagoon side also fits
the picture. As we were diving, a bronze whaler shark cruised around looking for the usual handouts of
organic food remains that the Heron Island Resort dumped each day. I am glad I was too busy collecting
and taking pictures to worry about the hungry shark. No one else in the dive party seemed concerned.

Figure 57. The radiocarbon date that came back on the dead reef material was 8,270 +/-90 years before
present. That was about what I expected from the sea-level rise curve. The correct species of coral is
Acropora Formosa, not Acropora cervicornis.
The day before the sampling dive on the bommie, Cathy had been shooing gulls away from snacking on the
sea turtles that had just hatched. The little turtles have a pretty hard time making it to the ocean before
the gulls get them. So, she was helping the turtles make it to sea. But she stepped on some live coral in
the process, and its septic properties soon required a visit to the infirmary. She had to miss the sampling
dive. After an earlier encounter with a tiger shark checking us out just offshore, it was probably best that
one parent stayed onshore to ensure someone could raise Sarah!
So, that old reef died about 8,300 years ago, but how did it die? What were the mechanisms? Typically,
the fast-growing horn corals can keep up with sea-level rise. So, it seemed unlikely that the reef died
because it got too deep. If Zwally’s (1989) satellite results were correctly interpreted on the west
Greenland ice sheet, the ice was building up. That requires that the water come out of the ocean to do so,
lowering sea level. Was it possible that a sudden drop of sea level could have dried out the reef and killed
it that way? I’ve sketched that idea, and the required sequence of events in Figure 58 (Hoyt, 1991).
Incidentally, Bill Precht informed me that the species of coral I labeled as A. cervicornis was misnamed. The
ecological niche is the same, but the names in Figures 57 and 58 are wrong. The correct species is Acropora
formosa.
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Figure 58. Scenario of how a living reef might die and be drowned. The present conditions (a.) give way to
a lowering of sea-level which kills the reef (b.). During the warming times, more evaporation from the
ocean ends up storing ice on the ice sheets. Then during the rapidly-warming phase (c.), sea-level goes up
so fast that the dead reef is drowned.
After we left Sydney, we again stopped off in New Zealand (don’t miss it). We spent the better part of a
week in Fiji at the Coral Reef Resort. We gained a strong appreciation for the differences between
Melanesian culture and that of India! Those from India hold many of the engineering and business jobs. I
admired the Fijians who were not despoiled by television—they were well-adjusted, healthy folk. I was a
little too slow on learning the custom that men and women sat on opposite sides of the aisle at church!
Oops.
Hawaii Volcanoes and More
On the way back from Australia, I participated in an NSF Chatauqua course on Hawaiian volcanoes, led by
George Walker. It was fascinating to see how chunks of white coral was incorporated into the black
basaltic lavas during cataclysmic events of the past (Figure 59).

Figure 59. Small crater infill includes coral—red Swiss army knife for scale.
Dr. Walker also got us up close and personal to erupting lava and flows. But when we came through the
civil defense line from the active volcano side, George had some forgiveness to beg. One of the less field62

savvy participants managed to get himself “lost” for a time—which led to some excitement. Seeing molten
lava burning a forest and plunging into the sea is a great thing for a geologist to see and experience (Figure
60). George was a hoot, and a good Brit.

Figure 60. You can almost smell the acrid smoke and feel the intense heat of Hawaii volcanoes.
A final note on Hawaii science. In 1946 there was a meeting of oceanographers during the arrival of the
tsunami in Hilo Bay. The oceanographers scrambled up to the roof of the hotel to escape danger and
observe the spectacle. That day the Pacific Seismic Sea Wave Warning System was birthed. The peaceful
views of Hilo Bay are punctuated by these catastrophic killers (Figure 61).

Figure 61. Hilo Bay, north shore of the Big Island. The 1946 tsunami devastated the town of Hilo and
birthed the Pacific Seismic Sea Wave Warning System.
Despite my best efforts most Americans call these events “tidal waves”. They are not caused by the tide.
The Japanese term means high wave in the harbor, and the print Masa Goto gave me when I visited Japan
graces my office door.
I end this chapter on coral reefs with a beautiful picture. I have wasted more film in my underwater
cameras trying to get the perfect picture. Reefs warn us that sea level and other maladies portend
harbingers of destruction for that ecosystem. I’d prefer to remember them in all their glory (Figure 62).

Figure 62. Coral reefs teeming with life.
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SIX
GLOBAL OCEANS AND GLOBALISM-IMPORTANCE OF SEA EDUCATION and
EARTH SYSTEMS EDUCATION (1990s)
“What kind of country puts computers in arcades but not in physics
classrooms?”
-James Rutherford
Entertainment vs. Information: Realizing That Human Influence Damages Oceans
Buried behind Dr. Rutherford’s question is the more serious question about why most people would rather
be entertained than informed. If that accusation is true about most people, then it is not surprising
humans find themselves in such an environmental pickle. If we don’t know anything about the byproducts
of our lifestyles, I’m pretty sure we are leading an unexamined life! Whether you consider oceanic
warming, pollution of plastics or chemicals in the ocean, or the acidification of oceans due to increased CO2
in the atmosphere, all environments in the ocean are under siege. I considered coral reefs research
described in the last chapter as “the canary in the coal mine”, warning of danger.
I recall that when Dave Folger was the Director of the U. S. Geological/Biological Survey for the East and
Gulf coasts, he shared with me some alarming results of research they had done on commercial fisheries.
Predatory fishes (like predators in all ecosystems) bio-accumulate organic molecules in their tissues,
through a process known as biological magnification. The organic molecules attach on to fat molecules and
are not excreted much. When the concentrations reach higher levels in the predators, one of the first
biological functions that shuts down is reproduction. Folger told me that in some regions of the oceans the
PCB (polychlorinated biphenyl) concentrations in all the fish were already at such high levels to affect
reproduction. About the same time, results from Beluga Whales in the Saint Lawrence Seaway showed
their tissues had high enough concentrations that they were toxic waste according to the laws of the U. S.
and Canada. Cancerous tumors were also prevalent in the Belugas—you know them as the “little white
whale on the go”. My kids can sing songs about them. You may also know that PCBs are manufactured in
the Saint Lawrence Estuary in abundance—and that those organic molecules are used as coolants and
cleaners in electrical transmission systems. Think of the cylinders mounted up in the telephone poles. No
one wants to lose any of those valuable organic molecules to the environment, but it happens
nevertheless.
In a classic study of the DDT concentrations (an agricultural pesticide) in sea birds and organisms in the
Long Island estuary, the birds and other organisms were assayed for DDT levels. Many sea bird populations
had plummeted, and researchers wanted to know why (Woodwell, 1967). The answer became clear—the
DDT concentrations in the birds made the eggs fall apart, so that no birds could hatch alive. That quickly
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led to the banning of DDT use in the United States. We have replaced DDT with other pesticides in the U.
S., and the courts will be perpetually full of class action suits brought by farm workers who apply the
pesticides (and experience harm themselves). But we still export DDT to other countries. Before you
decry that fact, consider this ethical dilemma: would you rather have people starve to death in developing
countries due to lack of grains, or have DDT in the environment? Before you answer, consider that about
7500 children die of malnutrition and related causes each day (World Health Organization, 2018). What if
one of those was your child? What if every child in your community was under that threat? What would
you do?
Pioneering Work on Plastics Distribution: The Sea Education Association (SEA)
The very idea that human-created pollution could have a major effect on the ocean seemed like a
preposterous notion to many learned people in the decade of the 1990s and into the turn of the 21st
century. Nevertheless, evidence had been mounting by groups doing expeditionary oceanography covering
large areas of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. One such group that constantly had two ships in the Atlantic
collecting data every few tens of nautical miles along their ship tracks was the Sea Education Association
out of Woods Hole. The surface plankton net tows that collected floating material on the ocean surface
found that the extent of plastic pollution was alarming and pervasive. In a now classic study of the plastic
problem in the North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre, scientists from SEA and other collaborators published an
article in Science (Law, et. al., 2010). Based on 6136 tows of the surface ocean and the Caribbean between
1986 and 2008, there were found an alarming increase in the numbers of plastic pieces and plastic pellets.
Their results, which covered 22 years of data collection put together, are shown in Figure 63. A few dozen
of those tows were on my watch as Chief Scientist of SSV Westward-Cruise W-156 during 1998 (Hoyt,
1998). My wife Cathy also worked on the data set while we were at Woods Hole on sabbatical that year,
and the next.
Many later studies identified much larger plastic “garbage patches” in the Pacific Ocean, composed of both
floating plastic pieces and “microplastics” smaller than 5 mm in diameter (e.g. Law and Thompson, 2014).
The ingestion of plastics presents serious problems for organisms from zooplankton to large birds. Sea
birds and sea mammals are sadly affected and are commonly reported in the popular media. Figure 64
shows a marine bird’s stomach filled with plastics—the birds can neither digest the plastic nor regurgitate
it. Therefore, they starve to death by eating the plastic—which looks yummy to them!

Figure 63. Average plastic concentration in the Sargasso Sea. The “velocity contour” line demarks zones of
subtropical convergence that helps to concentrate plastics at the center of the gyre (Law et. al., 2010).
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The images are gruesome, and most birds cannot resist the faux meals. Even puffins, my favorite North
Atlantic bird, have been found suffering from this problem.
I am sure you have all seen many pictures of marine mammals strangled by six-pack plastic or drowned by
getting caught in drift nets. Those “curtains of death” only sink to the ocean floor once the weight of the
skeletons exceeds the buoyancy of the drift nets. Though there are international plastics bans on dumping
plastics at sea, there are probably only a few organizations that have followed the law fastidiously, SEA
among them. The problem, of course, is enforcement. As one of my brothers let slip, “no Cop, no STOP”.
You know who you are! More on possible ways out of these dilemmas in Chapter 8.

Figure 64. Plastics cannot be digested or regurgitated, so starvation is the result. I can’t verify the
authenticity of this photo, but I do know the problem is real enough (The Conversation, 2015).
SSV Westward—A Study of Sea Education
The frontispiece of this volume is a photo I took of that ship in 1998 from the Zodiac. Like all marine
vessels, it eventually corrodes or biodegrades into disuse. Marine safety officers have a job to do to
protect seafarers who go offshore to do “blue water oceanography”. Once the SSV Westward was clearly
near the end of its deep-water use offshore, SEA commissioned studies, plans and designs to replace her
with a new, $25 million vessel. The Westward was built in Germany in 1961 as a private yacht. SEA got it
as their first major vessel about 1970; so, she served SEA about 30 years. It was sad to see her retired.
During the time I was in Woods Hole, chalk drawings of the science labs for the new vessel were sketched
on the driveway of Dean Audrey Meyer’s home next door to where my family lived. It was great fun to see
that taking shape. The SSV Robert C. Seamans was named after a former SEA trustee and Chair of the
Board and was commissioned about the turn of the century. It was built in Tacoma, Washington. There’s
Tacoma, making America great……again?
In about 1986, the Westward found itself trapped in the path of a large and concerning hurricane in the
Western Atlantic. The first mate was at the wheel when a large wave crashed over the stern and “pooped”
the deck. The mate crashed through part of the oak wheel but managed to avoid very serious injury.
Repairs to the wheel showed partly old oak and partly new oak—a stark reminder of the fury of the sea.
Another time Captain Peg Brandon was participating in the Tall Ships sail in New York for the Bicentennial
celebration. Upon approaching the dock, the engine failed, and Peg had the presence of mind to cast lines
ashore so that hands could surge the lines through cleats on the dock to slow the ship. The Westward
stopped within a couple meters of the seawall.
I remember our Captain for W-156 Cruise, Terry Hayward, reminding us that the ocean will be happy to
take your life, if you let it. Because of that fact, SEA emphasizes safety protocols so all aboard know their
jobs in the event of problems or catastrophes. My job in case of emergency was to get on the radio and
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broadcast our call sign and location to the authorities. Of course, if you are way offshore, it could be hours
or days before help would arrive. All had to be ready to save shipmates. The only real hazard we
encountered was a Force 9 storm off the east Florida shelf (Figure 65). I was in the middle of trying to
complete a sediment grab sample for one of the student projects (thanks Eric Zettler); Captain Hayward, on
the other hand, was hurrying us so that we could get into deeper water before the storm hit. Yes, ships do
better in deeper water than on the shallow shelf during big waves! The steepness or “squareness” of the
waves are typically a larger concern on the shelf as opposed to offshore.
SEA ships use a modified Swedish watch system, which means that on a rotating cycle the students must
sleep and work at various times of the day or night; circadian rhythms are cast to the wind. So along with
the almost ubiquitous seasickness, students are asked to do many things they have never done in their
lives. Safety trainings and ship handling must be undertaken with the utmost of care in the first days
aboard. After that, we can get down to some serious scientific work.
Most of the scientific work is done while they are on “watch” in the science lab and doing the scientific
sampling and data recording. We share out the scientific results and do whole-crew scientific trainings on
deck when all students are awake on deck (more or less). One such session,

Figure 65. The end of our Force 9 storm aboard Westward, making 7 knots with bare poles! Note the
repair job on the ship’s wheel referenced in the text.
during which I shared out physical and chemical characteristics of the Gulf Stream we were sailing through,
is shown in Figure 66. On another class occasion, a student or crew member spotted a shark (?) lounging
off the starboard beam. Class took a recess. The pace of life aboard Westward and a sense of the special
comradery on board can be in the W-156 cruise prospectus and report (Appendix B). On a previous cruise,
one of the SEA ships tapped a sleeping whale on the surface. Though an incident report was filed, there
was little hazard since the ships generally make only about 4 knots. Compared to cruise ships and
freighters which can push 20 knots, that’s very slow!
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Figure 66. Comparison of two hydrocasts in the Gulf Stream aboard Westward in 1998 (photo by Eric
Zettler).
To emphasize the importance of having at least two ways to determine your position at sea, sextants are
used to determine latitude and longitude (Figure 67). Why, you ask, would SEA do such an archaic thing?
The answer is simple and logical. If electronics fail (which can happen for any number of reasons) captains
and crew need to know another way of finding their position relative to charted hazards and land.
Incidents of captains running aground have occurred because GPS went down, and the captain and
navigators were unable to find where they were.

Figure 67. With correct time and measurement of sun angle to the horizon (along with other
measurements), students use the sextant and some math to determine latitude and longitude.
Student research projects aboard the ship had been carefully planned, thoroughly researched, and
communicated to the chief scientist and captain before heading out to sea. It is the job of the chief
scientist and captain to work together to get to the places and provide the time along the cruise track to
get the work done. Various pieces of equipment and other remote sensing technologies are used to
accomplish those sampling needs. And sometimes custom-fabricated equipment needs to be designed,
constructed, and sent to the ship before the cruise departs. For studies such as surface ocean life
distribution (or plastic distribution), the neuston net is used (Figure 68).
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Figure 68. Neuston net deployed on the port side of Westward, under supervision.
For physical oceanographic questions such as the nature of the subtropical convergence zone south of
Bermuda, subsurface water sampling “rosettes” can deploy water sampling bottles at various depths.
Captain Hayward hit the convergence zone prefect—in the middle of the day and with calm seas. Students
could climb aloft to observe the two different water masses, while Eric Zettler “test drove” a new towfish
back and forth across the convergence zone to chart its geometry (Figure 69).

Figure 69. Intertropical convergence zone about 30◦ North latitude. Sargassum (sp.) seaweed concentrates
at the convergence zone as the denser water mass sinks as it collides with the less dense water mass.
Floating sea life and plastics also accumulate there.
Speaking of Bermuda, that was our first port stop—over the Easter weekend. A small gale was on as we
anchored late in the day in St. George’s Harbour on the northeast end of the islands. Anticipation mounted
among the crew as we approached the first land we had seen in 10 days. Students love shouting “Land
Ho!” Captain Hayward and I went ashore to clear all our customs documents and passports so that the
next day would allow exploration of the island of Bermuda.
For my part, I had wrangled an invitation to dinner at the U. S. Ambassador’s residence at Chelston. This
was not just a courtesy visit for me. Chelston had been owned by Carbon P. Dubbs, my great-grandfather
of oil-cracking process fame. I had been there as a boy and remember the place as enchanted. Robert
Farmer hosted us for an old Chelston recipe for dinner on April 11th, 1998. Eric Zettler and I represented
the ship for the dinner invitation and donned our finest (only) ties (Figure 70). I’m not sure why we posed
with all that science and safety gear?
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Figure 70. Eric Zettler and the author in the science lab aboard Westward. We’re preparing to head off to
a state dinner at the U. S. Embassy at Chelston, Bermuda
Earth Systems Science and Earth Systems Education
Shortly after I had returned from the Great Barrier Reef sabbatical in 1990, I had a long conversation with
Dr. Lee Shropshire, one of our geology professors in Greeley. His college roommate from his University of
Colorado days, Dr. Vic Mayer, wanted to talk about proposing the University of Northern Colorado as the
Western Center of the Program for Leadership in Earth Systems Education (PLESE). Dr. Mayer’s home
institution, The Ohio State University, was to be the main host institution for the National Science
Foundation (NSF) grant. This was a major turning point in my career in that my focus was changing from
scientific research to professional development of K-12 teachers and administrators. Investing my time
and energy into a systematic understanding of how to address major world problems was just what I was
looking for.
Getting that grant from NSF started a long line of major grants from NSF, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), the Colorado Department of Education, and others. In addition to working with hundreds of
grant participants for the PLESE grant, I led a team of employees that I directly supervised. The
“Leadership” part of the program was not trivial, and it certainly prepared me for being Department Chair
and School Director for the better part of 16 years. That is why I dedicated this book to Vic Mayer—he
mentored me and made the next three decades of my career rich and fruitful.
I was asked to be the subcontractor to do so on a multi-year National Science Foundation grant proposal
that would be submitted within a few months. It was a busy several months working up text, budget,
persons to do the work, and a great opportunity to get in on the ground floor of a major national effort. It
was also very exciting science. My first call was to Ray Tschillard, a geologist and high school teacher at the
UNC Laboratory School. Ray had finished a master’s degree recently in our Department and had developed
programs/field courses studying the Poudre River systems with mathematicians, biologists, historians, and
others. Ray was in a perfect position to serve as associate director of the Western Center of PLESE. He had
credibility and leadership in the K-12 community, understood the Earth Systems Science, and answered the
call with a tentative “yes”.
Ever since 1990, I have been saying “yes” to him. More on that later in the next couple chapters.
Our knowledge of Earth had changed, based largely on satellite results, and the realizations that natural
systems are highly inter-related and connected (Figure 71.) That set of understandings recognized four
main natural spheres in which scientific understandings had emerged: the Atmosphere, Biosphere,
Hydrosphere/Cryosphere, and Lithosphere. Instead of separating scientific and other disciplines artificially,
Earth Systems Education aimed to connect them. I immediately knew that to solve any of Earth’s “wicked
problems” that had emerged, that strategy would be necessary. An oceanographer knows that these
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systems are all connected in ways that require a synthetic understanding of many disciplines. It was also
very clear that just understanding the science was not going to be enough to address any of the Earth’s
“wicked problems”. Humans needed to think differently about their tenure on Earth.
A steering committee of Earth Systems scientists and educators worked for a couple years on developing a
set of seven “understandings” that would enable advancement of the work.

I. Earth is unique, a planet of rare beauty and great value.
2. Human activities, collective and individual, conscious and inadvertent, are seriously impacting
Earth.
3. The development of scientific thinking and technology increase our ability to understand and utilize
Earth and space.
4. The Earth system is composed of the interacting subsystems of water, rock, ice, air and life.
5. Earth is more than 4 billion years old and its subsystems are continually evolving.
6. Earth is a small subsystem of a Solar system within the vast and ancient universe.
7. There are many people with careers and interests that involve study of Earth's origin, processes, and
evolution.

Figure 71. Earth Systems Education was funded by the National Science Foundation as PLESE, initially from
1991-93. But no-cost extensions into 1994 and 1995 ensued for Colorado programs.
The model for working on these understandings was to focus on the K-12 settings in all 50 states. The idea
was to bring five people from each state, each from the same locale in that state: an elementary educator,
a middle school educator, a high school educator, a superintendent, and a college/university professor.
Participants would either come to the Eastern Center at the Ohio State University, or to the Western
Center at the University of Northern Colorado. Each summer’s workshop ran about 3 weeks and focused
on expert training in content, curriculum development, and field work. In the last two years of the
workshops, we mostly used the Western Center in Colorado. By the time we were done, we had almost 40
states participate.
Implementation of K-12 curriculum and inclusion in the state and national science standards was successful
to various degrees. Earth systems thinking, and systems thinking in general, has been widely adopted in
the United States and many other countries. Vic Mayer had two Fulbright scholarships to implement Earth
systems in Korea and Japan. We had several Korean workshops in Greeley with Vic Mayer as a visiting
professor. When Vic retired from The Ohio State University, he moved to Windsor, Colorado (a mere 15
miles from Greeley).
There were several international conferences on Earth Systems Education/Geoscience Education that were
spawned by these efforts, the biggest of which was in Hawaii in 1997 (Tschillard and Hoyt, 1997). To help
implement these strategies in Japan, I consulted with the Japanese Ministry of Education in 2002. My 10
days in Japan, hosted by Masa Goto, was the best consulting job I ever had. Tokyo sure is full of
earthquake-resistant engineering! Masa and I both had fathers who fought against each other in WW II.
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Koreans and Japanese have cultural animosities stretching back several centuries. It was nice to mend
those relationships.
During the decade of the 1990s I presented Earth Systems Education programs at various professional
conferences in seven states and for three national science forums in Washington, D. C. (National Academy
of Sciences, Society of Sigma Xi, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science). Along with
an army of other researchers and practitioners, we were implementing the views of Earth Systems
Education. Though not everyone was on board, clearly most people were thinking in more synthetic ways.
In more recent developments, there are many corporations, governments, international collaboratives, and
new organizations that have taken up Earth Systems understandings to address major “wicked problems”.
Thanks to Dr. Shellito for the following tip. One worth looking into is the Drawdown Project, which seeks
practical solutions to reducing CO2 emissions (https://www.drawdown.org/solutions ). Their top ten
solutions are (in Gigatons CO2 Equivalent Reduction, Net Cost Billions of US $, Savings Billions of US $):

1. Refrigerant Management Materials 89.74 N/A $-902.77
2. Wind Turbines (Onshore) Electricity Generation 84.60 1,225.37 7,425.00
3. Reduced Food Waste Food 70.53 N/A N/A
4. Plant-Rich Diet Food 66.11 N/A N/A
5. Tropical Forests Land Use 61.23 N/A N/A
6. Educating Girls Women and Girls 51.48 N/A N/A
7. Family Planning Women and Girls 51.48 N/A N/A
8. Solar Farms Electricity Generation 36.90 -80.60 5,023.84
9. Silvopasture Food 31.19 41.59 699.37
10. Rooftop Solar 24.60 453.14 3,457.63
Notice the interesting mix of science, technology, sociology, psychology, economics, culture, food habits,
family planning, education, energy production, and other strategies found in the list!
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_____
SEVEN
STRESS ON OCEANS—HEAT, ACID, and
ANOXIA (2000s)
“Our sins are many; His mercy is more.”
-Matt Papa
Consequences of Our Behaviors
The old songwriter acknowledges that we have made some mistakes, but also that there may be a reprieve.
Can the heat, acidity, and anoxia the oceans are experiencing be reversed or mitigated somehow? Short of
establishing a new Heaven and a new Earth promised in the second coming of Christ, it seems a steep
challenge. What is the nature of these problems in today’s oceans and seas? One of my children famously
said as a youngster “I didn't know it was going to turn out like this!”
Virtually all science and technology advances come with unintended consequences. My great
grandfather’s patent on separating light aromatic hydrocarbons from asphalt did not anticipate the
gasoline-powered economy of the 20th and 21st centuries—attendant with the substantial increase in CO2
gas in the atmosphere. And it was even a farther reach to anticipate the effect CO2 might have on climate.
Likewise, my grandfather’s work on thermonuclear theory did not clearly portend its use on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki (or whatever else might happen in the future)!
Nevertheless, there are consequences of our behaviors as a species—regardless of what you call them, and
whether you believe humans can substantially affect the earth systems. Two of the areas of research into
how oceans were responding to the changes were the ocean’s temperature and the oceans acidity. Dead
zones in the oceans are another ominous development.
Ocean Temperature Increases
When I visited the Bermuda Biological Station in 1998, they had already been collecting offshore ocean
temperature readings since 1903 (they have now changed their name to the Bermuda Institute of Ocean
Sciences). Along with an even longer record of temperature measurements at various places in the
Mediterranean Sea, records show an increase in ocean water temperatures. But the changes in
temperatures in the mid-latitudes and equatorial latitudes have been relatively small. On the other hand,
changes at the poles (especially the North Pole) have been catastrophically alarming. Especially so if you
are a fan of polar bears. They have become the poster “child” of global change. Maybe even the migration
times and very survival of them as a species is controlled by what happens to the Arctic Ocean and
surrounding areas.
My experience with polar bears began in the area west and north of Churchill, Manitoba during the
summer of 1974. I was a counselor at a canoeing camp in International Falls, Minnesota (Camp
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Koochiching). This year the camp is now 95 years old and was established as a non-profit camping and
education foundation. The senior trip in the summer of 1974 was canoeing down the Seal River 350 miles
into the west side of Hudson’s Bay. Churchill is in the middle of the Polar Bears’ migration path, so there
was considerable expectation that we would have encounters with them. We did. So, after years of my
kids begging to hear “The Polar Bear Story” at bedtime, I guess it is time to write it down. I know how to
get them to sleep!
The camp had decided to run two trips a couple days apart down the Seal River that year. Good thing—by
the end of our adventures we had to combine the two trips because we lost some boats on the bottom of
rapids. We also had to take one of the trip leaders to fly out of the backcountry due to an ulcer flaring up.
So, by the time we got to the delta at Hudson’s Bay, we had to break the trip into two contingents.
Because the delta was so shallow, we had to take about 10 people out of the boats to reduce our draft. I
would lead that group of campers several miles across land to our take-out point. The other group would
navigate the delta by canoe, and paddle north to the goose-hunting shacks for a tow down to Churchill.
The Hudson’s Bay Whaling Co-op was contracted for that duty. As the junior counselor (and a recent
geology graduate who could tell the difference between a glacial erratic and a polar bear), I was assigned
the terrestrial duty. In other words, I drew the short straw!
After we broke camp, the boats set out downriver in the fog. They rounded the bend and saw a polar bear
stalking a ring-necked seal. That was our trip’s first sighting of a polar bear, but it was just a start.
Meanwhile, my band of campers made our way north, navigating around wetlands and through pantshredding shrubs. Directly in our route appeared three humps of white, a polar bear mother and her two
cubs! After a few more steps, some of the campers “freaked” and ran away—not the kind of attention you
want to draw to yourself around polar bears. Fortunately for us, the mother looked at that spectacle and
decided to lead her cubs out to sea. The rest of our terrestrial traverse was without incident.
On the water, it was a different story. A small gale had blown in from the north, and the canoes were
having a tough time making headway against it. Trip leader Bob Meek steered his canoe into shore for a
rest against the blow. As the bowman pulled the canoe up onto the shore (with his back to land), Bob said
“GET BACK INTO THE CANOE, WE ARE LEAVING”. Before the bowman could seriously protest, a 10-foot tall
male polar bear reared up behind a rock and roared. We’re outta here! Bob elected not to land again until
the goose-hunting lodge. They took a beating out there on Hudson’s Bay in those 17-foot canoes!
Because of the gale, the motor boats owned by the Whaling Co-op did not come to get us—it was too
dangerous for them! The next day, after we had fixed a gas oven in the goose-hunting lodge and baked
some bread (of a sort), we were out of food. While on the river we could catch a steady diet of Arctic
Grayling (since those fish had never seen a hook before). But on the shore of Hudson’s Bay we had no luck.
So, Clint Frank, the Camp Koochiching counselor who had been sent to get us, rented a small plane and
dropped us some food. My job was rationing the chocolate bars. In the food drop, Clint wrote a note
explaining that the next day’s weather looked like it would be good enough for the Whaling Co-op to come
get us.
Late the next day, the Whaling Co-op showed up and began towing the canoes, all of us, and the gear back
to Churchill, some 30 miles over open water. Though some of us made it back to Churchill fine, two of the
tow boats ran out of gas in Hudson’s Bay. They spent part of that cold night as the subjects of a rescue
operation. With everyone safe by the next morning, we chartered a jet big enough to fit all of us and the
gear. We arrived back at camp three days late, just in time for the closing ceremony of the summer: Grand
Council. So that is “The Polar Bear Story”.
Back to warming of the oceans! Though oceanographers have come late to the discussions about data
from the oceans that documents global climate change, it is not for its lack of centrality to the problem. It
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is simply harder to take ocean water temperatures than atmospheric temperatures. People don’t live
there, and it is much more expensive and technologically challenging to get precise surface or subsurface
temperature readings repeatedly at the same spot. There is also “weather” in the ocean that produces
different temperatures as the “storms” pass. So, it takes tremendous quantities of data over a 30-year +
period to get a reliable climatology. The few records we do have from Bermuda, the Mediterranean, and
the Arctic demonstrate the sampling problems and cost of getting data. Any tiny changes that might have
occurred are masked by uncertainty (error bars) on the measurements. Satellites, until recently, were only
able to get surface temperature readings—and those needed to be calibrated by ships making sure the
temperatures were close. Another problem is that the oceans would warm MUCH more slowly than the
atmosphere, because of its tremendous resistance to temperature change (its heat capacity).
Oceanography Magazine’s June 2018 publication is a special issue on ocean warming. In its various articles
discuss the nature of the ocean temperature measurement problem over decadal time scales. Durack and
others (2018) identify that there are Argo program results since 2005 that show temperature anomalies in
the hot direction for Argo (and all other data sets). Argo program results show that 67-98% of the warming
is in the Southern Hemisphere from 2006-2013. That is not particularly surprising since the clear majority
of the Southern Hemisphere is covered in ocean. Though the warming is highly variable by region the
overall temperature increase globally is only about 0.05⁰C (Durack and others, 2018, Figure 72 presented
here). However, at some sites, such as in the North Atlantic, as much as 0.7⁰C warming per decade has
been observed.
Durack also points out that observed warming appears to be mostly in the upper ocean waters (the upper
2000 meters). Changes in the depth range from 2000-4000 meters is less, and that deeper than 4000
meters less than one-third of the total. Though these results are preliminary, they would be expected in
that temperature changes take decades to many hundreds of years to circulate into the deep ocean.

Figure 72. Total ocean heat anomaly, showing the Southern Hemisphere oceans’ dominance in the total
warming. The 2015 year shows a peak in warming, which declined in 2016-17 before building again (from
Durack and others, 2018). Earlier analyses by other authors show remarkable congruence (but I have
neither referenced nor researched those data sets).
The effect of temperature rise on coral reef communities worldwide has been observed in many studies
from reefs around the world. Particularly large high-temperature excursions have occurred in association
with inter-annual climate changes in the Pacific Ocean referred to as El Niño or El Niño/Southern
Oscillation. In my years of SCUBA diving and research on coral reefs of Florida, Jamaica, Belize, Fiji, and the
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Great Barrier Reef, I have observed qualitative changes in reef communities. Though there are many other
causes of reef stress (diseases, high nutrient concentrations, sedimentation), heat seems to cause coral
bleaching and death in more cases than not. The term “coral bleaching” is associated with the loss of the
living portions of coral, leaving the white calcite/aragonite skeletons behind. This is a result of the lifegiving zooxanthellae algae being expelled from the coral tissue, and the subsequent death of the coral
polyp animal.
A recent article on the coral reefs of Palau that have been monitored for temperature from 1999-2018, and
the increase in temperature there is well documented (Colin, 2018). Depths from the reef front to over
100 meters depth have been monitored during various phases of ocean warming (El Niño) and ocean
cooling (La Nina). Temperatures are going up as sea level rises (Figure 73).

Figure 73. Comparison of years 2000-2014 temperature readings vs. sea level at various depths off Short
Drop Off on Palau. Temperature is going up as sea level rises (Colin, 2018).
Are we approaching a time when we can categorize and describe “weather” in the sea in the same fashion
we do so in heat waves on land? Hobday and others (2018) have initiated a system based on marine heat
waves they classify as moderate, strong, severe, and extreme (Figure 74). Case studies of such events since
1999 have been used to calibrate the model and to make sure it is going to work for real events we are
likely to experience in the future. Because it is based on climatology (30-year running average), this could
adjust with time as climate changes.
Effects of rising temperatures on life in the oceans has been a major area of research in oceanography,
especially in the last decade. We already considered the effects on coral reef communities, which are quite
dire. But if the subpolar and polar regions are changing temperature more quickly than other climatic
belts, it stands to reason that organisms in those coldest regions might experience the pinch earlier. One
such study is in the Bearing Straits, with a focus on benthic—bottom-dwelling--life (Grebmeier and others,
2018). They have found that 2018 showed a 3⁰C July temperature increase in bottom waters from the year
before. They are also seeing a bit of freshening of the seawater as more land and iceberg fresh water ice
melts (Figure 75). The warmer temperatures result from lack of ice-making in the Arctic—which means
that cold bottom waters are not being produced in the process to the degree normal for the region.
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Figure 74. Proposed Marine Heat Wave (MHW) categories based on the 90th percentile of temperatures of
ocean water climatology (Hobday and others, 2018).

Figure 75. Bering Sea bottom water trends from 2000-2018. The 2018 average temperature in July (and its
standard deviation value) are above anything observed in the record (Grebmeier and others, 2018).
That study found that the benthic species mix is changing with time, and that eiders that prey on the
bottom-dwelling clams are finding fewer food sources (eiders are endangered species). If you like cod,
pollock and crabs, you should be even more concerned: those populations appear to be moving north.
Commercial fishers are guessing where to go to find them. Prepare for some sad episodes of “The Most
Dangerous Catch”!
What’s This about Acid Oceans?
To the uninitiated, the pH of oceans, lakes, and rivers should be a neutral pH of 7.0. It isn’t so; natural
water bodies typically have pH values of over 8.0 or thereabouts. So chemically speaking, this discussion
should be called “less basic than usual oceans” instead of “acid oceans”. But I’ll admit the chemically
correct title does not have the same ring. Over the last 15-30 years the oceans have only absorbed about
30% of the increased atmospheric CO2 gas that they can take up (Lovenduski and others, 2015). Even at
that low take-up rate, the carbonic acid has lowered the pH of ocean water overall from about 8.14 to 8.04.
Because of the logarithmic scale for pH, that 0.1 drop from 1950 to 2015 is more acidic by a factor of about
30% (Henson, 2011).
So, math and chemistry aside, what is the effect on organisms in the ocean? For any organism that
requires CaCO3 (aragonite and calcite) in its shell or skeleton, those organisms might be expected to
expend 30% MORE energy to deposit CaCO3. That is a very large energy increase (I don’t think I would be
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able to hike or jog or climb stairs much if I had to work 30% harder to do so). For organisms like coral reefs,
bivalve molluscs, gastropods, forams, and cocoliths (chalk), this change quickly becomes a death sentence.
And since carbonates are such a big part of most ocean ecosystems, we should expect massive changes in
those ecosystems.
In Chapter 5 of this book, CORAL REEFS--“THE CANARY IN THE COAL MINE”, I detailed the devastating
effect this pH change has on coral reef communities. Much like the rapid changes I saw as a boy in Lake
Michigan, the current changes in coral reefs are quite unsettling. We have long been lowering small pieces
of calcite into the ocean depths on lines to see how much dissolution occurs with increasing depths
(decreased temperatures are more corrosive to calcite). Oceanographers have named depths of the ocean
where partial or total calcite dissolution occurs (the Lysocline and the Calcite Compensation Depth-CCD,
respectively). Figure 76 shows the basic experimental result.

Figure 76. Partial dissolution of calcite occurs at the Lysocline; total dissolution occurs at the Calcite
Compensation Depth. As pH lowers and the ocean becomes more acidic, the CCD and the Lysocline will rise.
This means that organisms in shallower parts of the ocean will have more acid waters to deal with. Of
course, this has gone up and down in oceans throughout geological history (wattsupwiththat.com, 2015).
What about the effect of acid on finfish and crustaceans such as lobsters and crabs? Lowering pH and the
more acid conditions affect them too—all in negative ways. But most studies show that there must be a
drastic drop below a pH of 7 before there is much affect in either fresh or saltwater ecosystems (Alabaster
and Lloyd, 1980; Mahassen and others, 2011). The problem with these experimental studies is their short
duration—what would be the effects over decades or thousands of years of exposure to moderately lower
pH? It is difficult to know without running experiments for such long periods of time. I can’t wait around
for too many more decades!
Anoxia-the Effect of Low Oxygen
A more serious and more immediately lethal change in ocean water for animal life is low oxygen conditions
(anoxia). Basically read: suffocation. This is part of what happened to the Alewives in Lake Michigan when
I was a boy, and now “dead zones” in the ocean are becoming more commonplace. Certainly, in the
geological record, we know that many of the marine black shales and organic-rich sediments of the past
that have produced hydrocarbons that were accumulated during times of reducing conditions (the
antonym of anoxic conditions).
First, let’s go back to the Cretaceous Period, when there was virtually no ice on the planet. That meant
there was no bottom-water circulation because there was no cold, saline water being made in the sea icemaking process in high latitudes (Figure 77).
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Figure 77. Thermohaline circulation begins in the Earth's polar regions. When ocean water in these areas
gets very cold, sea ice forms. The surrounding seawater gets saltier, increases in density and sinks. So,
when there is no sea-ice making on Earth the entrained O2 gas stops going into the deep sea, making
anoxic conditions in the bottom waters
(https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/tutorial_currents/05conveyor1.html ).
Without oxygen in the bottom waters of the ocean, organic matter from both plants and animals that die
and fall to the ocean floor is preserved in the ocean sediments. That is why the worldwide abundance of
fossil fuels in Cretaceous rocks does exist—the reducing conditions without oxygen permitted the
accumulation of hydrocarbons in the fossil record. That goes for coal in coastal marshes too-though the
local anoxia there is due to different processes.
Now, the term “dead zones” has cropped up in media and scientific literature in the last few decades
(Biello, 2008). Low oxygen levels in the water go by names such as anoxia, hypoxia, and low oxygen. Biello
(2008) reports that in the 1960s there were 49 of these zones identified around the world, 146 in 2004, and
by 2008 that number had grown to 405 dead zones (Figure 78). A single 1976 hypoxic event off New York
and New Jersey cost more than $500 million in damages to commercial and recreational fisheries. The loss
of ocean food protein for people to consume (typically about 20% of human protein sources) must be
staggering—almost beyond calculation!
The culprit is mostly worldwide increase in agricultural nutrient runoff (nitrogen mostly), which farmers do
not want to lose to rivers and thence to the ocean. Another contributor to nitrogen is production of it in
the fossil-fuel burning processes we undertake in the atmosphere—that eventually gets into the water
also. Water from rain and snow is great at dissolving fertilizers and transporting them into the sea, as both
dissolved nitrogen and nitrogen deposited in the bottom sediments. Water is the universal solvent and the
miracle fluid—which makes life possible on Earth; so, we can’t stop this process! And the nitrogen storage
in the ocean bottom sediments means that even if we stop nutrient runoff completely, there can be
replenishment from the sediments to perpetuate the problem for some time.
Basically, what happens is that marine algae and phytoplankton rapidly take up the nitrogen to produce
large and sudden “algal blooms” in the ocean surface. When the algae die, they descend to the ocean floor
and use large quantities of oxygen in the decay process (biological oxygen demand). Whatever fish,
shrimp, or other organisms must quickly leave the area; if they do not leave, they die.
But we can slow down the introduction of nutrients, and thus slow this cycle of death. Most fertilizer
companies are now making polymer-coated products that are “time-released” so that farmers can use less
fertilizer and the land plants can uptake it over time (instead of all at once in a big “gully-rusher” spring
storm). There are also more efficient genetic strains of plants that can uptake nutrients quicker and more
completely. Crops such as canola, grasses, and corn are doing this, but because there is such a groundswell
of public support in the United States for “non-Genetically Modified Organisms” (Non-GMOs), there is an
unfortunate lack of demand for such products. Most scientists and nutrition experts view this Non-GMO
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trend in the U. S. as a classic example of a poorly-informed public who don’t understand the science or the
nutrition of the matter. We are shooting ourselves, and the rest of the world, in the proverbial foot by

Figure 78. Dead Zones in the sea (more than 500 of them), as of 2018 (Minogue, 2018). Data are collected
from a wide variety of sources to produce this map, not all of which are listed. Almost no animals can
survive dissolved O2 concentrations of 2mg/liter. For example, Trout in Colorado rivers need at least 5
mg/liter. The areas of the world oceans where this is a problem should shock anyone who knows how to
read maps.
doing such things. Genetic manipulation has been around for almost two centuries—ask Gregor Mendel,
the founder of modern genetics, who was born in 1822! More on that in Chapter 8 when genetics is
discussed more broadly in a variety of contexts.
Certainly, my interests in water and ecology led to opportunities to work with many colleagues in ecology
and water. During the decade of the 2000s and beyond I worked with John Moore, a soil ecologist who
directed UNCs Mathematics and Science Teaching Institute (MAST). We wrote several grants and were
funded by NSF and the Colorado Department of Education from 2001-2015. The Director of NSF, Rita
Colwell, championed the GK-12 program, where graduate students in STEM fields worked in K-12 science
and math classrooms. Even after John left UNC to direct CSU’s Natural Resource Ecology Lab, we continued
the collaboration by working on several Math-Science Partnerships. We enriched classrooms and field
experiences for thousands of K-12 students and trained a bunch of graduate students to love working with
kids. Working with John Moore was one of the top highlights of my career. He was the most successful
grant writer and grant manager I have ever worked with.
Just before the turn of the century I worked with the Executive Director of the Central Colorado Water
Conservancy District, Tom Cech, along with Don Adams, and Ray Tschillard on “Water-Wise Colorado”. It
was a home-grown water education curriculum that engaged us and our graduate students for several
years. The project was funded by the EPA non-point source pollution program, Region VIII. Tom has gone
on to Direct the One-World One-Water Center at Metropolitan State University in Denver, where lots of
interesting projects are going on (https://msudenver.edu/owow/ ).
I could go on about grant projects or other stressors to the world’s oceans, including other pollution
sources such as plastics or organic molecules humans have placed there. But I have discussed or will
discuss in Chapter 8 some of those concerns. On to the last chapter—if you turn 8 sideways, it is the
symbol for infinity…hang in there, you are at the last chapter!
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_____
EIGHT
EARTH’S FUTURE THREATS—WICKED
PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
“Those who say it cannot be done should get out of the way of
those doing it.”
-Author Unknown, despite attribution as a Chinese proverb
Hopeless or Hopeful?
Some of you will remember the Miller Analogies Test. For me there was mostly confusion on that test! But
I think it has some validity. So, here’s one for you:
Death of Individual: Death of Humanity as is Polar Bear: Global Change
Many people feel that we are almost immediately doomed to wreck our habitat—maybe it is already too
late to avoid calamity. After all, we wrecked Eden. Some expectantly wait for a new Heaven and a new
Earth. That sounds pretty good to me some days! Are there people making progress on supposedly
unsolvable problems? You bet there are—and in this chapter I will focus on some of those efforts that
relate to the oceans. I’ve always been a “the glass is half-full” kind of person; call me naïve, but a negative
spin on things doesn’t sit well with me.
In a review article “The Ocean’s Role in Climate” (Schmitt, 2018), the author points out that the ocean’s
total heat capacity outstrips that of the atmosphere by more than three orders of magnitude. Let’s hear it
for the opening quote on the title page of this volume! I would add in fairness to meteorologists, the
atmosphere circulates so much faster than the ocean, thereby carrying the majority of short-term heat
budget. In any event the message is clear—acting together the ocean and atmosphere modulate both
long-term and short-term climate variability. Of course, the biosphere and the lithosphere provide various
feedbacks into climate as well.
Once sea ice and land ice start to melt, less incoming solar heat is reflected to space from the highly
reflective snow and ice. The oceans and the land surfaces absorb more heat because the snow and ice are
gone. As Schmitt (2018) states “….a reduction in ice cover leads to more heating of the ocean and further
ice decline, while expansion of sea ice leads to less ocean heat gain.” Particularly in the Arctic Ocean, these
changes are obvious: The Northwest Passage is open for very limited shipping during some summers now,
for the first time in human history. The picture of the polar bear hanging on to a small piece of ice (their
main hunting habitat) gets wide circulation (Figure 79). Since the polar bears must swim much farther
distances from land out to the Arctic ice to hunt now than they did many years ago, they are stressed doing
so.
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Figure 79. Famous image of a polar bear clinging to melting ice. Can I eat you? (https://www.ifink.com/melting-polar-ice/ ).
How do people accomplish seemingly impossible things? I think there is truth to what many of you
community activists resonate with: THINK GLOBALLY; ACT LOCALLY. Let’s investigate people and
programs who have done just that!
Reestablishing Giant Clam Populations
While on sabbatical studying the Great Barrier Reef, I connected with John Lucas of the James Cook
University in Queensland. Dr. Lucas is probably the world’s leading expert on the giant clam, Tridacna
gigas. Because these clams are huge (up to 750 pounds?), sessile, easy to access in shallow water, and a
great food source, their populations have been devastated by human collection (Figure 80). They are the
largest living bivalve mollusk, and have beautiful iridescent colors on their mantles, and are highly sought
because of their beautiful shells and high-quality meat. In some cultures, they are sought as aphrodisiacs.
They are considered “vulnerable” by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN, 2019).

Figure 80. Skin diver and giant clam, back in the days when monsters of this size were easy to find in the
Pacific and Indian Oceans. Photographer unknown.
One of the main interests John Lucas has focused on in his career is the reestablishment of Tridacna gigas
throughout its historical range in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. Like thousands of oceanographic
researchers and organizations worldwide, sea food availability and production are major concerns. Figure
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81 shows John Lucas and his family with me in 1990. We met John through the International Fellowship of
Evangelical Students.

Figure 81. John Lucas (far left holding my daughter Sarah) along with his family and I (photo by Cathy
Hoyt). John is a hero for re-establishing giant clams in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. Their food value to
peoples of the Indo-Pacific is significant.
Reduction of Fertilizer Runoff to the Ocean
I mentioned earlier that no farmer or fertilizer producer ever wishes to lose nitrate, phosphate, or
potassium fertilizers to the environment. That goes for pesticides too. They are interested in applying that
fertilizer in the exact amounts that will be up-taken by the plants they are trying to grow. Any loss to the
runoff water represents dollars lost down the river to the ocean. Crop Production Services of Agrium
Corporation located to Loveland, Colorado about 2008 (they merged in 2018 into Nutrien, which is the
largest producer of potash and second largest producer of nitrogen fertilizer worldwide). They approached
me at a community forum my University sponsored in about 2009 and said they wished to sponsor a high
school environmental solution competition in Colorado “Caring for Our Watersheds”
(https://caringforourwatersheds.com/). We implemented the program through the Poudre Learning
Center, where I chair the Board of Directors (see https://poudrelearningcenter.org/). Worldwide that
program has involved 25,000 students, and Nutrien provides $250,000 in cash annually to pay students and
schools to implement their local watershed solutions. The Colorado center of Caring for Our Watersheds
has been one of the most active across the world and we have partnered with the City of Greeley and the
Central Colorado Water Conservancy District to deliver the program. The U. S. has four sites involved (CA,
CO, OH, and Chesapeake Bay), Canada has five sites, and Argentina has one. You can check out some of
the very creative projects these high school students come up with on the websites. One project I
mentored a couple years ago was recycling unused latex paint. The program was “One Paint Can at a
Time” by Erin Engels and Keana Morris, Roosevelt High School, Johnstown, CO, which granted $700 to the
students, $700 to the science program at the school, and up to $1000 for implementing the program). This
is an example of thinking globally but acting locally.
It turns out that Colorado and many other states now charge a small fee for each gallon of latex paint that
is sold. The idea is that paint typically is disposed of as hazardous waste in landfills (or thrown into the
trash if it is totally dried out—ahem Phelps); recycling those partly-used cans of paint so that the product
can be reused makes sense to many people. All 50 states have retailers or online providers that sell the
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paint at greatly reduced prices from what the big-box stores have (https://greensheenpaint.com/ ). Most
of the retailers are Habitat for Humanity ReStores—Habitat is one of the top humanitarian organizations on
my list of ideas that work. It is great mix of compassion and responsibility.
So, what, exactly, are big agricultural producers doing to reduce the flow of agricultural fertilizers to the
ocean worldwide? The idea is elegant—coat the fertilizer pellets with a natural polymer that dissolves
slowly and releases the fertilizer gradually so that the plants can take it in as they need it. Who “WINS” in
this scenario? The farmers can use less product and save money and time and wear and tear on
equipment; the fertilizer producers do not have to produce, store, and deliver as much product, and the
environment suffers less from dead zones and eutrophication. To be sure, there are many changes and
adjustments needed in agribusiness, but this is close to a win, win, win!
Poudre Learning Center, Walking Mountains Science Center, & Vail Resorts (Sustainable Resorts)
Big ideas in communities can grow into big ideas nationally and globally. Three examples, and how they
happened are covered in just three examples from Colorado I have seen unfold. First, the Poudre Learning
Center in Greeley, CO.
The University of Northern Colorado had a Laboratory School (K-12) attached to it for 111 years. Toward
the end of the Lab School’s run on campus (it now has its own campus in west Greeley), a geologist high
school teacher came to earn a master’s degree in our Department in the 1980s. That is when I met Ray
Tschillard. Along with several other teachers (Arvon Engle-Biology, Mike Willis-Math, and others), Ray
started a weekend field trip program called the Natural Science Field Study. As Ray and I continued to work
together on the Earth Systems Education project, the Natural Science Field Study evolved into study of the
Poudre River System. A core group of educators, wildlife biologists, scientists, and others began to meet
around Ray’s ever-chocolate candy dish to discuss the possibility of establishing a field science center on
the banks of the Poudre River in west Greeley. Though we started as a small non-profit “Poudre Trail
Education Board”, once George and Betty Hall of Hall-Irwin Corporation donated the 65 acres on the south
bank of the River, we quickly reorganized into the Poudre Learning Center (PLC; see Figure 82). George and
Betty strongly bought into the idea that the natural places along the River in our town were the places that
our kids should learn about science and nature, economy and water in the semi-desert. Heretofore, trips
to the Denver Museum of Nature and Science, or trips to the Rocky Mountains were thought to be the only
ways to accomplish place-based education. How wrong we ended up being!
To move forward, we moved on two fronts: K-12 school partners to pay to staff the Center, and the Rotary
Clubs to build the buildings. We had good relationships with all the surrounding school districts: GreeleyEvans, Windsor, Eaton, and Johnstown-Milliken. After all, UNC had morphed from the state’s teacher
college and provided many of the teachers in the state. And the Rotary Clubs were having a Centennial
competition where each area sponsored a community project. We entered the competition to be selected
as the northern Colorado project. After a lot of schmoozing, we managed to accomplish that. It all
culminated when the Greeley-Evans school superintendent, Tony Pariso, closed us all up in a room until we
all agreed to make it happen. Now each year more than 25,000 visitors from K-12, universities, and
volunteers use the site and the facilities to learn about and enjoy nature. Ray and I have run several million
dollars of grants and contracts through the PLC over the last 15 years. Those have affected hundreds of
people. But could we keep depending on grants and unpaid volunteers forever in the future? The wise
answer is no.
It is important to acknowledge that to accomplish something as complex as the PLC, more extensive
collaborations were necessary--moving ALL collaborators outside of their comfort zones. For example, all
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the school districts in a “local control” wild-west culture had to think about ways to work together as a
team to accomplish something bigger than any of them could have done alone. The City of Greeley, Weld

Figure 82. The original Poudre Learning Center is the 65-acre site in the foreground, with the red-brick
Hazelton Schoolhouse on the left, and the Cache la Poudre River on the right (north). In 2018, the Betty Hall
Trust donated another 133 acres north of the River to the Poudre Learning Center Foundation (a 501(c)(3)
organization). Extensive plans to develop that northern parcel into a series of educational demonstration
sites include an astronomy observatory, agricultural plots, an archery trail, retreat center, pedestrian bridge
over the river, and many other facilities (photo by Emmett Neeland).
County, and the State of Colorado all had to work across governmental “boundaries” to collaborate in ways
they had not done previously. The educators had to deed the property to the City of Greeley, annex the
property from Weld County into the City, and trust the City to be a good landlord as we leased the property
back from the City for 99 years. The philanthropists and the Rotary Clubs had to trust that the educators
and the City and the County knew what they were doing in setting up the various memoranda of
understanding between and among the entities. The construction companies, project managers,
architects, PLC Foundation leaders, and planners who donated their time had to be patient with one
another and remember why we were going to all this trouble. To be clear, without each of those entities
and strong leaders in each of those arenas, this could not have happened. Remember, transforming “no
way” into “can do” is a gift Ray Tschillard was born to exercise. I cannot recount how many times each one
of those entities, and the people who work for them, have saved our bacon!
By the way, the local Rotary Clubs DID win the Rotary Centennial award for best community project in the
nation with the Poudre Learning Center, and the 65-acre site went from one of the County’s worst weed
patches to winning a mine reclamation award in the space of about 8 years.
Here in 2019, after the construction of a brand new 7,000 sq. ft. InSTEM Center on the Prairie (and the
acquisition of another 133 acres) we are facing seemingly insurmountable challenges again. How do we
staff a center that can now accommodate even more than 25,000 learners a year? Now that we have an
indoor “science gymnasium” where we can accommodate year-round programs, how do we develop an
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outdoor plan for K-12 school children (plan A) AND an indoor (plan B) in the case of bad weather? Also, in
such a beautiful place, after school hours or on weekends, can we rent out the venue for non-school
events? If so, could we work out some arrangement so that a wedding reception or company retreat could
serve a beer or glass of wine? Can we maintain the wild and scenic integrity of the whole site in the face of
increasingly necessary road and transportation plans that must run through or near the site? To of all
these questions, the initial “Heck No!” is being transformed into “Can Do!” It is fun to be part of that
transformation in any arena.
Now the second story. So how does the Walking Mountains Science Center (WMSC) in the Vail Valley of
Colorado fit into this? Fiscally, WMSC and the PLC were polar opposites: PLC funding came from School
Districts and grants, whereas WMSC funding came almost entirely from philanthropy. Neither of those
poles are particularly great places to stay if the organizations wish to sustain their operations and truly be a
part of their community’s future. So, we learned from each other and worked together; UNC has a science
education master’s program for the naturalists/graduate students out at WMSC. The PLC now has a
Foundation gathering endowment to fund the kind of thing WMSC has been doing since their founding.
WMSC is working diligently with the local school districts to get into the curriculum pacing guides—
something the PLC has been working on since day one. Both organizations have greatly expanded land
holdings and are thinking about bigger visions in more places.
It’s curious how I got involved with WMSC in the first place. Though I had long known of their extensive
educational displays at Vail and Beaver Creek ski resorts, I took a few more years to realize that my first
cousin Holly Elliott and her husband Buck were on the Board of WMSC. Buck set up the mountain hut
system along the Colorado Trail, and ran NOVA Guides in the Vail Valley. For fun and entertainment, Holly
managed Ross Perot’s property in Vail. They raised a wonderful family and are super interesting
community leaders. That is less than one degree of separation!
On to the third story about sustainable resorts. Dr. Kim Langmaid is the visionary who founded WMSC, and
Markian Feduschak is the president. They have a staff of some 35 highly-motivated professionals pushing
the envelope on almost every front. For instance, Dr. Langmaid has been working with Vail Resorts and the
surrounding business community to establish Vail as the first “Sustainable Mountain Resort” in the world.
This is way more than the ski areas getting their power from alternative energy (carbon-neutral) sources.
Kim is out there with restaurants, hotels, tour operators, and the ski areas to get them to agree to achieve
sustainability together. Eagle County has even committed to this because it makes good business sense
(https://www.walkingmountains.org/sustainability-2/climate-action-plan/ ). There are 40 sustainability
criteria that must be met, many of them with direct involvement from the business community. In July of
2018 they earned that certification (https://www.vailgov.com/announcements/vail-certified-as-the-firstsustainable-mountain-resort-destination-in-the-world ). Vail is the first U. S. resort to earn this certification
from the Global Sustainable Tourism Council. I think it is fair to say that this kind of certification will
become the norm for many business conglomerates in the future. Vail Resorts is one of those business
conglomerates betting you will choose them over some other resort. They certainly have “game on” in
many arenas, and they have been thinking into the future successfully for almost 60 years now. Of course,
this all takes money and people who have margin in their lives to do such things.
But what about big business, such as Barclays’ Bank? Are they making business decisions based on
sustainability and environmental considerations? Barclays and other banks are announcing new energy
policies that substantially restricts loans for oil and gas exploration in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
and other fragile and pristine ecosystems (https://www.marinetechnologynews.com/news/barclaysrejects-arctic-drilling-584782 ). They also mention that the livelihood and culture of local indigenous
peoples would also be negatively impacted by such oil and gas development. Like Canada, we in the
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United States probably need to figure out how to get back to working with “first nations” peoples in more
equitable ways.
This discussion is a good segue into the topic of alternative energy production in the next section.
Energy Futures—Non-Carbon Sources vs. Carbon Sources
In virtually every country, tribe, and people group there is increasing discussion about how energy
production will be done, how much it will cost, and who will deliver it. What kind of raw materials will be
needed to do the job? Whether about stoves in huts in sub-Saharan Africa or peak-shaving in cities, all of us
have challenges to ponder. The good news for geologists is that raw materials of the natural world will be
needed to produce, collect, and transport any electricity we want and need.
My alma mater Middlebury College just announced a bold energy plan to combat climate change
(http://www.middlebury.edu/sustainability/our-commitment/energy2028 ). There are four components to
the plan:

1) 100% renewable energy use by 2028, mostly from biogas, solar, and maybe hydropower;
2) Reduce energy consumption on campus by 25% by 2028;
3) Reduce fossil fuel investments in the endowment, by phasing out such investments over the next 15
years; and
4) Expand and revisit educational opportunities in all campuses and classes.
Are these kinds of commitments just for the elite, capital-rich institutions of the world (Vail, Middlebury,
etc.)? Perhaps 10 years ago the answer would have been yes. But today it is becoming commonplace.
Colorado’s largest electric energy producer, Xcel Energy, is making bold business plans that still seem
impossible to many nay-sayers. Xcel produces energy that powers millions of businesses and homes across
eight Western and Midwestern states. Their plan is to deliver 100% carbon-free electricity by 2050
(https://www.xcelenergy.com/company/media_room/news_releases/xcel_energy_aims_for_zerocarbon_electricity_by_2050 ). They also plan to reduce carbon emissions 80% by 2030. That’s only 11
years away. This should cause all of us to scratch our heads!
I am sure you have heard stories about how impractical it was to replace the horse and buggy with the
automobile—10 mph was just too fast to go, the cost of cars was more than 10 times the cost of the buggy,
there would be massive changes in the economics of feed production for the horses that would hurt
farmers, etc., etc.
“Congestion and accidents became a significant problem on North American roads that were
crowded with more than 20 million horses. In New York in 1900, about 200 people were killed by
unpredictable horse-drawn vehicles – close to the 242 vehicle fatalities in the same city in 2015”
(Carlisle, 2016).
Carlisle’s opinion piece is titled “We traded carriages for cars—let’s embrace the next disruption”. Stephen
Carlisle is president and managing director of General Motors Canada. The point is, technological change
can occur in just a few decades, and can transform economy very fast. Think of the quartz movement
watch replacing jeweled/spring movement watches—and dozens of other such rapid changes. One might
have good reason to expect even more rapid changes in our world-wide economy that is so interconnected
in real time. It does not matter how good you are at doing things the old way—when a new paradigm
shows up, you are left behind (Kuhn, 1962).
One of my geological associates here in Colorado, Matt Rhoades, has been working in vanadium extraction
uses that go way beyond traditional uses of the metal in steel production (Rhoades, 2019). Caveat emptor
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means buyer beware in Latin—so I am not suggesting you go out and buy vanadium futures now!
Nevertheless, that metal might surprise you. Remarkably, it only takes a kilogram of vanadium to double
the strength of many metric tons of iron. Vanadium sits on the periodic chart between titanium and
chromium, so you might guess it is something special. One of its remarkable properties is that it has four
different oxidation states, which enables it to serve as both the anode and the cathode in a battery (Figure
83). These batteries use brine solutions for the electrolyte tanks, so they are heavy, but environmentally
almost benign. They could be used in marine transportation to mitigate one of the biggest pollution
problems on the planet: the use of Bunker C oil in containerized cargo ships. Bunker C is basically tar. The
biggest 15 containerized cargo ships burn it and produce more air pollution than ALL the vehicles on the
planet. And there are some 15,000 containerized cargo ships plying the ocean waters. Vanadium batteries
are not likely to be used in any automobiles but would work great as the electrical filling stations of the
future (which could charge an Electronic Vehicle battery in less than 10 minutes—see Figure 84).

Figure 83. Vanadium batteries are very large—good for stationary use or in very large vehicles or vessels
(Roth, 2005).

Figure 84. With large vanadium batteries (not shown), the electrical filling stations of the future could
largely replace the gasoline/diesel filling stations we have now. I think the artist got the 1960s styles for
some of those folks (EnergiNews, 2018)!
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My colleagues in geology and business have struggled mightily discussing the burning of fossil fuels and the
unintended consequences of such burning. Especially for vehicles and planes and home furnaces, it is very
tempting to assume that gasoline, oil, kerosene, and natural gas will continue to be the fuels of choice for
many decades to come. Employment of geologists is still dominated by oil and gas jobs, as well as mining.
The assumption that energy production will continue to come mostly from fossil fuels (about 85% now) is
being challenged on many fronts. Time will tell how fast the transition to alternatives might be.
Trash and Plastics in Waterways and Oceans
In November of 2018, the UNC Schulze Lecture Series hosted Chad Pregracke, Riverkeeper of the
Mississippi. Chad grew up living and working on the banks of the Mississippi, and he became increasingly
distressed at the trash that was being dumped there. CNN awarded him their “Hero of the Year” in 2013
for leading a cultural shift nationwide to clean up and protect our rivers. It has been remarkably successful
and now there are organizations all over the country to clean up major rivers through volunteer activity
(probably many millions of people nationwide by now—Pregracke, 2018). The collected materials are
recycled and put to good reuse where possible. Since rivers are the biggest source of plastics, excess
nutrients, organic molecules, and trash that find their way to the ocean, I think you will agree that rivers
are the conduits that bring these problems to the ocean. Let’s agree to start there if we are serious about
cleaning up the ocean.
By the way, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences Robert O. Schulze—the lecture series guy, hired me in
1981. He asked me why he should hire me rather than another professor he was considering. I don’t
remember exactly what I said to him, but I do know that I have been trying to live up to that promise ever
since. Bob was one of those most unforgettable characters—replete with cowboy boots and a ruddy
appearance. But he was sharp as a tack and committed to interdisciplinary work way before it came into
vogue! He and his wife Sue endowed a visiting lecturer and the speaker series. Both have pushed this
University outside of its comfort zone.
My Dad took our family (and another family on a second boat) down the Mississippi on houseboats one
September when I was in high school. Every night my older brother and I would trudge up the bank onto
the Iowa side of the River and into the woods to set up the tent for the night. It was a magical trip—I had
just finished The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (Twain, 1876). And I was into Huck Finn too. Probably about
the same time, my buddy Ray Tschillard was in the same neck of the woods falling in love with Iowa rivers
too. Both of us carried that love of rivers into our adult life, in the establishment of the Poudre Learning
Center, along the banks of the Cache la Poudre River here in Greeley.
Plastic pollution in our oceans is a monumental problem—it mostly floats, is mostly not biodegradable, and
it accumulates at the center of the ocean surface current gyres in giant “garbage patches”. But plastics are
incredibly useful, strong, reusable, and versatile—in short they are amazingly cheap and excellent materials
for lots of uses. Nevertheless, organisms and habitats throughout the ocean have been seriously damaged
by this plastic. I will never forget hauling the Zodiac up onto Hogsty Reef (the only coral atoll in the
Atlantic) and finding abundant plastic all over. Your idea of pristine islands in the ocean need to be
replaced with the reality of plastic beaches.
There are many ways this problem is being addressed, some at their source. My daughter Sarah worked at
OPX Biotechnology in Boulder for about three years. Their primary research and development product line
was plastics made from genetically-enhanced bacteria producing acrylic acid (a major component of many
plastics). Sarah’s work was mostly taking the lab processes up to industrial scale. They did not need to use
oil to make plastic (which was the typical way to do it). It was interesting and promising work. But when
the price of oil dropped by half, OPX could not compete economically, and they had to let half the company
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go in one day. At least Sarah got her name on a patent before that fateful day. There are costs to the VERY
cheap oil and gas we have in the United States today. But we still have other companies making
industrially compostable plastic products that are increasingly available. I used some at the National Ocean
Sciences Bowl competition in February of 2019. OK, so it was in Boulder…
My friend Dr. Stephen Leatherman (Dr. Beach) has added to his well-known safety alerts about the hazards
of rip currents. Dr. Beach now ranks his “Best 10 Beaches” contest using a new criterion: whether the
beach bans smoking (Leatherman, 2019). It is not because of the smoke, rather it is because of the butts!
Plastic cigarette filters have become the bane of public beach pollution nationwide, and Steve is starting to
draw attention to it (http://drbeach.org/online/2018-top-10-beaches/ ).
Many towns and some states in the U. S. have banned (or will soon ban) the use of plastic
grocery/shopping bags. The focus on plastic bags is reasonable from many ecological and aesthetics
perspectives. Most people are saddened at the many plastic bags that blow up into the tops of trees all
over our towns and cities—of course that is just the tip of the iceberg.
But what about all that plastic out there in the world’s oceans floating around in the garbage patches?
There are myriad new companies and startup organizations collecting the plastic and making plastic wares
from that “recycled” plastic (https://www.theoceancleanup.com/ ). The Ocean Cleanup is probably the
largest network trying to make an industrial go of this business. They have full-scale deployments of boom
collection systems they are working on. A quick search reveals that there are dozens of other companies
trying to do the same—and selling all sorts of plastic bracelets and other products to finance the cleanup.
It is the Riverkeeper idea expanded to the global ocean.
Now there is a 30-ft. sailboat made from 10 metric tons of plastic waste that is sailing the coast of East
Africa to raise awareness of the ocean plastics problem. That’s right, shipbuilder Ali Skanda is sailing the
east coast of Africa, not the coast of California. “The Flipflopi” (partly made of flip-flops) is making six port
stops on its journey to add yet another use to recycled plastics (Langat, 2019;
https://www.marinetechnologynews.com/news/flops-sails-cleaner-585842 ). And it is working, again
mostly without the help of governments or businesses that make plastics. It is mostly a people movement,
with folks acting on their convictions that we can fix this. That is inspiring.
Attendant with sea level rise is the effect on coastal fresh-water aquifers we use for drinking water and
agricultural irrigation. Dr. Kevin Befus, who now is at the University of Wyoming, has done considerable
research on the responses of groundwater to sea level rise for coastal California (Befus, 2018). Kevin was
part of a team of scientists, engineers, social scientists, economists and others that the U. S. Geological
Survey contracted to model changes we will have to adapt to with sea level rise. The Coastal Storm
Monitoring System (COSMOS-USGS, 2018) is planning to expand this modeling to all U. S. coastlines so that
we can prudently plan. It is simply foolish and a colossal waste of money to ignore what is happening in
coastal zones. In the U. S. about 60% of the people live within 50 km of the coast. Worldwide, it is even a
higher percentage.
It is not our way in the United States to admit that we will have to move back from an encroaching ocean,
but increasingly that message is clear. Even “the Boss” Bruce Springsteen, could not keep his elected office
in coastal New Jersey because even he was unable to stop coastal erosion. Glory Days are over in the face
of coastal change.
Genetics and the Human Genome Project
One of the scientific heroes of our age is Dr. Francis Collins, former Director of the National Institute of
Health. He chaired the international Human Genome Project during the Clinton administration. Dr. Collins
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led a group of geneticists in a race to complete the human genome. On the other side of the race were
companies who wished to patent the human genome for commercial gain. Think about what was at stake!
If you would have to buy human genome information from a company so that you could fight your own
genetic diseases, how “sick” is that? The stakes in that race were enormous, and Dr. Collins recounts the
story in the only other book I have read cover-to-cover in one sitting The Language of God (Collins, 2006).
I’d recommend it as one of the most important books in the world to read. If you think you know
something about the health care debate, read this book to be humbled!
To a geneticist it is easy to claim that all of life operates according to genetic principles and processes—and
always has since the beginning of life. Dr. Collins was at that place and time in history to protect one of
God’s greatest gifts to humanity: a clear map and understanding of our own genome. Specific actions of a
human genetic disease provide a pathway to treat and even cure some diseases. But it may also be a
horrible revelation that any person can know what their chances are of coming down with a dread
genetically-related disease. Would my insurance company get rid of me or quadruple my rates if they
knew that I would likely contract Alzheimer’s at age 70. How would I live with that knowledge myself, and
what would that knowledge do to my family? Would I really want to know? I won’t even get started on
the ethical questions that attend genetic engineering in humans.
But we have long been doing genetic engineering in mariculture and aquaculture production in the world’s
oceans. We have produced faster-growing, disease-resistant, super-salmon that can easily out-compete
wild stocks in the ocean if they get loose. Which they do… In 2015 the FDA gave approval to a patented
salmon that has three sets of chromosomes instead of the normal two (http://visionlaunch.com/pros-andcons-of-genetically-modified-salmon/ ). Advantages in food production for humans are significant: half the
time needed to bring the fish to market size, much lower costs of food production, equal nutrition quality
to wild fish, and they can alleviate hunger for starving people. But they also have a host of problems: they
outcompete wild stocks, they have increased growth hormone IGF-1 (connected with cancer promotion),
and such patented technology can create a monopoly in the market. I’m thinking back to Universal Oil
Products’ monopoly in the oil refining business. So, there are great advantages to genetic manipulation in
ocean mariculture and aquaculture stocks, but also many drawbacks. Finding an ethical balance is the
trick.
I’ll leave you with a photo of the Last Chance café in Rum Cay, Bahamas—you can ponder what it means
(Figure 85). That’s enough big ideas for one tome. I think Ben Franklin and Timothy Folger would be proud
of those taking on big ideas today in oceanography and communities all over the world. And your own
choices do matter—just ask your descendants!

Figure 85. Tim and I enjoying some down time at the Last Chance café on Rum Cay, Bahamas, during a port
stop of Westward cruise 156.
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Afterword
“Just because you can doesn’t mean that you should.”

-William Hoyt, as oft-quoted advice to his kids, from an old English phrase
The actions we take and the attitudes we foster matter to the next generation. Maybe not as much as in
the “good old days”, but still it matters. As individuals, as families, as communities, and as all of
humanity—it matters what we choose to do. It seems unimaginable to me that we are about to dawn on
the decade of the 2020s. I remember thinking as a young person how improbable it was that I would even
be alive in a decade so far in the future! One thing for sure: humans are much more influential in the
operation of the Earth systems than we were when I was born in 1952. That is a daunting thought….
It is worth remembering that we live with a set of geochemical conditions that are remarkably well-tuned
to allow life on Earth—amid this vast and inhospitable universe. The best book I have found--to describe
the amazing coincidence of these factors that allow us to be here-- is Wallace Broecker’s book How to Build
a Habitable Planet (1985). I recommend reading it if you want to feel lucky. Broecker is better known for
his description of how the oceans are all circulating in an interconnected way—something he has called the
oceanic conveyor belt. It appears that understanding how that conveyor is turned on an off (in conjunction
with the atmosphere) is important to understand climate change. I did not read it straight through—there
are some very dense chapters. Broecker dedicated his book to his “big brother” at Wheaton College. The
world’s foremost chemist started at a small Christian college in Illinois.
During the writing of this book, my wife Cathy gave me one of those genetic ancestry kits and I have been
busy trying to find out what my mother meant by saying some of my ancestors were “Pirate Irish”. Though
we sent the kits in at the same time, Cathy’s came back way before mine (88% England, 9%
Scotland/Ireland, and 3% Norway). They seemed to be having more trouble with mine. Eventually my
results came in about a month later: 88% England, Wales, and Northwestern Europe, 11% Scotland &
Ireland, and 1% other regions. Maybe that 1% is the “Pirate Irish” my mother joked about? Of course, we
all came out of Africa.
I leave you with my favorite verse, which my daughter Sarah framed for me—and it still resides in my
office:

He has told you, O man, what is good; and what does the Lord require of you
but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with your God?
Micah 6:8
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Appendix A—Harrison Award Citation and Retirement Comments
Harrison Award Citation
Hoyt Receives UNC's Top Faculty Honor

UNC Professor of Oceanography Bill Hoyt of the College of Natural and Health Sciences was
selected as the recipient of the 2011 M. Lucille Harrison Award, the university's top faculty honor.
The annual award recognizes a faculty member with a distinguished career in teaching,
professional activity and service.
Hoyt joined the faculty of UNC's Earth Sciences department in fall 1981 while he was finishing his
Ph.D. in Geology from the University of Delaware. During his first year of teaching at UNC, which
then offered courses on a quarter system, he had seven different class preparations involving
about 800 students.
Since then, he's taught six different courses in oceanography and 10 different geology and earth
science courses. He's also taught one-time field geology and oceanography courses in 15 offcampus locations that have included Jamaica, Grand Cayman and Belize. Plus, he's taught or cotaught numerous Honors Program courses and Life of the Mind interdisciplinary courses.
He also served as director of the School of Chemistry, Earth Sciences and Physics from 20052008 and as chair of the Earth Sciences program from 1999-2005.
Hoyt's evaluations by students and peers have consistently been excellent, according to NHS
colleagues Paul Nutter and Cynthia Galovich, who co-nominated Hoyt for the Harrison Award.
"It is quite obvious that faculty colleagues respect Dr. Hoyt's professionalism, and that students
value his teaching and guidance," they said in their nomination letter. "His actions and demeanor
are inspirational and his efforts in furtherance of UNC's mission on multiple levels have been
exceptional."
They also noted that students' evaluations of his teaching cite his extensive knowledge,
enthusiasm and genuine interest in their learning.
In her letter supporting Hoyt's nomination for the award, UNC alumna Jennifer Bailey paid tribute
to his expertise in the classroom when she wrote, "His lectures were so enjoyable that I would find
myself telling other people in my life all about what we have learned in class each day."
Hoyt's belief that practical field experiences that use the tools of the trade are essential to students'
education is evident in the 20-foot long barge he designed and built as a research vessel for
aquatic studies on Colorado lakes and reservoirs. Funded by a grant from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, the barge is still going strong after 20 years, and has served as
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the platform from which approximately 2,000 UNC students have conducted biological, chemical,
physical and geological studies.
Although still active in marine geology research, his focus since 1991 has been on earth systems
and providing professional development for K-12 science teachers through $5.5 million in grants
from funding sources that have included the Natural Science Foundation, NOAA, EPA and NASA.
Hoyt has been an officer for many state, regional and national professional organizations, and
currently serves as secretary of the Poudre Learning Center and chair of the Friends of Union
Colony Schools.
In a letter supporting Hoyt's nomination for UNC's top faculty award, Ray Tschillard, director of the
PLC, summarized Hoyt's impact on his profession and the many people he's influenced over the
years.
"… in my 35 years as a professional Science educator, he is one of the top professors I have had
the honor to work alongside," Tschillard wrote. "There is no doubt; Bill is an extraordinary
educator, but even a better person to all that come in contact with him."
Hoyt will be presented with the Harrison award during UNC's undergraduate commencement
ceremony at 10 a.m. Saturday, May 7, at Nottingham Field.
- Fiza Johari
Bringing Education to Life, Hoyt Style
Hoyt's science background was evident when he provided five sensory-appealing tips on how to
support UNC's slogan: "Bringing education to life."
1. Sight - Have a vision of where you are going and what your goals are.
2. Hearing - Listen to your surroundings and the people around you.
3. Smell - Recognize a pitfall when you approach one and make sure to avoid it.
4. Taste - Experience life and all the richness that comes with it.
5. Touch - Aim to make a difference, not only for yourself but also for others.
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Retirement Comments (from April 2018, a year before Hoyt actually retired)
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Appendix B—SSV Westward 156 Cruise Prospectus and Research Report NOTE:
Sea Education
Association INCORPORATED 1971

CRUISE

PROSPECTUS AND RESEARCH PLAN
SSV Westward- Cruise 156

26 March to 3 May 1998
Key West, FL - St. Georges, Bermuda - Rum Cay, Bahamas - Key West, FL
INTRODUCTION
The research program for cruise W-156 of the SSV Westward is designed to provide students
research experiences in expeditionary oceanography while crewing a tall sailing ship. During the
six-week voyage through the Sargasso Sea/Western North Atlantic, various aspects of the earth's
systems will be investigated, including research in biological, chemical, geological and physical
oceanography. This cruise will follow six weeks of intensive shore training and classroom study
at the Woods Hole campus of the Sea Education Association (SEA), where students are
introduced to oceanographic principles and theory. During the shore component of the SEA
Semester program, students will formulate research questions and design projects to analyze and
interpret data which they will collect at sea during the cruise. Background research for the at-sea
projects will be conducted prior to the cruise, and research proposals will be presented both
orally and in written form at the end of the shore component. At sea, students and scientific staff
will ca1Ty out oceanographic sampling and data processing to obtain information about the region
through which they are sailing. In addition to oceanographic studies, SEA cooperates with the
National Weather Service/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to gather
meteorological data while underway at sea. Students will present at sea both oral and written
reports summarizing the research.
Although the academic program at sea includes lectures and demonstrations by the scientific
staff, the focus of teaching is the active participation of students in data collection, analysis, and
interpretation. The long-term research objectives of SEA rely on our unique record of
repeated oceanographic sampling programs along several relatively similar cruise tracks.
Student project work furthers these research efforts, while still permitting original and varied
studies.
ITINERARY
State Department clearances have been requested for the countries of Bemmda, Bahamas, Turks
and Caicos, Haiti, and Cuba for the purposes of scientific sampling; St. Georges, Be1muda and
Rum Cay, Bahamas are planned port stops. Itinerary and inclusive tentative dates are as follows:
P.O. Box 6

Woods Hole

Massachusetts 02543
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(508) 540-3954

FAX:

(508) 457-4673

PORT
Key West, FL, USA St.
Georges, Bermuda
San Salvadore, Bahamas* Rum
Cay, Bahamas
Great Inagua, Bahamas* Key West,
FL, USA

DATES **
26 March 1998
10-12 April 1998
23 April 1998
24-26 April 1998
28 April 1998
3 May 1998

TOTAL MILES
1500 naut. miles
2500 naut. miles
3000 naut. miles

* customs stop only, students on board
** we could arrive a day or so early and/or depart a day or so late

BACKGROUND & CRUISE TRACK
The circulation of the surface ocean in the North Atlantic is dominated by a system of currents
forming a subtropical anti-cyclonic (clockwise) gyre. The most intense portion of this gyre is the
current which flows along the western boundary. It is fed by a westward-flowing equatorial current
which sends warm water through the Caribbean Sea between the islands of the Lesser Antilles or
between the larger islands of Puerto Rico, Hispaniola, and Cuba. These waters are then accelerated
through the passage between the Yucatan Peninsula and Cuba, then turned northward and funneled
through the Florida Strait between Florida and the Bahamas. To the north this current, now called the
Gulf Stream, turns eastward toward Europe.
Figure 1 shows the proposed cruise track for Westward class 156. In the first leg, we will depart
Key West, head easterly, and immediately enter the Florida Straits. Then we will sail north up
the Florida coast, almost to Georgia. This will bring us out into the region of the Northeast
Trade Wind (at about 30° N. Latitude) and will allow us to use the Prevailing Westerlies to sail
east-northeasterly through the northern Sargasso Sea for about 15° of longitude. That will bring
us to Bermuda and our first port stop. In our second leg, we sail south- westerly toward the
Bahamas, passing across the thermal front between the northern and southern parts of the
Sargasso Sea. The biological, chemical, and physical characteristics of the water are expected to
90
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change from one side of the front to the other, and several research projects can be designed to
study this change. Our second port stop will be Rum Cay, Bahamas, and this carbonate bank area
will provide myriad research opportunities. The final leg of the voyage will bring us through the
Old Bahama Channel and back to Key West, after approximately 40 days and 3000 nautical miles of
sailing.
RESEARCH PLAN
While underway from port to port, we will undertake an average of about 6 hours per day of
science station work; that means that we will be underway sailing an average of about 18 hours
per day. We can do some types of science work while we are in the underway mode but will need
to stop "on station" anytime the main winch wire sends equipment overboard. Our research plan
will focus on oceanography of the Bermuda and Bahamas areas, and what occurs in between.
Beyond that, the location of science stations and the nature of the scientific studies will be
planned by the students during the shore component. This work will be a truly "hands on minds
on" experience, where students will perform all scientific operations ranging from deploying
sampling equipment, operating analytical instruments, and performing the actual analysis and
interpretation of the data gathered on board.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Examples of research projects include but are not restricted to the following.
Physical/Chemical Investigations:
Movement of North Atlantic Water Masses Along the Bermuda to Bahamas Transect. Water masses
(bodies of water, internal to the ocean, with similar physical and chemical characteristics) vary
from geographic region to region. Studying their distribution can tell us much about the flow of
water below the surface.
Thermal Front at the Boundary Between the Northern and Southern Sargasso Sea. At about 30°
North Latitude a boundary between two water masses exist: to the north the water has been
created and moved by the Prevailing Westerlies; to the south the water has been created and
moved by the Northeasterly Trade Winds. What is the nature of this front and what are the
dynamics associated with it?
Shelf Water-Gulf Stream-Sargasso Sea Comparison. The characteristics and movements of these
very different water masses can be studied, if time is available to do all three. We may not have
time to sample shelf water extensively, but the other two will have many science stations each.
Geological Investigations:
Shallow water Bank Sedimentation Processes. Samples of sediments taken from shallow
carbonate banks and bank slopes can be examined for sediment size and composition. Such
samples can yield a great deal of knowledge about water column processes and down-slope
transport mechanisms .
Comparisons of Sediments on Bahamian and Bermuda Banks. We will pass over several banks
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during our time in the Bahamas and some banks near Bermuda and Florida. Differences in the
physical environments of these banks can cause the texture and composition of the banks to also
differ.
Comparisons of Sediments on the Georgia Shelf, the Florida Shelf, and Cay Sal Bank. As source
areas and transport processes of sediments change, how do their textures and compositions vary?
Biological Investigations:
Shelf-Break Biological Communities in Various Regions. When crossing the continental shelf/slope
break along our cruise track, how do biological communities we sample change from place to
place?
Small-scale vs. Large-scale Zooplankton Patchiness in Various Regions. Zooplankton are
patchy on a variety of scales. This is influenced by a variety of physical, chemical and
biological factors. By multiple sampling within small-scale areas, variability between largerscale regions can be compared.
Myctophid Zoogeography and Physical Signatures of Water Masses. The horizontal
distributions of Myctophids and other mesopelagic fishes can be examined through neuston and
meter net tows.
Chlorophyll Maximum and Photosynthetic Efficiency. Surface and at-depth chlorophyll a
concentrations and associated physical data can be collected and compared to see their effect on the
photosynthetic efficiency of the phytoplankton within various depth zones, and in different regions.
But, in an area of low nutrients and low productivity such as the Sargasso Sea, can we even
identify significant changes in chlorophyll?
Phytoplankton Composition and Distribution. Phytoplankton genera vary from region to region and
can also be distributed differentially according to depth. Using our knowledge of the physical and
chemical properties of various depth regions, we can try to find the important factors structuring the
distribution of phytoplankton genera.
Components of Phytoplankton Production. Primary production by nano-phytoplankton (<20 µm)
and pico-phytoplankton (<2 µm) has been suggested to be very important in productivity of low
nutrient regions such as the Sargasso Sea. Using water filters of differing sizes, of various sized
phytoplankton to overall water column productivity can be seen.
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Pollution Studies:
Pelagic Tar and Plastic Distributions in Bahamian waters, the Sargasso Sea and the Northern
Caribbean. Both pelagic tar and plastic are important pollutants in the marine environment.
Through a series of neuston net tows and water samples, the extent and degree of this pollution will
be mapped along our cruise track.
Near Shore Fecal Coliform Bacteria as an Indicator of Human Impact. Can we find differences in
the abundance of fecal coliform bacteria? If so, what implications does this have for the
management of near shore ecosystems?

EQUIPMENT AND ANALYSES AVAILABLE ON THE SSV Westward
Water Analyses
Temperature
Salinity Phosphates

Silicates Chlorophyll-a
Dissolved Oxygen

Equipment
Gravity corer
Shipek Grab sampler Fisher
Scoop
Rock dredge Sediment
sieves
Position finding/navigation G.P.S.

Aquaria Dip
nets
Spectrophotometer Fluorometer
3.5 & 12 kHz Precision Depth Recorder

Microcomputers
Plankton nets:
Secchi disk
63 µm mesh, 30 cm diameter
Scopes: dissecting, compound, and video
333 µm, 200 µm, 1 m diameter
Gelman filtration apparatus
333 µm Neuston net, others...
Conductivity, temperature and depth sensor (CTD)
Rosette equipped with twelve Niskin water sampling bottles
YSI Salinity and Temperature Probe Electronic
Temperature/Depth logger
Library
Textbooks, reprints, keys, and guides covering all fields of marine science.
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C R U I S E R E P O R T W-156
S C I E N T I F I C A C T I V I T I E S U N D E R T A K EN
A B O A RD
T H E S S V WE S T WA R D
Key West-Bermuda-Rum Cay-Key West
26 March 1998 - 3 May 1998

Sea Education Association
Woods Hole, Massachusetts
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Preface
Till my soul is full of longing for the secret of the sea
And the heart of the great ocean sends a thrilling pulse through me.
-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

These words of Longfellow, inscribed on the W-156 class T-shirt, reminded students and crew that
we all had special things to learn and savor during our six weeks aboard Sailing School Vessel
(SSV) Westward. We had an exciting and challenging cruise, punctuated by many opportunities
for individual and community growth. From weathering a Force 9 storm to
probing the mysteries of the ocean, all can be proud of building lifetime memories and
accomplishing difficult work. The ocean taught us some of its secrets through our oceanographic
research and helped us fill our souls with longings of what is important.
This cruise report outlines the scientific and academic program conducted aboard SSV Westward
during Cruise W-156 in March, April and May of 1998. It contains summaries ofresearch data
collected and highlights some of the results obtained during oceanographic operations. However,
it is not intended to represent final interpretations of the W-156 data.
Detailed cruise logs and student reports are available through the Sea Education Association.
Figure 1 plots midnight positions of the W-156 cruise track along its 3000 nautical mile journey;
Table 1 records noon and midnight positions. Table 2 lists the ships' complement.
As Captain Terry Hayward guided Westward out into the milky waters surrounding Key West, all
began adjusting to life at sea. While at anchor, the nautical science staff efficiently taught students
how to set and strike sails, how to navigate, how to run the engine room--in short, how to safely
run the ship and plan. The science staff got oceanographic sampling equipment such as the Shipek
bottom sediment grab sampler for geological studies into the water right away, and sampling
procedures began with the first hour of the cruise. Meanwhile, students' heads were filled with
excitement.. ........, and many stomachs began to chum!
Eventually though, all regained composure and were nourished by meals crafted by the steward. It
was then that everyone on board could fully appreciate the splendid sunrises and sunsets, the
Southern Cross, and the flashes of bioluminescence in the bow wake at night.
Students quickly assumed responsibilities for observing various weather data and transmitting
reports to the National Weather Service/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Daily
weather reports were prepared by students and reported during class times. Based on these data,
two students undertook research to predict arrival of waves at the ship, and the effect those waves
had on mixing and clarity of the water. In addition, everyone had jobs to perform during drills for
fire, man overboard, and abandon ship. Fortunately, we had no actual emergencies which required
the execution of those skills. Students also presented navigation and science reports to the entire
ship's complement during classes; all these preparations and communications enabled the
Westward community to be well informed and to be knit closer together for our common purposes.
On our way to Bermuda, we were pleased to be escorted several times by bottlenose

Table 1: Noon and midnight positions of W-156 cruise.
Date
03/26/98
03/27/98
03/28/98
03/29/98
03/29/98
03/30/98
03/30/98
03/31/98
03/31/98
04/01/98
04/01/98
04/02/98
04/02/98
04/03/98
04/03/98
04/04/98
04/04/98
04/05/98
04/05/98
04/06/98
04/06/98
04/07/98
04/07/98
04/08/98
04/08/98
04/09/98
04/09/98
04/10/98
04/11/98
04/13/98
04/14/98
04/14/98
04/15/98
04/15/98
04/16/98
04/16/98
04/17/98
04/17/98
04/18/98
04/18/98
04/19/98
04/19/98

Time
1200
1200
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200

Lat.

Long.

(deg min)

(deg min)

Alongside Key West
81 50.6
24 31.4
81 51.2
24 20.4
81 17.7
23 38.8
24 13.0
80 55.7
80 02.4
24 23.1
79 47.4
24 59.0
79 47.9
26 51.6
79 48.9
28 16.4
80 09.4
29 15.1
79 09.0
29 49.4
29 57.8
78 47.8
78 05.8
30 02.9
77 32.0
29 58.9
76 14.6
30 16.0
75 12.6
30 32.4
74 01.5
30 56.0
73 18.0
30 51.4
73 09.7
30 29.4
71 56.1
30 44.0
30 52.2
71 12.7
31 07.0
70 21.0
31 22.0
69 09.8
31 36.2 68 05.0
31 46.4 67 03.7
32 03.9 66 14.7
32 07.7 65 00.9
Anchor Bermuda
Alongside Bermuda
64 38.4
32 12.0
31 10.1
64 54.2
29 50.2
65 17.3
65 42.7
29 01.2
28 36.4
66 07.1
66 24.6
28 17.9
27 31.8
66 46.9
27 01.8
67 19.7
26 38.7
68 07.7
26 18.8
68 58.5
25 56.1
69 57.4
25 32.4
71 03.2
25 11.1
71 58.9

Time

Date

Lat.

Long.

(deg min) (deg min)

04/20/98
04/20/98
04/21/98
04/21/98
04/22/98
04/22/98
04/25/98
04/25/98
04/26/98
04/26/98
04/27/98
04/27/98
04/28/98
04/28/98
04/29/98
04/29/98
04/30/98
04/30/98
05/01/98
05/01/98
05/02/98
05/02/98
05/03/98
05/03/98

5

0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200

25 04.4 72 22.7
24 52.3 72 44.8
24 28.9 73 43.1
24 03.5 74 32.5
23 56.8 74 36.5
Anchor Rum Cay
23 29.8 74 36.5
23 10.6 73 55.0
22 17.7 73 43.4
21 41.0 73 50.5
21 38.5 73 51.2
20 57.1 73 40.9
21 04.1 74 28.5
21 16.1 75 23.8
21 32.4 76 18.5
22 03.9 77 14.4
22 27.9 77 55.5
22 51.1 78 45.2
23 14.4 79 34.5
23 36.3 80 17.1
23 40.8 80 22.9
23 44.0 80 50.4
24 19.0 81 11.3
Alongside Key West

Table 2. Ship's Complement for SSV Westward-156 (W-156).
Nautical Staff
Terry Hayward
Virginia Land
Sara Beck
Kiirsten Flynn
Rick Hamilton /Tim
Murray

Captain First
Mate
Second Mate
Third Mate
Engineer /Steward

Scientific Staff
Bill Hoyt
Erik Zettler
Whit Saumweber
Barb Sullivan

Chief Scientist
First Assistant Scientist
Second Assistant Scientist
Third Assistant Scientist

Students
Glendon Barnes
Sarah Blanchard
Adam Block
Kathleen Carey
David Cataletto
Thomas Cormier
Laurie Gorton
Jessie Harper
Margaret Harrison
Jessica Kelleher
Regan Maund
Karen McNamee
Jennifer Myrick
Jennifer Przysinda
Allison Ridder
Andrew Scrivan
Joanna Sewall
Amy Smith
Philip Smith
Peter Thorson
Thomas Wadsworth
Llyd Wells
James Yockey
Matthew Zibrat

Boston University
University of New Hampshire
Amherst College
Northern Arizona University
of Massachusetts Bowdoin
College
University of Puget Sound
Grossmont Community College
Princeton University
University of Colorado
University of Rhode Island
University of New Hampshire
Willamette University of
Vermont
Colgate University
Hobart College
Mt. Holyoke College
Hamilton College
Virginia Tech
Colgate University
University of Washington
Johns Hopkins University of
Virginia
Roger Williams University
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dolphins and Atlantic spotted dolphins, the first time before we even entered the Florida Current.
Other science log entries recorded whales spouting, dolphins clicking, birds of various types
following the ship, and innumerable dolphin fish around the ship. Flying fish visited us often, and
by the end of the cruise, many had landed on the ship. In the Florida Straits we deployed our first
water column sampling equipment with Niskin water bottles and the Conductivity, Temperature,
Depth (CTD) meter. In the Gulf Stream and on either side of it, we identified several different
water masses and eddies we encountered. Biological sampling began in earnest with various nets
being towed. In addition to organisms, tar and plastic were captured.
Those petrochemical products, along with bacteria, nutrient, and chlorophyll a measurements, gave
an indication of the degree to which pollution has affected the area.
After we departed the Gulf Stream and turned east toward Bermuda, we experienced a couple of
days of light air before "it" hit-our first big weather! Seas built to about 15 feet during the
afternoon and evening of April 4th under a steady Force 8 gale; everyone on deck was ordered to
clip into rigging as the deck was frequently immersed by waves. Additional safety lines were strung
on the quarterdeck as following seas towered and crashed through the night. Even though we were
running with bare poles (no sails up), Westward was still
making 6-7 knots. Later that night and into the morning of April 5th , the strong gale built to a
Force 9 storm, with wave heights building more than 20 ft. The red sunrise was ominous, but the
storm abated later that day, and all heaved a sigh of relief from the pounding we had taken.
Westward and her crew had safely weathered the storm, and we forged ahead with new
confidence.
As we approached Be1muda, all students .presented oceanographic research data for their projects
to the entire ship's company. They also had a rousing time in the line chasecompetition, where a
good time was had by all. As we sailed in sight of Bermuda, students performed their last major
task of the first leg: the science laboratory practical exam. All in all, it was amazing how much
our community had learned, and the bonding we realized during our experiences.
During our Easter weekend port stop at St. Georges, another gale hit. That meant the Good Friday
kite-flying tradition had to be postponed until Saturday and Sunday, when the weather broke fresh
and clear with colorful new life. All had a chance to explore the island's wonders, and several
came away marked for life (mostly on the knees and feet)! Good relations were fostered at a U.
S. Consular dinner, where science officers Hoyt and Zettler represented the Sea Education
Association (was that ever a scramble to find decent clothes)!
Great sailing weather characterized most of our second leg from Bermuda to the Bahamas. All
enjoyed the opportunity to relax during a couple of swim calls, though many were pondering the
identity of a large (12 + ft.) fish seen by all a couple of days earlier! The crossings of the
Subtropical Convergence Zone provided us with spectacular displays of boundary processes at the
front between the Northern and Southern Sargasso Sea. As students entered the Junior Watch
Officer and Junior Science Watch Officer phase, they took great advantage of opportunities for
continued growth.
During our second port stop, at Rum Cay in the Bahamas, all were refreshed by the natural
wonders of the island and the relaxed pace of life found at Kay's. We were busy enjoying the
culture (or running!); most availed themselves of the opportunity to see remains of a pair of Gulf
Stream Beaked whales that had washed up on the island a couple of weeks prior to our arrival.
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Student science reports and presentations dominated the homeward leg up the Old Bahama
Channel. Hard work was rewarded with brief explorations at Hogsty Reef (Atoll) and Cay Sal.
Views of nearby Cuba and the pungent smell of burning sugar cane made us wonderwhat life
was like in that foreign land.... Our only cruise visitor, a Sooty Tern named "Mahi", joined us
for our final days together on Westward. The bird's attachment to us and its obviousneed for help
reminded me that we all needed each other for this cruise, and for the bigger journey of life!
Although the staff guided the cruise, the ultimate success of W-156 belongs to the students who did
the hard work and persisted through times of challenge. The good humor ofstudents and staff
made my first SEA cruise as Chief Scientist particularly gratifying; I appreciate the freedom you
gave me to learn (and blunder) with you, as we shared the unforgettable experience. Time and
time again, we ended up at the times and places we needed to be to have the greatest learning
happen! The following poem exemplifies the fun the students had with all the staff. Between the
lines, you can see the fun staff had with students.
Thanks!
William H. Hoyt, Ph. D. Chief Scientist, W-156
After the style of Green Eggs and Ham by Dr. SuessBill: Would you, could you do a Towfish? Data, data is what I wish!
Terry: I could not, would not do a science station; I would rather do celestial navigation.
VA: Honk down, honk down on that line; how much longer 'till we dine?
Whit: Of the data I am Lord; infidelity sends you overboard!
Barb: Would that I could go to my bunk; too bad the Annex has a funk.
Erik: I like to, like to grow my beard; I like to, like to shave it weird.
Tim: I know they'll set that damn raffee; and dinner will land on top of me!
Sara: Please don't slam that fore head door; my ears can't take it anymore!
Rick: Skittles, skittles are my friend; no skittles, skittles 'till the end.
Kiirsten: I like to wear my big, big hat; we can all fit under it, how 'bout that!!
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Academic and Research Program
The academic program on W-156 aboard the SSV Westward was coordinated by Captain Terry
Hayward, while the oceanographic research activities proceeded under the direction of Chief
Scientist Bill Hoyt. Academic classes on board covered a variety of nautical science and
oceanographic topics. Oceanographic research on the cruise was almost entirely devoted to
meeting the requirements of student research projects, a requisite of the academic program. A
summary of the students' scientific results is included, but appendices give a more detailed listing
of the sampling and analytical results.
Academic Program
"A rotator log always towed astern, but so much has to be allowed for currents and drift, which the log never shows,
that it is only an approximation after all, to be corrected by one's own judgement of a thousand voyages; and even
then the master of the ship, if he be wise, cries out for the lead and the lookout."
--Joshua Slocum, 1911, Sailing Alone Around the World , The Century Co., New York, NY, p. 147-148.

The shore component of student training included three courses: Nautical Science,
Oceanography, and Maritime Studies. Both Terry Hayward and Bill Hoyt taught six- w e e k
courses prior to the cruise in Woods Hole on Nautical Science and Oceanography, respectively;
the Maritime Studies course on shore was creatively team taught by Mary Malloy and Jim
Millinger. Cruise W-156 represented the second part of the twelve-week SEA Semester program
and extended formal Nautical Science and Oceanography training at sea.
Nautical Science classes at sea included a myriad of topics taught by Captain Hayward in the areas
of navigation, sail handling, application of sail theory, and the execution of safety drills. By the
end of the cruise, both students and crew had practiced efficient and safe ship handling for more
than five weeks. In addition to those topics, Engineer Rick Hamilton taught a class onmechanical
and pumping systems aboard Westward. First Mate Virginia Land taught classes on use of radar on
board; Second Mate Sara Beck gave an evening star class; and Third Mate Kiirsten Flynn taught an
illustrated history of sailing ships and rigging.
Oceanography training at sea included two three-week courses in Practical Oceanography offered
by SEA with credit granted through Boston University or other SEA affiliates. Classes
in oceanography included a variety of theoretical and practical topics, as well student
presentations and examinations (Table 3).
Research Program
"Sargasso, scattered over the sea in bunches, or trailed curiously along down the wind in narrow lanes, now
gathered together in great fields; strange sea-animals, little and big swimming in andout, the most curious among
them being a tiny seahorse which I captured and brought home preserved in a bottle."
-Joshua Slocum (ibid), p. 273.

Student research projects were formulated during the shore component and executed at sea. The
student projects focused on current scientific problems in physical, chemical,biological,
geological, and environmental oceanography, and stressed how the various parts of the Earth
system interacted to make up the oceans as we see them. Student research project titles are listed
in Table 4.
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Table 3. Oceanography class sessions on W-156.
Class sessions for Practical Oceanography I & II on a variety of topics related to the ship track were
held on the dates indicated with a variety of lead instructors. Teaching responsibilities were split
between the Chief Scientist (William Hoyt), the 1st Assistant Scientist(Erik Zettler), the 2nd
Assistant Scientist (Whit Saumweber), the 3rd Assistant Scientist (Barb Sullivan), and the 24 students
on board. Starting the second week of the cruise, students delivered science laboratory reports at
the beginning of class for the preceding 24-hour period.

DATE

INSTRUCTOR(S)

TOPI C

FOR

D AY

3/26/98.

E. Zettler, W. Saumweber,
B. Sullivan, W. Hoyt

Laboratory safety protocol and sampling/safety
procedures; science standing orders.

3/27/98

E. Zettler, W. Saumweber,
B. Sullivan, W. Hoyt

Oceanographic theme story read by Hoyt:
Sign of the Seahorse by Graham Base;
demonstration of Shipek grab sample and safe
hydrowinch deployment by E. Zettler, W. Saumweber,
and B. Sullivan.

3/30/98

W. Hoyt, E. Zettler
Continued with theme story. Returned and
discussed oceanography exam from shore component. Volume/processes of
Florida Current and Gulf Stream; principles of interpreting bottom echo character
from 3.5 kHz PDR records along ship track; fisheries/EEZ boundaries we have
been through. Deploy and retrieve towfish 2X.

3/31/98

W. Hoyt
Theme story continuation; review of three CTD
(conductivity, temperature, and depth) casts in the Gulf Stream; formation
processes of Gulf Stream rings and eddies.
W. Hoyt, E. Zettler
Theme story continuation; analysis of CTD records,
meter net deployment and demonstration, processes and effects of El Nino on the
ocean.

4/1/98

4/2/98

W. Hoyt

Theme story continuation; whales.

W. Hoyt
dangerous sea life.

Theme story continuation; finfish, sharks, and other
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4/7/98

W. Hoyt

Theme story continuation; student research updates;
creature features on: giant squid (L. Wells) and
megamouth/exotic sharks (A. Ridder).

4/8/98

W. Hoyt

Theme story continuation; student research updates;
creature features on: amphipod crustaceans (J.
Yockey) and penguins (P. Thorson).

4/9/98

W. Hoyt

Science laboratory practical examination.

4/13/98

W. Hoyt

Theme story continuation. Creature features on:
stromatopods (R. Maund), anglerfish (A. Block),
Propita (M. Harrison), and Physilla (D. Cataletto).
Geological origin of the Bermuda Rise and
Bermuda Island.

4/14/98

W. Hoyt

Science lab practical exams returned and discussed.
Creature features on: pterapods (J. Harper), sponges
(M. Zibrat), bluefin tuna (G. Barnes), and bacteria
(S. Blanchard). Invertebrate phyla described:
cnidarians, porifera, worms, Echinodermata, and
Arthropoda.

4/15/98

W. Hoyt, E. Zettler

Theme story Sign of the Seahorse completed.
Review of thermal front/subtropical convergence
zone we see overboard today. Creature feature on
horseshoe crabs (K. Carey). Discussion of
spectrophotometer and fluorometer by E. Zettler.

4/16/98

W. Hoyt

Creature features on: octopi (A. Smith), goosefish
(A. Scrivan), and sharks (P. Smith). Light
transmission in seawater, with experiment using
red, orange, yellow, green and blue M&Ms.

4/17/98

W. Hoyt, B. Sullivan

Creature features on: appendicularians (T. Cormier)
and corals (J. Kelleher). Winkler titration principles
and procedures by B. Sullivan.

4/21/98

W. Hoyt, W. Saumweber

W-156 cruise track water mass characteristics from
CTD data (isothermal plot). Creature features on:
sargassum fish (L. Gorton) and flying fish (J.
Przysinda). The spectrophotometer's use in nutrient
measurement by W. Saumweber.

4/22/98

W. Hoyt

Coral reefs and evolution of the Bahama banks.
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Creature features on: sea turtles (T. Wadsworth), echinoderms such as green urchins and longspined sea urchins (K. McNamee and J. Sewall), and puffer fish (J. Myrick).
4/27-5/1/98
W-156 Students Presentations of oceanographic research papers by students (see
Student Research Summaries).
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Table 4. Student project titles for W- 156, with general area of
oceanography in parenthesis.
Glendon Barnes
(Pollution)

A Comparison of Human Waste Contamination Near-Shore and Off-Shore
Using Coliform Bacteria as an Indicator

Sarah Blanchard, Jessie Harper, and Peter Thorson
(Pollution)
A Study of the Concentrations of Plastic Pollution in the Sargasso Sea, Bahamian Waters, and the
Beaches of Key West and Rum Cay
Adam Block
(Pollution)

Bacterial Concentrations Between Key West and Bermuda

Kathleen Carey
(Biol. Ocn.)

Comparison of Planktonic Foraminifera in Surface Waters and Bottom
Sediments: Florida Shelf, near Bermuda, and on the Bahama Platform

David Cataletto
(Phys. Ocn.)

Predicting Ocean Swells: Effects on Depth of the Thermocline

Thomas Cormier
(Biol. Ocn.)

A Determination of the Relationship between Photosynthetic Efficiencies
and Biomass of Phytoplankton Along the W-156 Cruise Track Using
DCMU-Enhanced Fluorescence

Laurie Gorton
(Geol. Ocn.)

A Study of Storm Influence on Continental Shelf Sediments of Key West
and Eastern Florida

Margaret Harrison
(Biol. Ocn.)

Zooplankton: Diversity versus Biomass

Jessica Kelleher
(Phys. Ocn.)

Determining the Climate Sensitivity of the Eighteen Degree Water

Karen McNamee and Amy Smith
(Biol. Ocn.)
The Size and Diversity Distribution of Copepod Species in and Around the Thermal Fronts of the Gulf
Stream and the Sargasso Sea
Regan Maund
(Biol. Ocn.)

Thriving Fauna in the Benthos: Is it the Zooplankton Next Door or Just a
Good Neighborhood?
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Jen Myrick and Jen Przysinda
(Pollution)
Distribution of Microplastics in Florida Shelf and Sargasso Sea Waters
Allison Ridder
(Biol. Ocn.)

In situ versus Satellite Images of Chlorophyll a Concentrations in the
Sargasso Sea

Andrew Scrivan
(Phys. Ocn.)

Predicted versus Observed Sea Wave Characteristics: Effects on Water
Clarity

Joanna Sewall
(Biol. Ocn.)

Geographic Distribution and Species Richness of Myctophids as Indicators
of Fauna! Boundaries

Tom Wadsworth
(Biol. Ocn.)

Comparative Diversities within Sampled Sargassum Communities from
Gulf Stream and Southwestern Sargasso Sea Regions as a Function of
Sample Age

Llyd Wells
(Biol. Ocn.)

Effects of Phosphate, Silicate and Nitrate Enrichment on Chlorophyll a
Concentrations in Sargasso Sea Waters

James Yockey and Philip Smith
(Pollution)
A Study of Pelagic Tar Distribution in the Sargasso Sea and the Western North Atlantic
Matt Zibrat
(Biol. Ocn.)

Family and Size Diversity of Leptocephali (Eel Larvae) in the Florida
Currents, Bermuda Waters, and Sargasso Sea
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Research Summaries
Since the focus of oceanographic work during W-156 was gathering data for student research
projects, edited summaries of those projects are presented here as a representation of cruise results.
Glendon Barnes
A Comparison of Human Waste Contamination Near-Shore and Off- Shore
Using Coliform Bacteria as an Indicator
As human population increases, so does the amount of direct and indirect waste we produce;
suitable land to dispose of waste is becoming more and more scarce. Runoff from these lands
leaches into rivers and groundwater, and eventually make it to the world's oceans, carrying
bacteria, nutrients and pollutants. Some wastes are even directly discharged into the oceans and
estuaries of the world. Though there are numerous tests for a wide range of pollutants, the best
indicator of anthropogenic influences remains fecal coliform bacteria. Coliforms can remainviable
in a saline environment for up to 30 days and can be detected hundreds of miles offshore.
The research for this project focused on determining the presence of fecal coliform bacteria and if
detectable, whether coliform counts decrease as one moves away from land off shore. Water
samples were taken at surface and at depths to 100 m. In general, coliform colonies decreased in
abundance as distances from North America increased (Figure 2), although data are widely
scattered. With depth, however, coliform abundance trends were not clear, although it appears
counts decrease with depth (Figure 3).
Although this study has given some insight into the distribution of bacteria in the Gulf Stream and
Sargasso Sea, more research in other waters needs to be done before any broad conclusions can be
drawn concerning bacterial counts in ocean waters.

Density vs. Depth
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Figure 2. Coliform density vs. distance from US.
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Figure 3. Coliform density vs. depth.
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Sarah Blanchard, Jesse Harper, and Peter Thorson
A Study of the Concentrations of Plastic Pollution in the Sargasso Sea, Bahamian Waters, and the
Beaches of Key West and Rum Cay
The presence of plastics in the oceans continues to be a major environmental concern. Due to the
long residence time of plastics once they enter the ocean, repetitive sampling over many years
has proven to be important in defining the trends in ocean pollution.
Results from neuston net tows deployed along the W-156 cruise track show a significant rise in
the number of pieces, as well as a rise in the number of pellets compared to previous SEA research
along similar cruise tracks (Figure 4). The researchers expected to see the rise in the number of
pieces: however, the rise in the number of pellets was contrary to their predictions.
Due to the nature of the North Atlantic Gyre, the Sargasso Sea concentrates plastics and other
buoyant materials at the convergence zones near the center of this Gyre. Legislation has been
passed to curb the amounts of plastics that enter the world's waterways by regulating what can and
cannot be disposed of overboard; however, there are no regulations that impact the plastic trash
that, directly or indirectly gets deposited into the oceans through other means. Moreover, it is hard
to assess how effective regulations controlling overboard plastics disposal have been. By studying
the trends in plastics distribution, more can be done first to understand and then to curb plastics
pollution in the world's oceans.

Figure 4. Average plastic pieces and pellets over a six-year period (data for 1992-96 modified
from Roth and White, 1996). Data for 1998 from this study (W-156).
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Adam Block

Bacterial Concentrations Between Key West and Bermuda

This experiment began as a study of two species of luminous bacteria. It quickly evolved into a
study of general (luminous and non-luminous) marine bacteria cultured from water samples of
different depths and different locations along the W-156 cruise track. Colonies were grown, stained
and counted.
The data taken prior to Bermuda (in the first leg of the cruise) showed the presence of three types
of bacteria, but thereafter, no bacteria grew on the plates. The reason for the lack of bacterial
growth after Bermuda is not known. When bacteria did grow on the plates, its abundance was
inversely related to the oxygen concentrations of the water from which it came (Figure 5). That
is, high numbers of bacterial colonies were correlated with low dissolved oxygen content in the
sampled waters. This result is consistent with the idea that bacteria are more abundant at the
oxygen minimum zone where bacterial respiration removes oxygen. Other evidence points to an
inverse relationship between the growth of coliform bacteria and othertypes of bacteria cultured
in this study. These relationships cry out for further study.

Total Bacteria vs. Oxygen
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Figure 5. Total number of bacterial colonies found was inversely related to the oxygen content of
the water. Rectangles and line indicate least squares fit to the oval data points.
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Kathleen Carey
Comparison of Planktonic Foraminifera in Surface Waters and
Bottom Sediments: Florida Shelf, near Bermuda, and on the Bahama Platform
This research focused on the comparison of planktonic foraminifera found in surface water
samples and bottom sediment samples taken off the eastern Florida continental shelf, near
Bermuda, and on the Bahama Platform. It was hypothesized that there would be a significantly
greater species diversity and a greater number of forams present in the sediments compared to the
surface waters.
Sixteen samples of various types were searched for the presence of planktonic foraminifera (see
Table 5), and six samples contained some (3 shipek grabs, 2 drift nets, and 1 neuston tow). After
the processing of samples, it was found that the bottom sediments did contain a greater species
diversity and greater number of forams than the surface waters. Thisdifference was because of
the seasonality of forams, the influx of foreign waters over the sediments, and perhaps even past
climate change.
There were many gaps in the data, which limited the strength of these conclusions; however,
these data provide hope for fruitful further research.
Table 5. Summary of the appropriate data from all 11 of the science stations completed for the
collection of planktonic foraminifera.
Station number

Date

W156-001-SG

7 March 1998

W156-002-FN

8 March 1997

W156-002-SG

Time

Log(nm)

Latitude

Longitude Type of Sampling

N/

1°50.6'W

Shipek grab

55

N/

1°48.0'W

Drift net

8 March 1998

04

N/

1°48.0'W

Shipek grab

W156-003-FN

8 March 1998

45

N/

1°48.5'W

Drift net

W156-003-SG

8 March 1998

45

NI

1°48.5'W

Shipek grab

W156-008-NT

O March 1998

170.3

9°53.2'W

Neuston tow

W156-013-SG

1 March 1998

359

311.6

0°09.3'W

Shipek grab

W156-014-FN

1 April 1998

115

314.7

0°11.9'W

Drift net

W156-014-SG

1 April 1998

115

314.7

0°11.9'W

Shipek grab

W156-019-FN

April 1998

1745

460.5

8°01.3'W

Drift net

W156-019-SG

April 1998

1745

460.5

8°01.3'W

Shipek grab

W156-029-FN

April 1998

1050

1028.5

5°03.8'W

Drift net

W156-052-FN

1 April 1998

740

1808.4

4°30.?'W

Drift net

W156-053-SG

1 April 1998

1112

1819.9

4°32.sw

Shipek grab

W156-054-FN

2 April 1998

1841.2

4°45.8'W

Drift net

W156-054-SG

2 April 1998

1841.2

4°45.8'W

Shipek grab

35
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David Cataletto

Predicting Ocean Swells: Effects on Depth of the Thermocline

This study was based on two interrelated aspects of the ocean surface: the first was predicting
wave swells generated by ocean weather systems; the second part related depth of the thermocline
to wave height.
Swell prediction is far from an exact science. Hundreds of different loosely formulated factors
make prediction most difficult. The longer the time between the prediction of swell and the actual
arrival, the more difficult it is to be accurate. This is not surprising in that all long- range
forecasting is speculative. The relationship between the depth of the thermocline and wave height
was much more clear-cut: the depth of the thermocline increased as wave height increased (Figure
6). The two high points on the graph showing a thermocline at 500 m were generated during a
force 8-9 gale with 20 to 25 ft. waves; those points fall near the trend line if plotted at their true
wave heights.
Many more wave swell observations and thermocline measurements would allow a much stronger
statistical treatment of the data.

Figure 6. Relationship between wave swell height and depth of the thermocline. The two points
at 500 m were generated during a Force 9 storm with 20-25 ft. wave heights.
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Thomas Cormier
A Determination of the Relationship between Photosynthetic Efficiencies
and Biomass of Phytoplankton Along the W-156 Cruise Track Using DCMU-Enhanced
Fluorescence
This study presents a physiological comparison between phytoplankton found in surface waters
and within the Deep Chlorophyll Maximum. Efforts focused on determining the relationship
between photosynthetic efficiencies as determined using DCMU-enl1anced
fluorescence. DCMU (3-(4-dichlorophenyl)-1,l-dimethyl urea) acts as a photosynthetic inhibitor
causing an increase in fluorescence. The increase in fluorescence induced by DCMU is
represented as a fluorescence response index (FRI), a measure of photosynthetic efficiency. The
higher the FRI index, the higher the photosynthetic efficiency.
Chlorophyll-a concentrations were used as a measure of algal biomass. Low productivity in the
Sargasso Sea caused difficulties in acqui1ing accurate FRI values. As a result, available data were
limited, and not entirely conclusive. It was determined that there is a positive relationship
between chlorophyll-a concentrations and photosynthetic efficiencies (FRI), probably determined
by available nutrients (Figure 7). As primary nutrients increase with depth, chlorophyll-a
concentrations and photosynthetic efficiencies increased until samples became light limited.
Further research can be greatly enhanced by applying the lessons learned in this study,
especially regarding low-productivity.

Figure 7. FRI (Fluorescence Response Index) vs. chlorophyll-a concentrations. The dashed line
indicates theoretical maximum of FRI· consequently FRI indices above the dashed line are
suspect.
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Laurie Gorton
A Study of Storm Influence on Continental Shelf Sediments of Key West
and Eastern Florida
A study of storm-deposited sediment on the continental shelf of Florida was conducted during the
W-156 cruise. Four samples were taken with a shipek grab, two in the Key West Channel and two
off Daytona Beach, Florida. Samples were taken aboard, sieved and hundred counted to determine
the amount of storm influence in each area and how well the sediments reflected that influence.
Sediments in the Key West Channel, when compared to those on the eastern Florida shelf, were
finer in grain size, better sorted, and more rounded; these characteristics indicate less effect from
storms (Figure 8). Key West is a protected area with a minimal fetch area of 120 nautical miles,
which would dictate that large storm waves would be less powerful in that area.
In contrast, the sediments off Daytona Beach were larger in grain size, poorly sorted, and more
angular, reflecting the fact that storms are highly influential in that area. Daytona Beach has an
unprotected shelf with a large fetch extending all the way to Africa and Northern Europe
(approximate fetch is 3600 nautical miles); it is expected that larger storm waves would prevail and
dominate the sedimentation in that area.

•

Figure 8. Grain size differences for a storm-protected sample (# 003 at 105 m depth) vs. an
unprotected sample (# 013 at 101 m depth).
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Margaret Harrison Zooplankton: Diversity versus Biomass
From an ecological perspective, the connection between biomass and species diversity of
zooplankton plays a key role in the ecosystems of the oceans. Zooplankton are a vital link between
primary producers and small carnivores in a marine trophic system. Differing theories exist
concerning the relationship between diversity and biomass.
This project tested the hypothesis that zooplankton biomass and diversity have an inverse
relationship. During the cruise track of Westward 156 from Key West to Bermuda, and on to the
Bahamas, we deployed the neuston net to collect zooplankton at about midnight and noon (a total
of 24 net tows). We measured the wet volume of biomass and used the Shannon-Wiener index to
calculate diversity. Chlorophyll a sampling near the tow stations measured productivity of
phytoplankton. Linear regression of diversity versus biomass for both day and night tows presented
no statistically significant correlations, although a negative slope hinted at a possible inverse
relationship (Figure 9). Linear regressions of chlorophyll a versus biomass were also statistically
insignificant but a decline in chlorophyll a level during the day with increasing biomass
measurements suggested higher zooplankton grazing pressures on phytoplankton. High biomass
measurements along the log run correlated with a thermal front at both the Subtropical
Convergence Zone and another frontal boundary between the Gulf Stream and Sargasso Sea.
These results suggest promising topics for further research.

Diversity versus Biomass
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Figure 9. Day and night diversity vs. biomass, suggesting an inverse relationship (r-squared value
of 0.2 is not statistically significant).
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Jessica Kelleher

Determining the Climate Sensitivity of the Eighteen Degree Water

This study involved the determination and examination of 18° Water throughout the Sargasso Sea
along cruise W-156. This water mass is generated in the winter and has a temperature range of 18°
to 18.999 ° and a salinity of about 36.55%o.
The salinity data suggest different modes or layers existing within the water mass (see, for
example, HC-37, Figure 10). Oxygen data are too widely spaced to generalize. The 1998 results
from 18° Water were compared to 1997 results from a similar cruise track (C- 150). The collection
of data for C-150 followed a cold episode observed in the Pacific (La Nina) whereas data for W156 followed the most pronounced Pacific warm episode (El Nino) on record. Due to widely
spread data along the slightly different cruise tracks and the lack of weather data acquired for the
winter of 1996-97 no firm conclusions were drawn as to the climate sensitivity of 18° Water. More
data collection over decade time scales will be required to assess the climate sensitivity of 18°
Water through time.

Salinity/Oxygen Profile
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Figure 10. Salinity and oxygen vs. depth for HC-37, indicating salinity decrease with depth. Oxygen
data are too sparse to make conclusions.
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Karen McNamee and Amy Smith
The Size and Diversity Distribution of Copepod Species in and Around the Thermal Fronts of the Gulf
Stream and the Sargasso Sea
Copepod size and diversity was observed in day and night neuston tows collected in the Gulf
Stream and Northern and Southern Sargasso Sea. It was hypothesized that with an increase in
temperature, an increase in diversity and a decrease in size would result. The opposite was
hypothesized for cooler waters.
Based on 100-count data of copepods from 11 neuston tows, it was found that no statistically
significant relationship exists between size and diversity in accordance with temperature.
However, a trend was noticed between diversity and size alone, which is particularly apparent in
night tows (Figure 11). Some of the data obtained from other W-156 projects at thermal fronts
(such as chlorophyll a, nutrient, and temperature data), support previous studies quite well.
However, much more research on the hypothesis of this study needs to be done to confirm it.

Diversity vs. Copepod Size
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Figure 11. Diversity vs. copepod size, showing an inverse relationship.
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Regan Maund
Good Neighborhood?

Thriving Fauna in the Benthos: Is it the Zooplankton Next Door or Just a

The purpose to this research was to determine whether the density of the benthic population would
change with changing density of the surface zooplankton population. It was proposed that high
surface zooplankton areas would produce high benthic biomass.
To gather the appropriate data, shipek grabs and neuston tows were deployed. A total of six grabs
(one at anchor in Key West, two in the Key West Channel, two on the eastern Floridashelf off
Daytona, and one on the Blake Plateau) and four neuston tows in the same general areas provided
the data. The shipek grabs were put into pint jars and preserved/stained with a 95% ethanol and
rose bengal solution. Counts were than conducted to determine the number of macroscopic
organisms in the sediment sample, and their density; the neuston data was processed and a
zooplankton density calculated. These two densities were compared.
However, the data did not support the hypothesis. There was no clear correlation between the
surface and the benthos, which is surprising in that past research has shownotherwise. On the
other hand, there was an extremely strong negative correlation between depth and the benthic
population density (Figure 12). This was found in previous work, in that depth controlled the size
of sediment and benthic life therein.
In future work, more of the same sediment depths/sizes needs to be taken to test the influence of
surface zooplankton density on benthic biomass.

Figure 12. As depth increases, benthic biomass density decreases.
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Jen Myrick and Jen Przysinda
Distribution of Microplastics in Florida Shelf and Sargasso Sea Waters
Previous research on microplastics has focused on the upper surface of the ocean at the
air-water interface. There is no previous work with which to compare samples at depth. Because
there has been so little focus on microplastics at depth by previous researchers, this study was
initiated to find out the distribution patterns and origin of microplastics in the area studied. This
study is intended to be used as a base or reference point for future microplastic studies.
Surface and subsurface ocean water samples gathered from Florida shelf and Sargasso Sea waters
were analyzed for microplastic content between March 31 and April 22, 1998.
Analysis of data from six hydrocasts (each at six depths from 10 to l00 m) and 38 surface stations
showed that the distribution of microplastic particles is fairly constant over varying types of water;
moreover, particles were concentrated in gyres and eddies along the track (Figure 13).
There was a small peak of microplastics at the edge of the Gulf Stream at the interface with the
Northern Sargasso Sea (this is a frontal area between two water masses). Throughout the study area,
surface concentrations of plastics are higher than corresponding samples at depth; but high surface
concentrations did not necessarily correspond to relatively high concentrations at depth.
Information from this research will facilitate an interesting future study on the effect of biological
colonization on microplastics in the North Atlantic Ocean. Do biological organisms colonize
microplastics and cause them to sink?

Microplastics at the Surface
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surface station numbers

Figure 13. Microplastic data collected at surface stations.
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Allison Ridder
Sargasso Sea

In situ versus Satellite Images of Chlorophyll a Concentrations in the

The focus of this project was determining the viability of using satellite imaging of chlorophyll a
as a proxy for the total concentration of phytoplankton in the water column of the Sargasso Sea.
Due to a lack of satellite images available during the cruise, the portion of the water column that
would have been "seen" by satellite sensors (water above the depth due to the Diffuse Attenuation
Coefficient-DAC) was determined by secchi disk. DAC is the depth at which a satellite can no
longer "see" the light reflected from the water and is a function of water clarity. Chlorophyll a
absorbs blue-violet and red light while reflecting green; a satellite can measure how much light is
absorbed and reflected and can quantify the concentration of phytoplankton.
The DAC was shallow for all 7 hydrocasts taken (DAC between 14- and 20-meters depth).
Water was retrieved from 12 depths, ranging from surface bottles to 300 or 400 m bottles, and run
through a fluorometer to obtain the chlorophyll-a concentrations. The deep chlorophyll maximum
(DCM) is caused by the concentration of phytoplankton that forms at about 100 meters in each of
the Sargasso Sea hydrocasts of this study (see, for example Figure 14). TheDCM, which
represents about 60% of total chlorophyll-a, is consistently not seen by satellites. To make
matters worse, chlorophyll a at depth is not a consistent percentage of satellite-derived
concentrations and therefore satellite numbers cannot be adjusted with a DCM constant.
Therefore, using satellite chlorophyll a concentration to replace in situ chlorophyll-a
measurements is not a satisfactory option.

HC27 chl-a
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Figure 14. Chlorophyll a vs. depth for HC-27, showing the deep chlorophyll maximum typically
at about 1OOm. All the other hydrocasts showed similar results.
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Andrew Scrivan
Clarity

Predicted versus Observed Sea Wave Characteristics: Effects on Water

Prediction of wind-driven waves is a complex science filled with many variables.
However, by using weather predictions, wave predictions can be made. The original hypothesis for
this study was that wave predictions would vary significantly when compared to observed wave
arrivals. Indeed, results of this study supported the hypothesis.
In the second part of the study, it was found that the greater the wave height, the lower the water
clarity (Figure 15). But there are many factors besides wave height which play a part
in determining this relationship: light intensity, whether the observation was made in the shade or
direct sun, surface roughness (ripples) on the water, wave steepness, elapsed time since the last big
storm, entrainment of gas bubbles, presence of Sargassum (sp.) at depth, and presence ofplankton
at depth, to name just a few! Many more variables need to be considered to make more accurate
wave predictions and to understand waves' effect on water clarity.

Figure 15. Wave height vs. water clarity (secchi) depth.
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Joanna Sewall
Geographic Distribution and Species Richness of
Myctophids as Indicators of Fauna/ Boundaries
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Myctophidae, lantern fish, are widespread at the family level while being regional in nature at the
species level. In general, a species is predominant in only one area, although it may be present in
others. During the 1970s, researchers assigned broad regional designations (e.g., tropicalsubtropical) to different species as well as attempting to determine their ranges more exactly. The
research conducted over the track of SEA cruise W-156 was based on previous research and
designed to test and supplement these findings.
Results supported the presence of regional categorization of myctophids as well as indicating
three species that acted as water-mass indicators. Approximately ninety-eight myctophids were
collected in Florida shelf/slope, Gulf Stream, and Sargasso Sea waters using meter nets, 2-meter
nets, and neuston tows. Correlations were identified between temperature of water and number of
fishes collected (Figure 16), as well as links between number of myctophids, zooplankton
biomass, and primary productivity.

14

Temperature

Figure 16. Number of myctophids found in neuston tows plotted against sea surface temperatures.
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Tom Wadsworth
Comparative Diversities within sampled Sargassum Communities
from the Gulf Stream and Southwestern Sargasso Sea Regions as a Function of Sample Age
Diversity levels in pelagic Sargassum (sp.) communities and associated organisms was
undertaken in the Gulf Stream, Sargasso Sea, and Bahamian regions. The study entailed collection
and analysis of Sargassum sample clumps along the W-156 cruise track. Diversity levels were
determined and compared to the age (color) and position of the clump, as well as the season
collected (spring). Age was determined by relative color, where the darkest colors indicated old
age and the lightest colors indicated the youngest age.
In general, it appeared that diversity of Sargassum communities increased with age of the clump
(Figure 17), but more data are needed to clearly demonstrate trends.

Figure 17. Sargassum clump age (color) vs diversity (Shannon-Wiener index), suggesting a
weak positive correlation.
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Llyd Wells
Effects of Phosphate, Silicate and Nitrate Enrichment on Chlorophyll a
Concentrations in Sargasso Sea Waters
If nutrient concentrations in oligotrophic ocean waters are rising, what are the potential effects on
chlorophyll a concentration? In this study, the concentrations of phosphate, silicate and nitrate
were determined with reference to nearest distance to the North American continent. Phosphate
concentrations tended to decrease as that distance increased; silicate concentrations increased with
distance; and no trend was observable for nitrates (Figure 18). Comparisons to historical data at
Hydrostation S near Bermuda suggest that nitrate and silicate concentrations have increased there
since 1961, while phosphates have maintained relatively low concentrations.
Additionally, four incubation experiments were performed to see what the effect of elevated
nutrient concentrations might be. Limitation of a specific nutrient was location dependent. Nitrate
was limiting along the Florida east coast and in the Southern Sargasso Sea; silicate or nitrate
appeared to be limiting at Hydrostation S; and in the middle of the Northern Sargasso Sea, 540
nautical miles from continental North America and following a major storm, nutrient limitation
was not apparent.
The utility of phosphate as a proxy measure for phosphorus available to phytoplankton is
challenged. Many future avenues of research are open in the general area of anthropogenic nutrient
influences on ocean water.
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Figure 18. Nutrient concentrations vs. distance from land.
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Chlorophyll a

NO3+NO2 (uM) and Sil (uM)

Nutrient vs. land distance

A Study of Pelagic Tar Distribution in the Sargasso
Sea and the Western North Atlantic
Since tar is less dense than sea water, large visible pieces (macrotar) can be found floating
throughout the world's oceans. This study's focus is on the North Atlantic Gyre, including the
Gulf Stream, the Sargasso Sea, and the Subtropical Convergence Zone.
Specifically, this is a study of pelagic tar and the forces which concentrate it into certain areas. The
project is split into two portions-one dealing with floating macrotar pieces and the other dealing
with microtar pieces forced to depths by the Subtropical Convergence Zone.
High levels of floating tar were expected upon entering the Sargasso Sea. The clockwisecirculating Sargasso Sea was predicted to have retained macrotar within the center of its Gyre.
However, results showed that the Sargasso Sea contained the lowest densities of macroscopic
floating tar. Possibilities to explain these results in the Sargasso Sea include a lack of data or
possibly eddy systems that brought about unexpected currents. In fact, the highest macrotar
densities were found upon exiting the Gulf Stream and in passing over the Subtropical
Convergence Zone. These two thermal fronts collected macrotar, as well as other floating
materials, along the interface between the different water masses.
The microtar portion of the project supported the hypothesis that along the Subtropical
Convergence Zone, microtar would be forced down into the water column by convergence
downwelling. This was the case, as higher microtar densities were found at depth in the hydrocast
at the Subtropical Convergence Zone (Figure 19). The other two hydrocasts studiedwere both
away from the Subtropical Convergence Zone, one to the north of the area and one to the south.
As expected, filtered water from these two hydrocasts showed less microtar in thewater column
(only about half) as was found around converging waters. A fruitful area of future research would
be to investigate ecological effects of downwelled microtar.

James Yockey and Philip Smith
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Figure 19. Greater amounts of microtar were found in the water column at the convergence zone
(HC-37) than either north (HC-32) or south (HC-44) of it.
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Matt Zibrat
Family and Size Diversity of Leptocephali (Eel Larvae) in the
Florida Currents, Bermuda Waters, and Sargasso Sea
Family and size distribution of leptocephali were surveyed along the track of W-156.
The study collected a total of 31 eel larvae belonging to 8 different families from the following
five study areas: Florida Currents, Northern Sargasso Sea, Bermuda waters, Subtropical
Convergence Zone (STCZ), and the Southern Sargasso Sea. We expected to find a concentration
of leptocephali along the STCZ, an increase in length with distance from the Southern Sargasso
Sea, presence of migrating families in the Florida Currents, and indigenous species inhabiting
Bermuda waters.
The study shows that the Florida Currents have the greatest family diversity, followed by the
STCZ. The Florida Currents contained the migrating family Anguillidae. The Northern Sargasso
Sea exhibited the least diversity. Largest leptocephali were found in the Florida Currents, while
the smallest were found in the STCZ; this finding supports the notion that size of leptocephali
increases with distance from the Southern Sargasso Sea. The Southern Sargasso Sea contained the
largest number of leptocephali, contrasted by the Northern Sargasso Sea producing the lowest
number (Figure 20). Congridae, a coastal family, appeared as the dominant family followed by
Nemichthyidae. Those two families also had the greatest average length.
Continuation of research is needed to make firm conclusions for leptocephali distributions
along the STCZ and Bermuda waters.

Figure 20. Number of leptocephali for each study area (STCZ=Subtropical Convergence Zone).
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{Appendix A.}W-156 Station Data.
Science Station Summary*
NT
4
5
6
7
8
9
15
18
20
21
22
25
26
33
34
35
36
37
39
41
42
45
46
48
51

HC/CTD
10 (CTD only)
11 (CTD only}
12
24
26 (CTD only}
27
30 (CTD only}
31 (HC only}
32
37
40 (CTD only}
44
47 (CTD only}

SG
1
2
3
13
14
19
29
52
53
54

MN
16
17
23 (2m net)
28 (2m net)
38 (2m net)
43

Code

Equipment

NT
HC
CTD
SG
MN
SD
FN
DN
TF

Neuston Tow
Hydrocast (Rosette)
Conductivity-Temperature-Depth
Shipek Grab
Meter Net (or 2 Meter Net)
Secchi Disk
Foraminifera Net
Dip Net
Tow Fish

SD
21
24
26
37
44
49
54

FN
2
3
14
29
52
54

DN
20
21
37(1)
37(2)
37(3)
37(4)

TF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

* Science stations were numbered sequentially from 1 through 54. Any time science equipment was deployed while
we were stopped, a new station number was assigned. For example, at station 1 a Shipek Grab (SG) was deployed, at
station 4 a neuston tow (NT) was taken, and at station 21, a neuston tow (NT), Secchi disk (SD), and dip net (DN)
were taken. The exception to this was the tow fish stations, which were taken underway and have their own
separate numbers.

NOTE: In all entries which follow, TIME is in local ship time (plus four Greenwich), LOG is in nautical miles,
LATITUDE and LONGITUDE are in degrees and minutes (e.g. 24.15=24 degrees 15 minutes),
TEMPERATURE is in degrees Celsius, SALINITY is in parts per thousand, PHOSPHATE and SILICATE are
in µMolar, CHLOROPHYLL-a is in µg/L times 10, and OXYGEN is in mg/L.
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Surface Station Summary
STAT ION
SS-001
SS-002
SS-003
SS-004
SS-005
SS-006
SS-007
SS-008
SS-009
SS-010
SS-011
SS-012
SS-013
SS-014
SS-015
SS-016
SS-017
SS-018
SS-019
SS-020
SS-021
SS-022
SS-023
SS-024
SS-025
SS-026
SS-027
SS-028
SS-029
SS-030
SS-031
SS-032
SS-033
SS-034
SS-035
SS-036
SS-037
SS-038
SS-039
SS-040
SS-041
SS-042
SS-043
SS-044
SS-045
SS-046
SS-047
SS-046
SS-049
SS-050
SS-051
SS-052
SS-053
SS-054
SS-055
SS-056
SS-057
SS-058
SS-059
SS-060
SS-061
SS-062
SS-063
SS-064
SS-065
SS-066
SS-067
SS-068
SS-069
SS-070
SS-071
SS-072
SS-073
SS-074
SS-075
SS-076
SS-077
SS-078
SS-079
SS-080
SS-081
SS-082
SS-083

DATE
TIME
03/28/98 1324
03/28/98 1900
03/29/98 0134
03/29/98 0700
03/29/98 1300
03/29/98 1900
03/30/98 0100
03/30/98 0700
03/30/98 1300
03/30/98 1900
03/31/98 0100
03/31/98 1030
03/31/98 1305
04/01/98 0132
04/01/98 0709
04/01/98 1300
04/01 /98 1905
04/02/98 0107
04/02/98 0700
04/02/98 1300
04102198 191o
04/03/98 0700
04/03/98 1300
04/03/98 1900
04/04/98 0100
04/04/98 0710
04/04/98 1300
04/04/ 98 1900
04/05/98 0700
04/05/98 1310
04/05/98 1900
04/06/98 0100
04/06/98 0700
04/06/98 1900
04/07/98 0100
04/07/98 0700
04/07/98 1300
04/07/98 1900
04/08/98 0124
04/08/98 1300
04/08/98 1925
04/09/98 0100
04/09/98 0700
04/09/98 1305
04/09/98 1900
04/10/98 0100
04/10/98 1900
04/11/98 1900
04/12/98 2145
04/13/98 1900
04/14/98 0100
04/14/98 0700
04/14/98 1300
04/14/98 1900
04/15/96 0100
04/15/98 0700
04/15/98 191o
04/16/98 0100
04/16/98 0700
04/16/98 1300
04/16/96 1900
04/17/98 0100
04/17/98 0700
04/17/98 1300
04/ 17/98 1900
04/18/98 0100
04/18/98 0700
04/18/98 1922
04/19/98 0100
04/19/98 0700
04/19/98 1300
04/19/98 1900
04/20/98 0100
04/20/98 0700
04/20/98 1300
04/20/98 1900
04/21/98 0100
04/21/98 0700
04/21/98 1300
04/21/98 1910
04122/98 0100
04/22/98 0700
04/22/98 1300

LOG
LATITUDE LONGITUDE SURFTEMP SALINITY PHOSPHATE SILICATE CHLOROPHYL MICROTAR CHL.10
24 ,700
0.000
0 ,55
12.0
24 .15
81 .50
36.400
0.000
0.423
0 .055
35.8
23.54
87.31
25.800
36.140
0 .017
0.000
0 .17
0 ,119
0.000
1.19
65.8
23.29
81 .18
25.700
36 200
0 .082
0.679
83.9
23.53
81.08
25.600
36 .100
1.449
0 .081
0 000
0 .81
101,1
26 ,000
o ooo
0.67
24.17
80 .54
35.900
0 .047
0 551
0 .067
0 .000
0.68
115.3
24.29
80.28
25.600
36 200
0.068
24 ,22
1.03
135.1
80.02
25.600
36.000
0.199
1.449
0.103
0 .000
154.0
24 .36
79.53
25.800
36.100
0 .551
0.133
0.000
1.33
26 ,000
2,603
0 .8
173.1
25.03
79.47
36.100
O.G47
0.080
0.000
0 ,63
203.3
25.56
79.47
25.900
36.200
0 .063
0.000
237 ,8
0 ,053
26.53
79.49
25.800
36.200
0.035
0 .000
0.000
0 .53
273.8
28 .07
79.52
25.200
36.200
0 .044
0.000
0.44
25,900
282 .0
28 .23
79.49
36.200
0.047
0 .041
0.41
314.5
29.18
80.12
23.000
36.200
0.169
0.000
1.69
341.9
29.50
79.08
25.300
36.200
0.082
0.423
0 .126
0.000
1.26
79,03
0_55
374.7
29.49
25.400
36.100
0 .055
0 .000
390.5
29.52
78.51
23.300
36 ,300
0 ,093
1.064
0 .047
0 .000
0.47
0 _61
410.1
29.51
78.45
24 ,400
36 ,300
0 .061
0 .000
438.4
30.04
78.23
24 .000
36 .300
0.222
0.295
0 .074
0 .000
0.74
0 _000
455.9
30.02
78.04
24.700
36.300
0 .109
1.09
o_ooo
460 .5
29.56
78.02
25.100
36200
0 .128
3.372
0 .072
0 .72
0 .68
517.0
30.10
76.38
23200
36.400
0 .199
0 .000
0.068
0 .000
0.67
536.6
30.17
76.12
24 .100
36_300
0.175
2 .859
0.067
0 .000
563.9
30.25
75.
33
23.100
36.400
0.093
1.577
0 .014
0 .000
0.14
596_0
0.Q40
30.34
75.06
21 .800
36.700
2.657
2.474
0.000
0.4
617.1
30.44
74.30
21 .500
36.600
0 .031
0.000
0 .31
650.2
30.58
73.57
24200
36.200
0272
0 ,000
2 .72
575_5
31.01
73.29
23.200
36 .400
0.187
0 .000
1.87
0 .000
5 46
700.0
30.36
73.17
22.000
36.500
0.546
22 ,000
0,000
2 62
729.8
30.31
73.06
36.500
0.262
759.0
30.39
72.25
20.400
36.500
0 .114
0.000
1.14
19.700
1,03
787 .2
30.45
71 .59
36.600
0.000
0.000
0.
103
0.000
813.8
30.50
71.21
19.400
36.700
0.
094
0 .000
0 .94
70 ,58
19,900
1.06
838.4
30 .58
36 .600
0.295
0.106
0 .000
874.8
19,800
0 .74
31 .08
70.15
36.600
0.074
0.000
913,5
31 .19
69 ,29
19.700
36 .600
0.026
0.000
0 .26
930 .1
31.23
69.06
19.400
36.400
0.189
0 .000
1.89
959 5
31.31
68.30
19.900
36.600
0.109
0.000
1.09
18,800
982 5
31.37
67 .58
36.200
0.128
0 275
0 .000
2 .75
1032.9
31.48
67.01
19.100
36.200
0.175
0 .000
1.75
0 ,065
0.65
1058.0
31.58
66.30
19.100
35.800
0 .000
1076,9
32.05
66 .09
19.200
36.600
0.163
0,000
0.267
0 .000
2 .67
0.000
2.71
1109.3
32.11
65.27
19.200
36.500
0 .271
1135.2
32.07
64 .53
19.700
36,600
0 .097
0 ,000
o 97
32,23
0 .000
2.15
1154.6
64.41
19.100
36.400
0.215
1154,6
32.23
64.41
19.100
36.400
0.187
3.244
0216
0.000
2.16
19,500
3.64
1154.6
32.23
64.41
36.200
0.079
2.090
0 384
0.000
3.19
1154.6
32.23
64 .41
19.500
36 200
0.169
11.854
0.319
0.000
19,600
2.46
1154.6
32.22
64.41
36 .200
0.653
5.867
0 .246
0 .000
1175.0
31 .36
64.49
19.400
36.700
0.094
0 .94
0.7
1209.1
31.08
64 .53
19.600
36.800
1.295
7.952
0 ,070
1253.3
30.21
65.09
20.800
36.600
0,055
0 .55
1289.3
0.33
29.43
65.20
20 .700
36.600
0 .033
1317.0
29.17
65.35
20.500
36.700
0.036
0.36
1334.2
28.59
65.44
0.33
21 .700
36.400
11.169
0.033
1355.7
28 .39
65.58
22.200
36.400
0.021
0 .000
0 .21
1364.0
0 ,19
2826
66.18
21 .600
36.700
0.019
0.000
1375,6
26 .16
66.26
0 .53
21.200
36.700
12.539
0.053
0 .000
1397.5
66_35
27 -50
21.100
36-700
0 .000
1417.3
2726
66.48
22.400
36_600
0.019
0 .000
0.19
1430.
3
27.31
66.59
22.600
36.600
0_024
0.000
0.24
1451.7
27 .00
67.24
22.600
36.600
0-116
10.603
0.049
0.000
0.49
1472_3
0,16
26.46
67.46
22.700
36.600
0.018
0.000
1495.4
0,000
0 21
26.37
66.12
23.000
36.600
0.021
1521.5
26.27
66.40
22 .500
36.500
0,014
0 .000
0 .14
1540.9
26 .17
69 .03
23.200
36.500
0 .051
8 260
0.023
0 .000
0 .23
1566.5
0 ,000
26.04
69.37
23 200
36 500
1603.9
25.43
70.40
22.800
36.500
0 ,000
1625.0
24 000
25.31
71 .05
36.500
0.000
10.186
0.000
1650.1
71
,31
25.20
24 100
36,500
0.000
1674 6
72 .02
24 200
0 .19
25.10
36 600
0 .019
0 .000
1685.0
25.07
72.14
24 100
36.500
0 .007
0.000
0 .07
1692.9
23,900
25.04
72 .24
36.400
0 .006
13.105
0.006
0 .000
0 .06
1700.9
72 ,34
0 ,33
24 .59
24.
000
36.500
0.033
0.000
1715.5
24 .50
72.49
24.500
0 ,34
36.600
0.034
0 .000
1736.0
73.11
25,300
24.40
36.500
0,058
0 .58
1772.0
24 .24
73.48
24 .600
36.200
0.000
6.969
0 .023
o 23
1808.4
24 14
74 .28
24,300
36.100
0.011
0.11
1619.9
24 04
74 .33
25 200
36.600
1820.1
24 .05
74 .36
25.000
36.200
0.021
0 21
1826.3
23.55
74 .38
24.400
36.500
0.045
8.876
0.021
0.000
0 .21
1641 .3
23.40
74.46
24 .000
36 600
0 .063
o 63
1848.8
23 39
74 51
26.000
36.600
0 .000
8.697
0.072
0 ,72

37

*indicates estimate

Hydrocast data

Sample
HC-012-13
HC-012-12
HC-012-11
HC-012-10
HC-012-9
HC-012-8
HC-012-7
HC-012-6
HC-012-5
HC-012-4
HC-012-3
HC-012-2
HC-012-1

depth(m)

[chlA] (ug/L)

0
10
17
20
23
30
40

0.083
0.075

0.049
0.082

0.058
0.089

0.057
0.064

[Phaeo] (ug/L) oxygen (ml/L) oxygen %sat P04 (uM)

175
225

0.174

0.123

0.065

0.094

0.010
0.003

0.018
0.011

0
10
20
30
50
80
100
150
200
300
400
550
750

0.062
0.040

0.037
0.075

0.089
0.098
0.217
0.234
0.028
0.014
0.003

0.049
0.054
0.123
0,180
0.044
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0.0
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·
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0.0
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The Author.
Lake Michigan was the early stomping grounds of Dr. William Henry Hoyt. Born in 1952 in
Evanston, Illinois, he spent the first seven years exploring the water and the beach at close range—right
out the back yard. After many happy years at school in Winnetka,
he headed east for college and graduate school (Middlebury
College in Vermont; State University of New York at Albany; the
University of Delaware). Summer jobs as a camp counselor
eventually led to canoeing camps in Minnesota and Wisconsin that
specialized on taking long trips into the interior of the Canadian
Shield. Those eons of geological time exposed in the shield helped
persuade him to become a geology major (environmental studies).
Sedimentology and deposition/erosion trends in lakes, reservoirs,
rivers, and oceans have been of interest ever since. Whoever sees
the most rocks wins!
When an oceanography/geology professor job was
advertised in Colorado, he jumped at it and has been a Professor
of Oceanography at the University of Northern Colorado since
1981. He has been a “fish out of water” there for a 38-year
teaching career, including 17 years as department chair and school
director. He was awarded that school’s top faculty honor in 2011
for a distinguished career in teaching, scholarship, and service; that netted the family a trip to Hawaii.
Bill resides in Greeley, Colorado with his wife Cathy, who is a biology and chemistry high school
teacher. Their three children—Sarah, Aaron, and Anna—all had to take high school biology from their
mother! They all survived it and now live in Colorado close by their parents. What a blessing having
three engineers, a CPA, three teachers, and financial planner/salesperson in the family. And now Fiona
the grandchild! Whatever else they do in life from here on, I am so proud of what they have already
accomplished!
Retirement will bring new adventures soon!
{Photo by Barry LaPoint}.

